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RÉSUMÉ

La biodiversité, l'hétérogénéité environnementale et le fonctionnement des écosystèmes sont devenus des concepts de base dans plusieurs domaines de la biologie.
De nombreuses ressources et études scientifiques ont été consacrées à suivre la biodiversité, à quantifier les fonctions des écosystèmes, et les processus qui affectent
ces trois concepts. Pour mesurer les impacts engendrés par les humains sur le
monde naturel et pour définir des objectifs de conservation, ces trois concepts
ont été utilisés comme des principes de référence pour définir les états d'un écosystème naturel et de la manière dont nous devrions procéder pour le préserver.
En pratique, toutefois , un fort déclin d 'espèces persiste ou augmente continuellement à travers la planète. Par ailleurs , des mesures disparates de biodiversité et
d'hétérogénéité environnementale embrouillent notre compréhension de leur dynamique, leurs interrelations et l'établissement d 'états de références. Afin de mieux
comprendre les relations entre la biodiversité, l'hétérogénéité environnementale
et le fonctionnement des écosystèmes, il est essentiel de définir et quantifier les
tendances macro-écologiques avec des métriques non seulement calculables rapidement à de larges échelles, mais également comparables à travers les systèmes, tout
en prenant compte de l'influence anthropogénique. Avec une amélioration de notre
compréhension, nous pourrions développer des outils pour définir les caractéristiques et les représentations nécessaires au maintien ou même la restauration des
fonctionnements écologiques et de l'intégrité des écosystèmes. L'objectif ultime
serait l'intégration d 'une telle perspective à l'échelle de tous les systèmes dans
les politiques d'aménagement et de conservation. Pour y parvenir, les relations
réciproques entre la diversité des espèces, l'hétérogénéité environnementale et les
patrons saisonniers de croissance des plantes ont été examinés. L'emphase a été
mis sur le développement et l'application de métriques qui décrivent les propriétés
des écosystèmes en se basant sur des images digitales. Ces métriques génèrent une
collection de données écologiques et atteignent de nouveaux niveaux de résolution
spatiale et temporelle pour les mesures visuelles de patrons écosystémiques.
Premièrement, je présente un nouveau cadre conceptuel qui pourrait permettre
de réconcilier les divergences observées jusqu'à présent dans les relations entre
l'hétérogénéité environnementale (HE) et la biodiversité (BD). Les résultats révèlent que les écosystèmes fortement modifiés ou semi-naturels sont caractérisés
par une dominance de relations HE-BD positives et négatives , respectivement,
alors que les écosystèmes naturels montrent des réponses mixtes. Contrairement
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à la vision traditionnelle stipulant que l'hétérogénéité environnementale entraîne

nécessairement de la biodiversité, je montre que les écosystèmes naturels ne sont
pas caractérisés par des niveaux maximum d 'HE, mais bien par des niveaux intermédiaires. Ainsi , l'empreinte laissée par les humains sur les écosystèmes joue un
rôle central dans la détermination de la nature des relations entre l'hétérogénéité
spatiale et la biodiversité.
Ensuite, avec l'ancienne perspective révisée, j 'examine la diversité en tant que
vecteur de la dynamique écosystémique et pose la question : Est-ce que les variations de la diversité des espèces en forêt , définie ici par la composition des arbres ,
a un effet mesurable sur les patrons de croissance saisonniers? En utilisant des
photographies à intervalles et l'analyse d'images , les résultats mettent en évidence
que la phénologie de la forêt n 'est pas seulement une réponse de l'écosystème au
climat, mais aussi un trait fonctionnel qui varie indépendamment du climat; elle
joue un rôle primaire dans la définition de la structure de la forêt et de l'allocation aux ressources. Par exemple, j 'ai trouvé que la phénologie de la communauté
du sous-bois est directement influencée par la diversité des arbres susjacents, le
sous-bois a une croissance prolongée lorsqu'il est associé à une communauté riche
en arbres aux étages supérieurs. Les résultats suggèrent que la diversité des arbres
peut conduire à une efficacité accrue de la lumière qui se transfère des étages
supérieurs vers le sous-bois.
Finalement, j 'adapte des outils informatiques du domaine de la vision numérique
pour quantifier les caractéristiques environnementales à partir de photographies
digitales. J 'utilise la vision numérique pour cartographier la distribution des arbres
et d 'autres types de végétation dans les paysages urbains. En utilisant des données
d'images open-source de paysages de rue urbaines qui sont actuellement abondantes (images de Google Street View) , je valide qu 'un algorithme multi-étapes
de la vision numérique segmente et quantifie avec précision le pourcentage de couverture d 'arbres d 'images de streetscape. La méthode constitue un avancement
significatif par rapport aux efforts précédents pour quantifier le couvert d 'arbres à
l'aide de photographies, les anciens efforts utilisaient des métriques informatiques
simples. En permettant l'utilisation de 'big data' et en réalisant des analyses
rapides et automatiques avec des outils de la vision numérique , nous pouvons
quantifier rapidement les caractéristiques des écosystèmes à échelles temporelles
et spatiales rarement atteintes précédemment.
Durant cette recherche , j 'ai découvert des patrons pouvant être généralisés qui
mettent en lumière les interactions entre la diversité des espèces, l'hétérogénéité
environnementale et le fonctionnement écosystémique des systèmes terrestres. Ce
travail a également développé une nouvelle application d 'analyse d 'images et de
photographies digitales pour quantifier, suivre et décrire rapidement IE,)s caracté-
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ristiques d'un système. Il constitue une ligne prometteuse pour la recherche future
dans l'évaluation rapide et la quantification de patrons environnementaux.

Biodiversity, environmental heterogeneity and ecosystem functioning have become
core concepts in many fields of biology, with a great deal of scientific study and
resources devoted to tracking biodiversity and quantifying the ecosystem functions and pro cesses it effects. To measure the impacts humans are having on the
natural world and define conservation goals, all three concepts have been used
as benchmark features to define natural ecosystem states and how we should go
about preserving them. In practice however, high rates of species loss persist or
continue to increase around the globe. Moreover, disparate measures of biodiversity and environmental heterogeneity have complicated our understanding of their
dynamics , interrelationships and the establishment of reference states.
Defining and quantifying macro-ecological patterns with metrics that are comparable across systems, account for anthropogenic influences and can be computed
rapidly at large scales are essential to understanding the interrelationships between biodiversity, heterogeneity and ecosystem functioning. With an improved
understanding, we may then develop tools to define the features and representations needed to maintain, or even restore, the ecological functioning and integrity
of ecosystems. The ultimate goal being the integration of a systems-level perspective into land management and conservation policies. In an effort to contribute
to this process, l examine the reciprocal relationships between species diversity,
environmental heterogeneity and the seasonal patterns of plant growth. l focus on
the development and application of digital image-based metrics of ecosystem properties. These metrics automate the collection of ecological data and achieve new
levels of spatial and temporal resolution in the measurement of visual ecosystem
patterns.
First, l present a new conceptual framework that could help reconcile the array of different environmental heterogeneity - biodiversity relationships that have
been observed to date. The results reveal that highly-modified and semi-natural
ecosystems are characterized by a dominance of positive and negative EH-BD relationships, respectively, whereas natural ecosystems show mixed responses. Against
the traditional view that environmental heterogeneity necessarily supports biodiversity, l show that natural ecosystems are typified, not by maximum, but intermediate levels of EH. As such, an ecosystem's human footprint context plays
a central role in defining the nature of the relationship between environmental
heterogeneity and biodiversity.
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Second, the former perspective is reversed and l examine diversity as the driver of
ecosystem dynamics and ask the question of whether varying the species diversity
of forests ' defining component - trees - has measurable effects on their seasonal
growth patterns. Using time-Iapse photography and image analysis , the results
evidenced that forest phenology is not only an ecosystem response to climate,
but also a functional property that varies independent of climate; one that plays
a primary role in defining forest structure and the allocation of resources. For
example, l find that the understory community phenology is directly influenced
by the overstory tree diversity, growing longer when associated with a speciesrich overstory tree community. The results suggest that tree diversity may lead to
increased light efficiencies that cascade from the overstory down to the understory.
Finally, l adapt computational tools from the computer vision field to quant ify
environmental properties from digital photographs. l use computer vision to map
the distribution of trees and other vegetation in urban landscapes. By utilizing
the open-source image data of city streetscapes that is now abundant (Google
Street View images) , l find that a multi-step computer vision algorithm accurately segments and quantifies the percent of tree cover in streetscape images. The
method is a significant advancement from previous efforts to quantify tree cover
in photographs which used computationally simpler, single-feature metrics. By
making use of "big data" and achieving automated rapid analysis with computer
vision tools, we can quickly quant ify ecosystem properties at spatial and temporal
scales rarely attainable before.
Through this research , l have uncovered generalizable patterns that shed new
light on the interplay between species diversity, environmental heterogeneity and
ecosystem functioning in terrestrial systems. This work has also demonstrated
novel applications of digital photography and image analysis to rapidly quantify,
track and describe ecosystem features ; a promising line of future research towards
the rapid assessment and quantification of environmental patterns.

INTRODUCTIO

0.0.1

J

Generaloverview

Central to ecology, and the understanding of how ecosystems operate and respond
to perturbations, are the concepts of biodiversity 1 , ecosystem functioning (EF) 2
and environmental heterogeneity (EH) 3. At the core of this thesis, l will examine
the interdependent relationships of species diversity and spatial heterogeneity,
including an examination of forest phenology as a specifie ecosystem function
which relates to both. l will seek to identify a generalized relationship between
EH and biodiversity at.the landscape scale. l will also study how forest phenology

at the community scale may represent a functional response to diversity. Within
this research effort, and towards developing methodologies to explore those relationships, l focus on digital image-based met ries of ecosystem properties. These
metrics automate the collection of ecological data and achieve new levels of spatial
and temporal resolution in the measurement of visual patterns and features.

1. Depending on the specifie discipline, the definition of biodiversity ranges from ''the number
of different species occurring in sorne location" to "aU of the diversity and variability in nature" .
The 1992 United Nations Earth Summit defined biodiversity as "the heterogeneity among living
organisms from aU sources and the ecological complexes of which they are part."

2. Ecosystem functioning is the capacity of an ecosystem to provide services - directly and
indirectly - underpinned by biophysical structures and pro cesses (Scherer-Lorenzen, 2005).
3. Environmental heterogeneity is the spatial or temporal variation of a given resource, structure or biota in a given space.
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0.0.2

Biodiversity, ecosystem functioning and the big biodiversity experiments

Biodiversity is a longstanding concept in many fields of biology, one that is increasingly used as a quality that is inherently optimized in natural ecosystems.
As such, biodiversity is viewed as an intrinsic value that ought to be protected
(Noss, 1990) and a benchmark to compare modified ecosystems to their natural
analogues. Despite a global movement for biodiversity conservation and preservation, accelerating rates of species loss are evident across the globe (Ceballos et al.,
2015). With losses of global biodiversity, there has also been a rising concern that
the functioning of ecosystems, and the services humans derive from them, may·
be compromised (Cardinale et al. , 2012) and inflict substantial costs on society
(Naeem, 2002; Scherer-Lorenzen, 2013).
Consequently, researchers have sought to better understand the underlying and
active role of ecosystem's biota and diversity in governing environmental conditions and pro cesses , with cascading effects on the delivery of ecosystem services
and human wellbeing (Cardinale et al., 2012; Scherer-Lorenzen, 2013). Derived
mainly from the establishment of several large-scale experimental grassland studies over the past 15 years (Tilman, 1999; Hector et LOI'eau, 2000; Roscher et al.,
2004) , the current consensus is that biodiversity is an important determinant
of ecosystem functioning and the services provided to mankind (N aeem, 2002;
Scherer-Lorenzen, 2013). The main conclusions being that , increasing the species
diversity of communities is associated with an increased mean (and a decreased variance) of several pro cess rates (Hooper et al. 2005), namely primary productivity,
increased temporal stability of system pro cesses (Isbell et al. , 2009) and increased
resilience to disturbances such as disease and drought (Thompson et al., 2009 ;
Keesing et al. , 2010; Grossiord et al. , 2014) .
A complete understanding of the influence of biodiversity on ecosystem functio-
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ning remains a challenge however, and most findings to date are based on research
within grassland systems. Furthermore, a disproportionate number of studies focus
solely on the diversity-productivity relationship. Identifying how functional traits
may scale across ecosystem components, and thus identifying underlying mechanisms that link multiple pro cesses to biodiversity, remain substantial challenges.
Acknowledging these gaps, we must now investigate the relationship of diversity
with understudied ecosystem functions such as phenology and also address those
ecosystems that control a large portion of the carbon, nutrient and water balances
of the earth - forests.
Forests constitute the world's largest terrestrial carbon sink and maintaining this
ecosystem service is crucial for the Earth 's greenhouse-gas balance. Within forest
systems, trees are the key biological and structural feature , effecting biogeochemical cycles, water and energy exchange profoundly due to their large size and
dominant role in creating s'y stem structure and complexity. As such tree diversity
in forests likely effects system pro cesses more profoundly than any other vegetation type. Unlike herbaceous plants for example, trees store large amounts of
carbon and thus any change in growth and stand structure directly influences carbon sequestration. The work presented here will have a particular focus on forest
ecosystems and their dominant feature , trees, but will also coyer landscape scale
analyses and patterns which can span ecosystem types and gradients between or
within them.
0.0.3

From the top - down: Does environmental heterogeneity modulate biodiversity?

In Chapter 1 of this thesis, l will examine the biodiversity-EH-EF theme with
a wide lens, not focussing on any specific taxonomic group , ecosystem type nor
function, but asking whether spatial and temporal patterns across a landscape
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can explain the levels and response of the biodiversity within them. That is, does
environmental heterogeneity modulate species biodiversity across sc ales of space,
ecosystem types and species taxonomies? This question do es not seek to describe the complex array of mechanisms driving the dynamics between patterns
of resources and the associated biodiversity. Rather, it will look to uncover generalizable patterns which may, in turn, explain variation in biodiversity across
contemporary landscapes and the potential impacts of anthropogenic landscape
modification on global biodiversity.
Environmental heterogeneity (EH) is the spatial or temporal variation of a given
resource, structure or biota in a given space. Its relationship with biological diversity has been well studied, with numerous attempts by ecologists to quantify
EH and explicate its role in begetting species richness, yet it remains a contentious subject. The "environmental heterogeneity hypothesis" (MacArthur et Wilson, 1967; Simpson, 1949) , a cornerstone of ecology, asks whether EH orients
the diversity of an ecosystem and implies that heterogenous conditions provide
more niches and diverse ways of exploiting the resources , thus increasing species
diversity (Tews et al. , 2004). Henee, the general expectation is that environmental heterogeneity- biodiversity (EH- BD) relationships should be positive. In fact ,
positive relationships supporting the EH hypothesis are well documented (Tews
et al. , 2004; Palmer, 1994; Levin et al. , 2010; Kumar et al. , 2009) , however non-

significant and negative relationships are also prevalent in the literature (Tamme
et al., 2010; McKinney, 2008). l revisit this fundamental ecological relationship

and aim to provide a novel and up to date framework that may account for both
positive and negative relationship types through a statistically rigorous metaanalysis.
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The EH-BD debate - proposed hypotheses
A number of recent studies have attempted to explain why we observe a mix of
positive and negative EH-BD relationships when the longstanding niche-based EH
hypothesis predicts only a positive relationship. Specifically, a few recent theoretical models explain the discrepancy through a predicted hump-shaped EH-BD relationship (Laanisto et al., 2013; Smith et Lundholm, 2012; Bar-Massada et Wood ,
2014; Bar-Massada, 2015; Allouche et al., 2012). These recent works propose two
different hypotheses to explain a unimodal hump-shaped EH-BD relationship and ,
thus, why the relationship may effectively switch from positive to negative: i) the
microfragmentation (MF) hypothesis (Laanisto et al., 2013) and; ii) the areaheterogeneity tr'ade-off (AHTO) hypothesis (Allouche et al., 2012; Bar-Massada
et Wood, 2014). The MF hypothesis proposes that the "switch" from positive to
negative is a factor of small-scale heterogeneity effects (i. e., habitat loss and isolation occurring within a laI'ger habitat patch or landscape) interacting with the
taxa's foraging strategy (i.e., specialists vs. generalists). The AHTO hypothesis
suggests that habitat patch area interacts with the taxa's population size and
dispersal ability which can initiate local extinctions and, thus, cause the "switch"
from positive to negative relationships to occur at sorne infiection point. Though
the two hypotheses could be interpreted as confiicting, l believe that an inspection
of the two indicate that they are in fact complimentary and relate to the same
mechanisms, but operating at different scales. That is, both hypotheses suggest
that positive EH-BD persist in natural habitats or landscapes and are driven by
niche-partitioning pro cesses (i.e., the traditional EH hypothesis) , but given a set
of physical and biological interactions, neutral or negative relationships arise when
sorne populations in an area experience local extinctions while others exhibit a
neutral response. Those responses are the interaction between i) the physical features of habitat patch size, geometry and the resource constraints they impose
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on biota ; ii) the biological features of niche breadth (dispersal ability and functional j foraging strategy); and iii) a temporal dimension which they interact and
operate over (e.g. , population size being a function of time).
Laanisto et al. (2013) define microfragmentation as the community level pro cess
of splitting habitat into a more heterogeneous environment that can have nonpositive effects on the diversity through habitat loss and subsequent isolation.
They provided support for the hypothesis through the results of a spatially explicit EH-BD simulation model in which they varied the ratio of generalist and specialist species across different configurations of spatial habitat heterogeneity (i. e. ,
structure in the form of patch size was varied while composition was constant).
The model suggested that the relationship between heterogeneity and diversity
is not always positive and that species' foraging strategy (a determinant of niche
breadth) can determine how populations, and hence diversity, respond to these
microfragmentation effects (Fig.1.1). The output showed that heterogeneity had
differing effects on the diversity of specialist and generalist populations, wherein
generalists remained largely unaffected by EH while the diversity of specialists
responded non-linearly to increasing EH; increasing initially but responding negatively after an infiection point (Fig.1.1). The results are intuitive since generalists
are defined as such by their adaptive abilities to utilize different resources in variable conditions and , as such, should be better adapted to heterogeneous habitats
than specialists are (Tews et al. , 2004). On the other hand , generalists in the modeI were infiuenced by EH indirectly through the EH-BD dynamics of specialists
and secondary interactions with them. When the model was devoid of specialists
(Fig.1.1 , panel B) , the results showed a neutral-like community model wherein
their functional equivalence (Hubbell, 2001) caused species diversity to be driven
only by random proces·ses. Laanisto et al. 's model not only gathered support for a
hump-shaped EH-BD relationship , but it also evidenced that the "configurational
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component" of environmental heterogeneity (Fahrig et al., 2011) can, in of itself,
have effects on species diversity. That is, sim ply increasing the diversity of habitat
components, as previous models had focussed on, is an incomplete representation.
of the relationship. Increasing EH via configuration (i.e., fragmenting the system
without adding new habitat types) appears to be a driving mechanism behind the
presence of negative Eh-BD relationships. This finding suggests that the pattern
and geometry of environmental features and structures is important to the EH-BD
relationship and not just the compositional component of EH as emphasized in
the bulk of the literature. In Chapter 1, l will support this concept that pattern
is a critical feature of the EH-BD relationship , particularly so when landscape
context and the effect of anthropogenic landscape modification (fragmentation)
is taken into account. Drastically changing the configurational component of the
landscape and habitat patches is, after aIl, precisely a result of fragmentation.
Thus, the Laanisto 's et al. (2013) model and a few other previous works (Tews
et al. , 2004; Smith et Lundholm, 2012; Kadmon et Allouche, 2007) indicate that

environmental heterogeneity can affect community diversity in natural systems
in much the same way we believe anthropogenic fragmentation does at the landscape level. This proposed mechanism is directly linked to the taxa's foraging or
functional habits wherein local extinctions of specialist species can result from increasing EH in the form of small-scale patchiness. The model therefore addresses
sorne, but not aIl parameters that define a species' niche breadth. For example,
dispersal was highly constrained in the model by only allowing it to act on nearby
habitats (nodes in the model's context) that were previously vacated by the loss of
another species. In a series of studies formulating the AHTO , Allouche and BarMassada (Bar-Massada, 2015; Bar-Massada et al. , 2012 ; Bar-Massada et Wood ,
2014; Allouche et al. , 2012) elaborate to explicitly model dispersal and thus add to
the picture on how species' niche breadth and dispersal may interact with EH fea-
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tures (habitat patch size and geometry, spatial scale and grain of EH) to pro duce
a unimodal, hump-shaped EH-BD relationship.
The AHTO hypothesis describes a tradeoff between environmental heterogeneity
and population sizes, which increases local species extinctions at high heterogeneity levels (Bar-Massada, 2015; Allouche et al. , 2012). The authors used both
a spatially explicit meta-community model and empirical evidence from breeding
bird datasets to quantify the roles of niche width and immigration rates on the
type of the richness- heterogeneity relationship observed at the landscape scale.
They found that patterns of species richness , species abundance, and extinction
rates are consistent with the predictions of the area- heterogeneity tradeoff hypothesis and that empirical data better fit the unimodal pattern predicted by
the AHTO than the linear and positive pattern predicted by classic niche theory.
Like the Laanisto et al. model, these studies evidenced that both positive and
negative EH-BD relationships can occur in communities but the AHTO extended
the pattern to meta-communities (i.e. , not only within habitat patches but across
them). The results indicated that immigration rates between patches (i.e., metacommunities) and species' niche width interacted to determine the type of EH-BD
relationship. Nonlinear relationships dominated in meta-communities comprised
of species with wide niches but low inter-patch immigration rates, whereas positive EH-BD relationships dominated in communities comprised mainly of species
with narrow niches and high immigration rates (Fig.1.2). These findings again are
intuitive in that we would expect dispersal ability to be a primary determinant to
how species respond to EH , specifically that species with high dispersal abilities
are better adapted to cope with increasing EH and move across patchy lands capes
to exploit resources. However, on the surface the results are somewhat contradictory to that of Laanisto et al. in the effect of nichebreadth or foraging type (i.e. ,
specialists with narrow niche breath vs. generalists with wide niche breadth). Here,
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species with narrow niche breadth responded positively to metacommunity and
landscape patchiness (i.e. , EH) , while species with wider breadths showed a more
strongly unimodal-hump-shaped response (Fig.1.2). Regardless, all species types
showed saturation and negative or neutral responses at high EH values (Fig.1.2.
It was the inter-patch immigration, which was now allowed to act over long dis-

tances , that prevented local extinctions and drove the positive responses at low
to intermediate EH levels.
What the Bar-Massada and Allouche studies concluded was that meta-communities
comprised of generalist species are likely to exhibit unimodal richness-heterogeneity
relationships as long as low immigration rates prevent rescue effects and the
patches are small. The EH-BD relationship at the landscape scale is dictated
by species' niche widths and inter-patch immigration rates; immigration rates, in
turn, depend on the interaction between species dispersal capabilities and habitat
connectivity. l argue the MF and AHTO hypotheses , both, highlight the roles
of species traits and landscape

s~ructure

in predicting the EH-BD relationship.

Moreover, the two hypotheses are not at odds, they simply present a different lens
by applying their models to slightly different scales and configurations but show
that the same or similar EH-BD pattern (i.e., a generalized unimodal one) operates across these scales, albeit perhaps driven by slightly different mechanisms.
At landscape and metacommunity scales , species generally appear to respond
positively to increasing EH. Specifically, with adequate immigration levels over
distances , species of both narrow and wide niche breaths avoid local extinctions;
species with narrow breadths, however, do better as different species adapted to
the new habitat patches can fill them and thus species richness increases. However , both species types saturate at sorne infiection point along the EH gradient
and even respond negatively. What these two hypotheses and their studies show is
that where this infiection point is depends on the spatial scale, dispersal abilities,
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immigration rates and niche breadth. At small habitat scales, microfragmentation may operate and, while at the landscape scale specialists may have a strong
positive response to EH , without far reaching dispersal abilities or adequate immigration rates the microfragmentation effects may quickly drive negative responses
of diversity to EH. Generalists, or species with wide niche breadths, may respond
less strongly to microfragmentation, but at large landscape levels they require
high immigration rates to cope with increasing patchiness across the landscape.
In all cases, l would argue that these studies support a generalized unimodal EHBD relationship that may operate at multiple scales and wherein the inflection
point on a hump-shaped EH-BD curve depends on the spatial scale and landscape
context - that being the source of EH and its configuration or patterning (e.g. ,
natural sources of EH like resource patchiness driven by underlying geological and
biological factors vs. anthropogenic fragmentation).
These mathematical models hint at sorne potential mechanisms driving EH-BD
relationships and, thereby, explain how neutral or negative relationships may arise.
However, an empirically-based framework that is supported by the observational
data across multiple spatial scales and ecosystems is still missing. Such a framework would be valuable in unifying these hypothesis and support a hump-shaped
EH-BD relationship with observational evidence. The current state of knowledge
does not adequately answer the questions of: how should EH be defined and measured, what accounts for negative EH-BD relationships and is there a generalized
EH-BD relationship that applies to multiple ecosystems? In an effort to help
answer these questions , Chapter 1 presents a new perspective on the EH-BD relationship; one that could reconcile the array of relationships observed to date.
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0.0.4

From the bottom - up: Does species biodiversity modulates the heterogeneity of seasonal growth patterns?

In Chapter 2, l narrow the lens on the biodiversity - EF and EH relationships ,
focussing on forest phenology - the seasonal growth patterns of fore st ecosystems.
l ask whether the species diversity of forest stands mediates stand-Ievel phenology.
Thus, wherein the previous chapter l examined whether increasing or decreasing
EH has a predictable effect on the species diversity of the affected biological communities; in this chapter, l ask the reciprocal question of whether increasing or
decreasing species diversity (trees in this case) has measurable effects on the forest community's (i.e., stand) seasonal growth and the system processes forest
phenology drives.
Phenology is the study of the seasonality of plant growth. In forest ecosystems
trees are ecosystem engineers, hence any change in their growth or structure profoundly impacts system pro cesses (e.g., biogeochemical cycles, water and energy
exchange), including the light environment in a top-down, vertically structured
manner. Particularly in temperate forests which are defined by their strong seasonality, the spatial and temporal arrangement of tree leaves throughout the growing
season is the cardinal strategy for light interception (Ishii et Asano , 2010) and the
primary structure determining the light environment below.
Forest phenology has been extensively studied as a critical element of global change
research, yet phenol ogy does not only represent a response trait (i.e., an individual
trait driven by abiotic factors such as climate) , but also a functional trait (i.e., a
trait that impacts fitness indirectly) (Jackson et al. , 2001). The seasonal timing of
vegetation growth is not only sensitive to climate, but also has direct or indirect
controls on light attenuation, productivity, fluxes of water, energy and carbon, and
reproductive success (Kudo et al., 2008; Ishii et Asano, 2010; Richardson et al. ,
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2013a). However, it remains unclear how species-specific phenologies (e.g. , species identity) relate and generate the local community phenology via community
composition and species diversity. If the timing of seasonal plant growth is not
simply a response to exogenous environmental eues, but also depends on community composition, an unexplored yet important question is then raised: what is
the role of species diversity in detennining the seasonal growth patterns of plant
communities?
Measuring forest phenology
Leaf development will be the key variable of interest and how l quantify and track
forest phenology. l measure the leaf development of forest stands using in-situ
time-lapse digital imagery which provides fine-scale spatial and temporal estimates of leaf development not achieved by the more traditional methods of remote
sensing. Phenological research requires long-term (years to decades) observations
of the vegetation, at varying scales of space, time and species assemblages. To
date, there's been a heavy reliance on obtaining such data from remote-sensing
instruments mounted on spacecraft or manned aircraft. However, the spatial and
temporal resolutions of satellite and even aerial imaging are often relatively coarse
and not suited to local-scale investigations. Other methodologies, and particularly
those used in grassland or forest understory communities, have traditionally included visual assessment , point sampling, or in-situ transects. The high labour inputs
and logistical issues of extensive field sampling are self apparent , but they also
carry limitations related to observation errors (consistency, continuity and objectivity). The coincidental development of fast , efficient, objective and informative
image processing and automated metrics with the availability of low-cost conventional digital image sensors offer some tools to address these gaps and sampling
challenges.
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Close-range image applications in ecology
Close-range (syn. ground-based or near-surface) digital cameras and image sensors can achieve fine-scale (e.g., "plot-level") representations of vegetation and its
structure, while their low costs allow us to deploy them at fairly wide extents. The
challenge of, likewise, achieving high temporal resolutions can then be addressed
by the automation of image capturing at high frequencies (repeat or time-lapse
digital imaging) with the addition of intervalometers or packaged time-lapse digital cameras. Indeed, conventional digital cameras taking repeated images of the
landscape at high frequencies (several images per day) over several months or
even years is increasingly garnering attention for phenological research (Abdulkadir et al. , 2012; Abrams , 1995; Balvanera et Aguirre, 2006; Bakker et al., 2000;
Graham et al. , 2010). Typically, such applications of digital cameras are characterized by a small network of cameras mounted on instrumentation towers or look
out points, thus capturing horizontal or oblique views of vegetation canopies (Bennett et al., 2000; Sonnentag et al., 2012; Richardson et al., 2010). Images obtained
from such installations are generally standard digital photographs of the visible
part of the electromagnetic spectrum (combined brightness levels of the Red- Bl ueGreen color channels). Sensors or modified digital cameras capable of capturing
multispectral data, such as the near-infrared (NIR) channels, are very useful for
studying vegetation but remain rare in most applications of conventional digital
cameras or ground-based imaging. Having said that, the cost and size of such
sensors continues to decline and they are more and more being deployed to survey
vegetation and measure their dynamics at close ranges. In the study presented in
Chapter 2, l will deploy low-cost time-lapse digital cameras in a network of forest
plots in order to capture daily photographs of stand structure and development.
Once acquired, a key feature of digital images is that they can be mathematically
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manipulated in numerous ways to detect and enhance patterns, classify elements
and thereby estimate ecological features or "indicators" (Proulx et Parrott, 2009).
Often measuring and recording analogous features in the field manually takes
significant labour, time or even expensive specialized equipment (e.g. , hemisphericallight meters). Comprised of three bands (red, green, and blue - RGB) , RGB
imagery has been shown to be an inexpensive and effective way to estimate plant
coyer and biomass (Luscier et al. , 2006; Lukina et al. , 1999) , record the timing
of phenological events such as the green-up (Liang et al. , 2012; Morisette et al. ,
2009) and plant senescence (Adamsen et al., 1999), and to estimate leaf area
(Przeszlowska et al. , 2006). We can consider that forest light regimes, vegetation
structure (e.g. , leaf morphology, leaf angle, leaf surface) and space-filling (i.e. , the
spatial distribution of biomass) in forest overstorey and understorey layers are aIl
important determinants of ecological pro cesses at various scales (n'ichon et al. ,
1998; Endler, 1993; Valladares et al. , 2002). Thus, feature extraction from digital images has a high potential for estimating and quantifying a large number of
ecosystem pro cesses , structures and dynamics since it is a representation of light,
scene structure and geometry. For instance, Proulx and Parrott (2009) demonstrated that heterogeneity in forest light, derived from close-range digital images
and measured using an information theoretic metric (mean information gain) , can
serve as an indicator of the structural complexity of the vegetation.
l will focus here on the application of vegetation indices derived from time series of
ground-Ievel digital cameras and the application of those indices to track the leaf
development of forest plant communities. The use of vegetation indices in remote
and near-surface sensing of both natural vegetation stands and crops is not new ,
as cited above, but the field is young and still developing. In particular there is an
open challenge to derive estimates of foliage presence and condition from simple
RGB information that are comparable to those achieved by multispectral or even
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chemical measurements. For example, studies for crop and weed detection have
been performed using different spectral bands and combinat ions for vegetative
indices (Homer et al. , 2015; Xian et al. , 2011; Yang et al., 2003; Wenhua Mao

et al. , 2003; Wang et al. , 2001 ; EI-Faki et al. , 2000; Woebbecke et al. , 1995 ).
Sorne such metrics use only the red, green and blue spectral bands. Several forest
ecosystem studies have now foIlowed suit and used a "greenness" index computed
on daily time series to track relative changes in vegetation cover (Ahmad et al. ,
2007; Crimmins et Crimmins, 2008; Sonnentag et al. , 2012; Richardson et al. ,
2009a)
A limitation with using RGB brightness levels (i.e. , digital photographs) is that
they are highly infiuenced by the scene illumination. However, with the current
technology, scene illumination can be fairly weIl standardized by a combinat ion of
the camera's light sensor and autoexposure to standardize illumination at capture
time and histogram equalization or other post-processing methods to standardize
the image brightness across images post-capture. Moreover, variation in the RGB
brightness levels can be suppressed by a nonlinear transform of RG B digital numbers to rgb chromatic coordinates (Gillespie et al. , 1987; Woebbecke et al. , 1995 ),
defined as:
R
rcc = - - - - (R+ G + B)

G
9cc = (R + G + B)

B
bcc = - - - - (R+ G + B)

This transformation of the color brightness channels to chromatic coordinates is
the basis for a number of color-based vegetation indices that have been developed.
The objective function of these indices has mainly been to distinguish the green
plants from other scene elements (soilj residue, background and other non-foliage
features) in images and, subsequently, to improve on that distinction. Perhaps the
most widely applied indices to describe canopy greenness are the green chromatic
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coordinate (gcc ) as seen above or the excess green (ExG) defined as:

ExG

= 2G - (R + G + B)

The output of vegetation indices such as the excess green and normalized difference
indices are typically further transformed using an Otsu threshold value (Otsu,
1975) in order to convert the near-binary index to a fully binary index. As such
the result is a binary "green mask" which simply differentiates green pixels (take
on a value of 1) from non-green pixels (take on a value of 0) in the image.
The excess green index, in particular, has been shown to be somewhat advantageous over the other color indices because it enhances the signal of green material
over that of all else, thereby more accurately distinguishing green plants from
the background. Moreover, and similar to the rgb chromatic coordinates, excess
green can minimize the effects of variation in scene illumination between images.
In forest ecosystems which display a strong seasonal signal in leaf development ,
increasing and decreasing canopy greenness might be indicative of the increasing and decreasing amount of photosynthetically active green leaves and their
condition during spring and autumn. Thus, and in addition to simply creating
a "binary green mask" , daily values of canopy greenness as described by a color
index such as excess green have been linked to seasonal changes in net ecosystem
carbon dioxide exchange, canopy photosynthesis, and other important biophysical
measures (Ahrends et al., 2008; Richardson et al., 2013a, 2009a).
l will use a relatively novel vegetation index developed by Meyer et Jeto (2008)
which has rarely been applied in the study of natural vegetation phenology; the
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excess green - excess red (ExG - ExR):

ExG = 2G - (R + G + B)

ExR

ExG-ExR

=

2R - (R + G + B)

(1)

(2)

This index was initially developed within the field of crop science in order to improve on indices distinguishing between weeds and the soil background in images.
It was shown to be a substantial improvement over the commonly used excess

green and the normalized difference indices (Meyer et Neto , 2008). In sorne scene
contexts (e.g., distinguishing green plant parts from wheat straw backgrounds) ,
the ExG - ExR index was up to 55% more accurate than the excess green and
normalized difference indices with the Otsu transformation. The ExG - ExR index
has the additional slight advantage in that it has a fixed , built-in zero threshold ,
and therefore do es not need an Otsu or any user selected threshold value in order
to pro duce the binary green mask result.
Thus, this fixed zero threshold, unsupervised vegetation index of ExG - ExR, represents a promising new method for the automated measurement and tracking
of plant phenology using commercial color digital cameras. Its improved ability to
separate plants and backgrounds for image sets should apply particularily weIl to
the complex structure of forest stand scenes - green leaves amongst the complex
and cluttered arrangement of brown tree trunks and sky, along with green understory vegetation distributed amongst brown litter and organic material, deadwood
and other non-green substrates.
Limitations of single feature , unsupervised vegetation indices from ground-based
digital images
Despite these promising applications of vegetation indices computed on timeseries of ground-based or close-range color images, several important limitations or
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challenges should be noted. While camera autoexposure and the ExG - ExR index
is able to minimize the effects of changes in scene illumination, it can not eliminate,
or standardize them between image time series, completely. Weather and sky
conditions (e.g., clear full sun sky vs. full cloud cover) will still cause noticeable
variations between image brightness and color channel values; particularly in very
low cost cameras that struggle to produce properly exposed images under lowlight conditions. These factors will undoubtedly produce sorne noise in the time
series data of index values. However, since my objective is to track the seasonal
leaf development of forest stands, the absolute value of the greenness time series '
is not critical. It is the relative values and trend in the greenness signal that is
of primary importance here and as such, any illumination-caused noise between
sequential values can be controlled for in large part by n.tting a smoothing function
to the time series data as will be detailed in Chapter 2.
Perhaps an often overlooked technical aspect of these methodologies is the digital
camera choice. If we consider the large variety of cameras, sensors and image file
formats , understanding the role of these hardware-based parameters fundamental for interpreting the resulting signal in a phenological framework (Sonnentag
et al., 2012). The questions of whether differences in imaging sensor technologies

are relevant for phenological research and what the optimal data format is for the
application should be considered in this emerging field of study just as sensor type ,
quality, wavelength sensitivity properties and resolution are of key importance to
studies deriving geo- or bio-physical information from satellite imagery. While they
are continuing to be benchmarked and qualified, in a comparison of different digital cameras, Sonnentag et al. t2012) has noted that camera and image file format
choice might be of secondary importance for phenological research. They found
that autumn patterns of changes in gcc and ExG from images in common JPEG
image file format were in good agreement. Moreover, as will be detailed further in
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Chapter 2, my study employs only one type of digital camera across all field sites
and plots, thus variations between sensor detection parameters should be minimized. Nevertheless, it has been noted that there remains a generallack of reporting
of vegetation index accuracy in the studies employing these methodologies (Meyer
et Neto, 2008). A future challenge for the inter-comparison and longterm reliability
of digital camera-derived phenological data will be to quantify these differences
between the camera and file format types , generate transformation functions and
further validation of their biological and ecological interpretation.
0.0.5

Applications of computer to measure complex ecological properties and
patterns - moving beyond single-feature metrics.

In Chapter 3, l investigate and develop new automated tools for rapidly quantifying ecosystem features and visual patterns. The data derived from such metrics,
or in sorne cases we may term them "ecological indicators", may en able us to

fur~

ther study andunderstand biodiversity- EF relationships and, in turn , improve the

-

methods we use to manage and conserve ecosystem services. The methods offer
finer-scale spatial and temporal resolutions over current datasets, while achieving
high rates of throughput, cost and time efficiently.
This research objective is initiated in Chapter 2 in which l apply time-lapse digital photography and derive unsupervised, single-feature metrics from them (e.g. ,
greenness indices) to quantify the seasonal growth patterns of forest stands. In
Chapter 3 l move beyond these single-feature- based image metrics and look to

the rapidly advancing field of computer vision to apply more complex, supervised
learning models. These methods use multiple image features , either computed as
bags-of-features or generated by artificial neural networks, to first segment environmental real-world features represented in an image (e.g., trees) and , second,
derive and quantify useful measures of those features (e.g. , pe.rcent tree cover).
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As the accessibility and capabilities of digital imaging continue to rapidly grow,
researchers have begun to explore the merits of digital photography in various
ecological applications (Graham et al. , 2010; Granados et al., 2013 ; Mellin et al. ,
2012; Proulx et al. , 2014; Crimmins et Crimmins, 2008; Olea et Mateo-Tomas,
2013; Rousselet et al. , 2013). A key feature of digital photographs is that they
can be mathematically manipulated in numerous ways to detect and enhance patterns and classify objects. What's more, analytical and mathematical advances
have been complimented with advances in computing power and data storage.
Thus, if images and image-based metrics can be shown to represent ecosystem
properties that have traditionally been measured and collected with difficulty (i.e. ,
involving large amounts of resources , man power and time) , their value becomes
obvious. What 's more, mathematical derivations of environmental properties, re. presented in images, may also be able to capture higher-Ievel ecosystem features
that are otherwise very difficult to quantify and describe (e.g. , heterogeneity of
light, structural diversity or heterogeneity, leaf angle). Computational power and
data technologies also enables researchers to collect, aggregate and analyze high
volumes of image data captured at very high levels of temporal and spatial resolution; i.e. , high-throughput at fine-grain resolutions with the potential to be
applied at large extents.
Beyond single-feature image metrics, computer vision scientists are teaching computers to see and under stand the world at astounding rates of success. However
few disciplines outside of the strict artificial intelligence fields (e.g. , robotics , medical devices , driverless cars, web analytics) have utilized these advancements. Yet ,
if computer vision algorithms can learn to detect features of an environmental
scene, it stands that those algorithms can be used to objectively quantify realworld features and their spatial distribution within a landscape for a multitude of
applications. Higher-Ievel ecosystem properties (e.g., forest stand complexity) have
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traditionally been quantified through many manual measurements and labour intensive multi-step analyses. A powerful advantage of machine learning methods to
qu ant ify environmental patterns is the ability to identify complex and non-linear
patterns that may not be observable otherwise or only intuitively so.
The specifie objective of the third research chapter will be to apply computer
vision tools to begin to develop automated assessment tools to measure, map and
track environmental features of ecological importance. Specifically, l will apply
computer vision algorithms that have become well-accepted within their own field
(Hoiem et al., 2005; Naik et al., 2014a) to map and measure trees. To do so in
an urban landscape context, l will also utilize the open-source image data of city
streetscapes that is now abundant - Google StreetView Images (Google Inc. , 2014)
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Figure 0.1: Figures 2 & 3 taken from Laanisto et aL (2013) - Microfragmentation
concept explains non-positive environmental heterogeneity-diversity relationships.
The heterogeneity scale corresponds to patch sizes in modellandscapes (low heterogeneity at left and high heterogeneity at right); diversity is measured as Simpson's Reciprocal index. Panel A shows the results of a simulation model wherein
habitat patch size was varied , but only specialist species populations were included. Results of a categorical and b continuous framework are also shown in Panel
A but only a categorized framework is shown in Panel B. Lines show results for
varying time frames.
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CHAPITRE 1

DISENTANGLING THE ENVIRONMENTAL HETEROGE JEITY - SPECIES
DIVERSITY RELATIONSHIP ALONG A GRADIENT OF HUMAN
FOOTPRINT
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1.1

Abstract

Des décennies de recherche ont tenté de définir une relation générale entre l 'hétérogénéité environnementale et la biodiversité en conservant comme référence l'hypothèse traditionnelle MacArthurian basé sur les niches. Selon cette hypothèse, une
hétérogénéité croissante favoriserait la biodiversité en diversifiant les ressources.
Les études ont toutefois fréquemment rapporté des relations négatives ou non significatives. Pour la plupart d 'entre elles, l'hétérogénéité environnementale a été
définie le long d 'un gradient de stochasticité croissante, vers un désordre total.
L'élaboration d 'un nouveau cadre conceptuel permettrait de concilier ces observations divergentes. Suite à une revue approfondie de la littérature, nous testons
le concept selon lequel, la relations entre l'hétérogénéité environnementale et la
biodiversité dépend de l'empreinte humaine auquel l'écosystème est soumis (l 'anthorpocline). Les résultats révèlent que les écosystèmes fortement modifiés sont
caractérisés par une dominance de relations positives entre l'hétérogénéité environnementale et la biodiversité, les écosystèmes semi-naturels par une dominance
de relations négatives, alors que les écosystèmes naturels montrent des réponses
mixtes. Ce cadre conceptuel apporte une perspective nouvelle sur les écosystèmes
naturels. Ils ne sont ni caractérisés par des niveaux maximaux, ni pas des niveaux
minimaux d 'hétérogénéité, mais par des niveaux intermédiaires.

Decades of study have attempted to define a generalized environmental heterogeneity - biodiversity relationship, with the traditional MacArthurian niche-based
hypothesis remaining as the dominant reference point ; i.e. , increasing heterogeneity promotes biodiversity by increasing resource opportunities. However, studies have frequently reported negative or non-significant relationships. In a vast
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majority of them, environmental heterogeneity was defined along a gradient of
increasing randomness, towards complete disorder. A new conceptual framework
could help to reconcile the array of observed relationships. Using an extensive
literature review, we test a conceptual framework proposing that the direction of
environmental heterogeneity - biodiversity relationships is contingent on the level
of human footprint to which an ecosystem is subjected (the anthropocline). The
results reveal that highly-modified and semi-natural ecosystems are characterized
by a dominance of positive and negative environmental heterogeneity - biodiversity relationships , respectively, whereas natural ecosystems show mixed responses.
Out of this novel framework arises the revised perspective that natural ecosystems
are characterized, not by maximal or minimal, but by intermediate levels of environmental heterogeneity.

keywords: environmental heterogeneity, biodiversity, complexity, habitat hete-

rogeneity hypothesis , habitat heterogeneity, niche theory, human footprint , fragmentation, conservation management.

abbreviations: EH, environmental heterogeneity; EH-BD , environmental hete-

rogeneity - biodiversity; RD , relationship direction.
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1.2

Introduction

Environmental heterogeneity (EH) is the spatial or temporal variation of a given
resource , structure or biota in a given area. Its relationship with biological diversity
has been well studied, with numerous attempts by ecologists to quantify EH and
explicate its role in begetting species richness, yet it remains a contentious subject. The "environmental] heterogeneity hypothesis" (MacArthur et Wilson, 1967;
Simpson, 1949) , a cornerstone of ecology, generally implies that heterogeneous
environmental conditions provide more niches and diverse ways of exploiting the
resources , thus increasing species diversity (Tews et al. , 2004). Accordingly, the
general expectation is that environmental heterogeneity- biodiversity (EH- BD)
relationships should be linear and positive. Though positive relationships supporting the EH-hypothesis are well documented (Kumar et al. , 2009; Palmer, 1994;
Levin et al. , 2010) , non-significant and negative relationships are also prevalent
in the literature.

If more EH should beget more species through mechanisms such as niche differentiation , two questions become evident:
1. what accounts for negative or non-significant EH-BD relationships and ;
2. does increasing the spatial variation of ecosystem components (in particular
via human modifications) al ways represent a set of suitable conditions for
biodiversity to be maintained or at sorne point along the EH gradient is
biodiversity lost rather than gained?
Answers to these conundrums have been sparse in the literature. Recently, two
meta-analyses suggested that EH-BD relationships are predominantly negative
when studied at smaller spatial scales (Tamme et al. , 2010) , or when considering
animal taxa within landscapes of low- to mid-urbanization level (McKinney, 2008) .
Moreover, Allouche et al. performed an analysis of breeding bird data corrected
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for sampling area to support their prediction that relationships are negative for
species with narrow niches, but that EH has a general unimodal effect on species
richness.
1.2.1

Revisi ting environmental heterogenei ty

Perhaps the first pressing problem when it cornes to understanding EH-BD relationships is how to define and measure heterogeneity. Traditionally, EH has been
measured on an unbounded gradient ranging from low to high spatial or temporal variation, with the observed values ranging somewhere in between these
extremes (Fig.l.l). For instance, most measures of environmental variation for a
given area (e.g., coefficients of variation, standard deviation, landscape texture,
edginess, interspersion metrics) adhere to this definition. However, a limitation
arises in that the results of any such attempt to quantify the EH-BD relationship
lack a reference point on the heterogeneity gradient, thus preventing cross-study
comparisons.
Since the EH gradient not only exists within ecosystems, but spans across all ecosystems and levels of the human footprint , the second pressing problem is how to
organize the EH gradient between ecosystems. Proulx and Parrott (Proulx et Parrott, 2009 ; Parrott, 2010) proposed that natural ecosystems (i.e. , ecosystems subject to no, or little, human modification) should be considered neither uniformly
organized nor completely disordered, but rather as "complex" systems. Accordingly, natural ecosystems should fit between the two heterogeneity extremes, at
sorne intermediate level of EH (Fig.l.l). Indeed, environmental conditions within
natural ecosystems typically reveal sorne intermediate level of spatial or temporal
patterning (i.e. , are neither uniform or disordered) at one or several scales of observation (Legendre et Legendre, 1998). For example, in a recent study Seiferling
et al. (Seiferling et al. , 2012) quantified the spatio-temporal landscape heteroge-
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neity of vegetation cover both inside and outside 114 large protected areas around
the world. While the pattern of vegetation cover was consistently more heterogeneous outside protected areas, the results revealed that the heterogeneity inside
their borders averaged around c.a. 0.5 on a scale bounded between 0 (complete
uniformity) and 1 (complete disorder). In other words, the patterns of natural
vegetation cover within protected natural areas presented a great deal of EH , well
above uniformity, yet well below complete disorder.
1.2.2

A new conceptual framework for the EH-BD relationship

In acknowledging that natural ecosystems retain sorne intermediate levels of EH ,
we may consider what happens to such an ecosystem if the amount of human
modification is increased. Initially, novel environmental conditions are created at
the expense of pre-existing natural ones (i.e. , a human expansion phase ; Fig.1.1) .
The conversion of natural lands to small farms , low levels of urbanization, road
development , or the dissemination of diffuse acoustic and chemical stressors, along
with the alteration of food-web dynamics through resource harvesting would all
constitute examples of this modification. The net result of this human expansion
will, generally, be an increase of EH. During this phase, species diversity in several taxonomic groups may decline because species with larger home ranges or
specialized resource requirements may be extirpated and, therefore , negative EHBD relationships dominate. Even in situations where multi-species coexistence in
patchy habitats appears to persist, species may exhibit extinction debts wherein
local extinction is just a matter of time (Tilman et May, 1994; Vellend et al. ,
2006).
As the human footprint further increases from early phases of semi-natural states,
natural habitats dwindle in size and frequency, pushing the ecosystem into a
phase of human intensification (i.e. , human modification of ecosystems from semi-
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natural to highly-modified states; Fig.1.l). Farms become farmlands and towns
are replaced by high levels of urbanization , leaving behind only remnants of the
original ecosystems. During this phase, biodiversity may further decline because
only a few species are adapted to live in such homogenized habitats or are able
to sustain the environmental stressors for long periods. Additionally, coexistence
among competitor species may no longer be possible given the lack of EH , driving
further losses of biodiversity through competitive exclusion (Amarasekare, 2003).
atural ecosystems can also be converted directly to intensively modified states
by pro cesses like clear-cutting forest for agriculture or urban development (i.e. ,
rapid homogenization ; Fig.1.l). State shift theory, for example, would categorize
such rapid homogenization as a "sledgehammer" effect (Barnosky et al. , 2012). Nonetheless, as the pattern of resources, biota and structures in ecosystems becomes
more uniform, eventually biodiversity collapses. Examples of such highly-modified
ecosystems include intensive agricultural lands, or very densely populated areas
with extensive paved and building cover. The EH-BD relationships in such homogenized ecosystems are now positive since an addition of EH increases habitat
or resource opportunities, which should promote niche partitioning and species
coexistence (Fig.l.l).
This succession of ecosystem modifications by human activities describes a gradient of resulting EH that we may term the "anthropocline". The framework presented here begins with the anthropocline forming the x-axis of a generalized EHBD relationship (Fig.l.l) , wherein the three ecosystem categories described before
are positioned along a gradient of increasing EH: highly-modifiedj uniform ecosystems, strictly-naturalj intermediate ecosystems, and semi-naturalj disordered
ecosystems (Table 1.1). Highly-Modified ecosystems are characterized by environmental conditions that have been intensively modified or regulated by human
activity (e.g. , agriculture-dominated ecosystems) , and characterized by few , if any,
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small remnant patches of natural habitat. Strictly-Natural ecosystems are characterized by environmental conditions considered to exist in a most highly natural
state, as found in areas where human activity is limited in intensity and extent.
Semi- atural ecosystems are characterized by environmental conditions that are ,
on average, subjected to relatively low to moderate levels of human management
and resource extraction. Semi-natural systems may also be defined as containing
patches of both highly-modified and strictly-natural ecosystems.
In addition to the anthropocline, spatial scale can influence how the EH is measured by researchers or perceived by taxa (Levin, 1992; Palmer et White, 1994;
Stohlgren et al. , 1997; Tews et al. , 2004). Within its defined ecosystem context ,
each study represents a local gradient of EH that is nested within a broader gradient forming the anthropocline (Fig.l.l). Hence, if we assume EH is measured
at scales that the taxa experience and that the observational grain and extent
of each study are nested within the anthropocline gradient, then there should
be no interaction between spatial scale and ecosystem category. In other words ,
over a certain range of scales positive or negative EH-BD relationships should
not be more or less common within a given ecosystem category. Certainly, exceptions will exist to the predictions made by the anthropocline framework and
many other factors may be involved (e.g. , the specifie taxonomie groups, the kind
of EH variable measured). Although this study will investigate the larger role of
human footprint context on EH-BD relationships , we are not implying it as the
only factor influencing these associations.
The objective of this paper is (1) to present a conceptual framework of the EH-BD
relationship that is contingent on the anthropocline and (2) to assess our conceptuaI framework with data extracted from the literature. In our data synthesis,
EH represents any measure of "variation" in the vertical, horizontal, or temporal distribution of environmental conditions (i.e. , abiotic or biotic variables) in
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terrestrial or wetland ecosystems. The term BD refers to any measures of species relative abundance or richness , and does not explicitly include functional or
genetic diversity per se. Specifically, we suggest that every study examining an
EH-BD relationship can be accurately characterized by one of three ecosystem categories and, thus, also be positioned on the anthropocline (Fig. 1.1 ). We expect to
find that highly-modified ecosystems are typified by positive EH-BD relationships
and semi-natural ecosystems are characterized by negative relationships, whereas
natural ecosystems show mixed EH-BD responses including negative and positive correlations. That is to say, we will infer a generalized EH-BD relationship
between ecosystems from the joint responses of individu al studies (Fig. 1.1 ).
1.3
1.3.1

Materials and Methods
Literature review

We performed a literature review of all peer-reviewed scientific papers to date,
which empirically tested for BD-EH relationships (Appendix B). In our literature
review we screened the ISI Web of Science, Scopus and Google Scholar for publications that correlated sorne measure of EH , or synonyms, with sorne measure
of species diversity (animal or plant) or synonyms (see Appendix A, Table Al).
Multivariate models that involved at least one input variable related to EH were
included. We consider our literature search to be exhaustive at the date it was
performed because we began the search using focused keyword terms (e.g. , "spatial heterogeneity A D biodiversity relationship") and , subsequently, expanded
it to very broad, encompassing terms (e.g. , "heterogeneity OR variability AND
diversity OR richness") until we were confident that no new studies were identified. To our knowledge , this is the first systematic literature survey on the EH-BD
relationship that includes results across , both, taxonomie level and spatial scale.
This literature se arch yielded 433 peer-reviewed scientific articles.
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A data synthesis was then performed on the 433 studies, wherein a record was
created for each EH-BD relationship. Thus, one study could yield more than
one record if it reported more than one unique measure of EH. Any article that
did not report a statistically tested relationship result between EH and diversity
(i.e., like an R-value, r 2 -value, partial r 2 -value, F-statistic, t-statistic or Z-score)
was eliminated from the database. Likewise, if the EH metric used was not a
true measure of spatial or temporal heterogeneity, the study was eliminated. For
an EH metric to be considered, each data point must describe the spatial or
temporal variation of sorne environmental variables within a broader, and defined,
sample area. We identified numerous studies that used the term heterogeneity in
their title, or to describe an explanatory variable, and yet did not measure any
true pattern of EH. Often such studies measured an environmental variable (e.g.,
primary productivity, elevation, sea depth, soil nutrients) across space, whereas
each data point contained no information of spatial or temporal variation.
For each BD-EH relationship reported in a study, we then identified a set of
explanatory variables hypothesized to have an effect on the direction of EH-BD
relationships. If these variables could not be identified in a study, the study was
eliminated from the dataset. 830 unique records (i.e., lines containing BD-EH
relationships) from 114 studies formed the final dataset (see Appendix A, Table

Al).
Variable selection and categorical grouping The relationship direction (RD) for
a record denotes the overall correlational direction (positive, negative or nonsignificant) of the relationship between EH and BD ; that is, it answers the question
of how did diversity respond to increasing EH in that particular ecosystem? If a
study reported no significant association between an EH variable and diversity,
the RD was always categorized as non-significant. To each study, we assigned
an ecosystem category (highly-modified, strictly-natural, semi-natural) according
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to the description of the study's spatial extent by their author(s) and its strict
correspondence with one of the ecosystem categories defined in Table 1.1. To
attest the robustness of our approach, we asked six academic fellows to assign
an ecosystem category to ten studies chosen randomly from our meta-analysis
on the basis of the definitions in Table 1.1. Overall, 98% of the respondent 's
classifications matched ours. In the only mismatched case, the respondent matched
one ecosystem to two of the categories.
We acknowledge that several factors other than the human footprint on ecosystems
may influence the direction of EH-BD relationships. Accordingly, we identified and
extracted four other explanatory variables from each study. Firstly, the spatial
scale of a sampling design can influence how the environmental conditions, and
thus EH, are measured by researchers or, alternatively, perceived by taxa (Tews
et al. , 2004; Stohlgren et al. , 1997; Palmer, 1994). Complicating the topic of spatial

scale however, is the differing uses and definitions of the term scale among authors.
Our interpretation is that spatial scale can be decomposed into three components:
spatial extent (i.e. the whole area under study) , spatial grain (i.e. , the dimension of
the sampling units) and sample size (i.e. , the number of sampling units or sampling
intensity). We extracted the spatial extent, spatial grain and sample size from
each study. Due to reporting inconsistencies across studies on the observational
extent and grain values, it was not possible to express spatial scale in quantitative
terms for all records. For these three continuous variables, the statistical analysis
was conducted on a subset of the database that contained only records complete
with quantitative spatial extent, grain and sample size values. All records in the
database contained sample size values , but 115 out of 870 records did not explicitly
contain spatial grain values and 29 records did not contain spatial extent values.
Secondly, EH-BD relationships may differ across taxonomic groups as organisms
exploiting different resources may respond differently to EH (Palmer, 1994; McKin-
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ney, 2008). Accordingly, for each study, we recorded whether the reported measure
of species diversity (i.e. , the study's response variable) pertained to plant or animal
taxonomic grolips. Lastly, the type of statistical analysis used could potentially
bias this dataset if one of the model types consistently identifies significant EHBD relationships more than others. We therefore identified whether the statistical
model type included one (univariate) or sever al EH variables (multivariate) as the
third control variable in our analysis. It must be noted that comparatively few
studies have measured temporal variation of an environmental variable and related it to species diversity. In our resulting database, only 9 out of the 114 studies
included a temporal component in EH. As such, the analysis and discussion are
primarily in the context of spatial EH.
1.3.2

Statistical analyses

To test for an effect of spatial scale on the EH-BD relationships we entered the
three components of scale (i.e. , extent, grain and sample size) as continuous predictor variables in a recursive-partitioning model for classifying the direction of
EH-BD relationships. We did not include studies for which we were not able to
clearly identify both the spatial grain and extent and, as such, 140 of 870 records
were removed for this part of the analysis. We built the recursive partitioning
model with the "rpart" R package (R Core Team, 2013).
To test our conceptual anthropocline framework we performed a two-step procedure. The first step involved a graphical output and interpretation and the second
involved a Chi-square correspondence analysis with constrained permutations to
rigorously test the statistical significance of the graphical interpretation, while
accounting for a study effect. In step one, the relative frequency of each EH-BD
relationship direction (Le. , positive, negative or non-significant) across each level of the explanatory variable (i.e., human footprint categories and for all other
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explanatory variables) was tabulated and subsequently plotted. In step two, a
Chi-square test with constrained random permutations was performed to identify
if any of the perceived excesses or rarities in the frequencies were statistically
significant (pp. 230-233 in (Legendre et Legendre, 1998)). Constrained permutation tests for nested designs (e.g., studies within ecosystem categories) are rooted
on the concept of exchangeable units, which are groups of observations that are
equally likely to have occurred in any order when the effect being tested does not
exist (Manly, 2007) . The null hypothesis for an exact test of the fixed effect can be
phrased as: groups of observations within each study (the random effect) can be
permuted across levels of the fixed effect (Anderson et Braak, 2003). In the context
of our study, steps of the constrained permutation test were as follows: 1) calculate the pivotaI statistic X~bs for the chi-square correspondence analysis between
the predictor variable and EH-BD relationship directions ; 2) randomly permute
among groups of EH-BD relationship directions nested within each study ; 3) calculate X;'ull for the correspondence analysis between the predictor variable and the
permuted groups of relationship directions ; 4) repeat the above two steps 9999
times and; 5) the probability p of accepting the null hypothesis is the number
of times X;'ull falls above X~bs' divided by 10 000. The hypothesis was that , for
a given explanatory variable (e.g. , ecosystem categories along the anthropocline)
and within each of its levels, the relative frequi:mcies of observed positive, negative
or non-significant EH-BD relationships are larger (an excess) or smaller (a rarity)
than those obtained under the null model. Rejection of the null model at an alpha
rate of 0.05 indicated in what circumstances there was either an excess or a rarity
in the direction type of EH-BD relationships.
The non-significant relationship direction type was included in the graphical output as we deemed it important to make these data visible for the reader. However,
since non-significant results are often underreported in ecology (J ennions et Mol-
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1er, 2002) , we ultimately chose to remove these relationships from the recursivepartitioning and correspondence analyses due to the impossibility of controlling
for such issues.
1.4

Results

The majority of the EH-BD relationships evaluated from the reviewed literature
suggested positive associations (547) , however non-significant (190) and negative
(93) RDs were also numerous.
None of the three components of spatial scale entered the recursive-partitioning
model, suggesting that spatial extent, spatial grain and sam pIe size did not have
a direct effect on the direction of EH-BD relationships. Furthermore, we found no
interactiori between the spatial scale components and the ecosystem categories
defining the anthropocline (Fig.1.2). Although studies in the highly impacted
ecosystem category were conducted at a higher spatial extent or grain than studies
in the semi-natural category, there was no interaction with the anthropocline
gradient (Fig.1.2, plates A & B). In other words , studies categorized as either
"highly impacted" or "semi-natural" were not more likely to report a positive or
negative EH-BD relationship.
The chi-square permutation tests on the relative frequencies of RD types across
explanatory variable ievels revealed significant differences among the ecosystem
categories (Table 1.2). No other significant differences from randomized tests of
frequency values were identified in the other explanatory variables. Regarding
ecosystem categories, the analysis revealed a significant excess of positive EH-BD
relationships and a significant rarity of negative relationships in highly-modified
ecosystems (Table 1.2 & Fig.1.3). Results reversed in semi-natural ecosystems,
showing a significant excess of negative RDs , while at the same time, a significant
rarity of positive directions (Table 1.2). In strictly-natural ecosystems there was
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no difference between the relative frequencies of positive and negative EH-BD
relationship directions (Fig.1.3).
Considering the remaining two explanatory variables (i.e. , taxonomic group and
statistical model type) , the correspondence analysis identified no significant excesses or rarities amongst any of the relative frequencies of RDs across ecosystem
categories (Table 1.2; for graphical representations see Appendix A, Fig.Al). Finally, we note that cases of non-linear modeling and EH-BD relationships were
present in the literature, however the number of such records (n= 26) was too
small to affect our final results or warrant a RD level of its own (see Appendix A,
section III).
1.5
1.5.1

Discussion
Position on the anthropocline predicts the type of EH-BD relationship

This synthesis tested for the potential effects of ecologically relevant explanatory
variables on the direction of EH-BD relationships. The results indicated that the
anthropocline axis , as defined by three ecosystem categories denoting the level of
human footprint , has a predictable effect on the nature of EH-BD relationships.
In particular, there was no dominance of positive or negative EH-BD relationships
in strictly-natural ecosystems, suggesting that biodiversity responds unimodally
to increasing EH wh en the full human footprint gradient among ecosystems is
considered. On the other hand, if the position on the anthropocline is shifted to
highly-modified or semi-natural ecosystems, the respective frequency of positive
or negative EH-BD relationships is reversed.
1.5.2

Other explanatory variables: the effect of spatial scale

The analysis suggested that studies classified in the highly-modified ecosystem
category were conducted more commonly at a higher spatial extent or grain than
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studies in the semi-natural category, but that these components of scale did not
interact with the anthropocline gradient in explaining the direction of EH-BD
relationships. The influence of spatial scale is a contentious issue and has been
the focus of several theories aimed at explaining why EH-BD relationships are not
consistently positive (Borcard et al. 2004; Tews et al. 2004 ; Allouche et al. 2012).
As observers we ask ourselves at what scale do the taxa operate and respond to
variability, at what scale do the habitat structures exist, and over what spatial area
may the two interact? In practice, it can be reasonably assumed that researchers
have adequate a priori knowledge of these parameters to design their studies' grain
and extent accordingly. Simply put, it must be assumed that researchers measure
EH at observational scales that the taxa experience. Alternatively, if a study's
scale is too coarse or small to capture EH-BD interactions one should expect only
a weakening of the relationship, but not a reversaI of direction. In support, studies
in which EH-BD relationships were tested at multiple spatial scales, while position
on the anthropocline do es not change, show that the direction of the relationship
was generally consistent even when spatial extent and grain decreased (Dufour
et al., 2006 ; Kumar et al., 2009; Bar-Massada et al., 2012). In those cases, only

the magnitude of the relationship was affected by the changes in spatial scale and
our results appear to be in line with those evidence.
Our results indicated no obvious effect of taxonomie grouping or statistical model
type on the direction of the EH-BD relationships. Thus, our findings support the
expectation that the nature of EH-BD relationships is dependent on the position
along the anthropocline and that this effect is generally consistent across spatial
scales, taxonomie groups and statistical model types.
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1.5.3

Reconciling the anthropocline EH-BD framework with other theories

For decades ecologists have worked under the paradigm that EH promotes species
diversity by increasing opportunities for niche-partitioning (the EH-hypothesis).
Not only do our results show that the position along an anthropocline alters
this relationship , but the prevalence of negative EH-BD associations in strictlynatural and semi-natural ecosystems provides further evidence to the viewpoint
that the EH paradigm is incomplete. The anthropocline framework suggests that
natural ecosystems are characterized by intermediate levels of EH and that the
operative effects of niche-partitioning on species diversity may be restricted to
highly-modified settings. Consequently, when patterns of EH are too high on the
anthropocline, niche-partitioning no longer operates because viable habitats are
lost rather than created. The outcome of this dynamic , and in agreement with
another recent meta-analysis (Allouche et al., 2012) , would be a unimodal EHBD relationship.
Previous studies have identified several factors that could explain a departure
from positive EH-BD relationships, among those include: spatial scale (Lundholm, 2009; Rocchini et al., 2010), species identity (e.g., specialists vs. generalists,
rare vs. common species) (Tews et al., 2004), area-heterogeneity tradeoffs (AIlouche et al., 2012) , or the superseding effect of other biophysical influences on
diversity patterns such as primary productivity (Kerr, 2001). All of these factors are supported by evidence and may indeed play a role in driving EH-BD
relationships, particularly in natural ecosystems. However, the previous theories
describing EH-BD relationships may also lack some generality. For example, measuring only topographie heterogeneity has limitations as it ignores the many other
measures of EH that exist (over 430 records in our synthesis measured biotic features of EH for example) and, in some cases, is a weak predictor of species richness
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wh en compared to other variables like productivity, energy or alternative indirect
measures of EH (Kerr et Packer, 1997; Johnson et al. , 2003). The novelty of the
anthropocline framework is that it presents a generalized EH-BD relationship without excluding the influence of other factors such as those evidenced by previous
studies.
1.5.4

1s the picture complete?

Though the literature synthesis supports the anthropocline framework , further
questions can be raised. Firstly, why do we see so many positive and negative
EH-BD relationships in strictly-natural ecosystems and a generallack of unimodal
ones? The simple answer is that linear modeling has been by far the most common
analytical tool of past studies, while non-linear analyses are still rarely in use. 1t
may also be that a majority of studies have not captured the full gradient of
EH. If we conceptualize each study falling on the anthropocline , each one may
only represent a short section, either in the positive or negative direction, of the
uni-modal EH-BD curve, as was depicted by the blue lines in Fig. 1. 1.
Secondly, does the human expansion phase from strictly-natural to semi-natural
ecosystems exacerbate species loss, or may ecosystem modifications increase species richness if the rate of species introductions outpaces native species extinctions
(Sax et al. 2005)? For sessile organisms like plants, the high EH characterizing
semi-natural ecosystems can, in fact , translate into greater spatial turnover in
community composition (NiemeUi, 1999) and increased species richness (Wania
et al., 2006). Conversely, non-sessile animaIs , and particularly those with large

ranges, are expected to respond negatively to increasing EH. This dichotomy between plant and animal responses to increasing EH during landscape diversification
is well supported in the literature. For example, in cases where formerly natural
landscapes have undergone low to intermediate levels of urbanization , animal taxa
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experienced a net species loss, whereas plant species richness typically increased
(McKinney, 2008). On the other hand , if one is concerned only with native plant
species, the response to increasing EH beyond natural and semi-natural states
may be similar to that of animals. The pro cess of urbanization, for example, generally results in an expansion of alien plant species, but the decline of native
species (Kühn et Klotz , 2006). Regardless of taxonomic group , since extinctions
often occur generations after ecosystem modification, it may be the case that any
initial gains in species diversity due to introductions is, on the long term, negated
by a future ecological cost of human activities ; i.e. , an extinction debt. Metapopulation models have shown that even moderate ecosystem modification by humans
is predicted to cause time-delayed but deterministic extinctions (Tilman et May,
1994). Empirical studies have also shown that extinction debts are a common outcome in many cases of ecosystem modification, particularly for species with low
turnover rates (Kuussaari et al. , 2009; Vellend et al. , 2006).
1.5.5

The environmental complexity-heterogeneity relationship

Natural ecosystems have long been thought of as complex systems, wherein the
conditions for sustaining biodiversity are optimized (Nicolis et Prigogine, 1977;
Fath et al. , 2004) , but attempts to quantify complexity or define what and how
ecosystem features contribute to complexity has lagged behind. It has , however,
become clear that complex structures and dynamics are distinct attributes of natural ecosystems, which can be empirically tested and measured (Parrott, 2010).
Complexity has been defined as a balance between the two extremes of order
and disorder (Parrott, 2010; Langton, 1992; Levin, 1992). If natural patterns represent environmental optimums in terms of supporting biodiversity, then it may
be use fuI to describe and quantify those patterns directly in terms of complexity
rather than heterogeneity. Heterogeneity increases linearly with pattern disorder ;
consequently EH-BD relationships have generally been measured and interpreted
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on an unbounded, unreferenced axis of heterogeneity. Complexity metrics, on the
other hand, are often a convex function of heterogeneity, attributing their highest
values to systems of intermediate heterogeneity. Bearing the aforementioned in
mind , we may reformulate the conceptual EH-BD relationship into a complexitybiodiversity relationship (Fig.1.4).
The concept of environmental complexity is not without its own shortcomings
however. Confusion in the terms used to define habitat complexity and the measures used to quantify it has limited our understanding of its role in infiuencing
species distributions and trophic interactions (Kovalenko et al. , 2012). Adding to
this uncertainty is the fact that , while there is evidence for the role of environmental complexity in begetting species diversity, many of the mechanisms behind
this effect remain ambiguous. Being underexplored highlights the importance of
assessing complexity in a consistent manner ; namely, viewing complexity as an
ecosystem attribute and using metrics that are defined by a known baseline between complete uniformity and complete disorder (i.e. , bounded and referenced).
1.6

Conclusion

Increasing environmental heterogeneity is not always good. Deciphering the underlying mechanisms of EH-BD relationships and identifying what is the right amount
of environmental heterogeneity needed to enhance or maintain biodiversity is a
difficult task. This task has been complicated by the use of multiple heterogeneity
measures , as weil as the difficulties to establish reference states (i.e. , positioning
EH on the anthropocline axis). Yet, recognizing macro-ecological patterns, and

in particular those that quantify the modification of ecosystems, is essential to
forecasting of ecosystem state shifts.
Contemporary studies often suggest that EH should be incorporated into ecosystem management for such purposes as protected area selection and assessment
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(Miller et al. , 2011). Yet very few management plans use quantitative measures of
EH to define their goals. If the response of biodiversity across the EH gradient is
being misinterpreted, undesired conservation and management effects would seem
a foregone result. Thus, for EH to be used as a benchmark of an ecosystem's state,
EH-BD relationships should be understood in a context relative to its position on
the anthropocline axis. A unified use of bounded EH metrics wou Id allow future
studies to "normalize" their position on the anthropocline by referencing with the
extremes found in other ecosystems. Ideal measures of EH may be those that
distinguish complex patterns against uniform or disordered patterns.
1.7

Supplementary Materials - Appendix 0.1

Appendix 0.1.1 - 0.1.3: Expanded details on the literature review, additional explanatory variables tested and how meta-data with polynomial model results were
treated.
Appendix 0.1.4: Literature reference list of an studies used in the meta-analysis.
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Tableau 1.1: Summary table of the main concepts defining the anthropocline framework. The first column lists the concepts. The second column lists the definitions of environmental heterogeneity, followed by the anthropocline and the three
ecosystem categories that form its axis (positioned along a gradient of increasing
environmental heterogeneity). The third column lists examples for each concept.
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Explanatory Variable

Ecosystem type

Taxonomie Group

Model Type

Explanatory Category levels

EH-BD Relationship Direction Chi-square Statistic p-value

Highly-modified
Highly-modified
Strictly-natural
Strictly-natural
Semi-nat ural
Semi-natural

negative
positive
negative
positive
negative
positive

-2.354
0.903
-0.231
0.131
2.918
-1.397

0.027
0.038
0.408
0.465
0.011
0.007

Plant
Plant
Animal
Animal

negative
positive
negative
positive

-0.575
0.261
0.683
-0.259

0.261
0.301
0.301
0.261

Uni-variate
Uni-variate
Multi-variate
Multi-variate

negative
positive
negative
positive

-0.099
0.065
0.294
-0.078

0.362
0.425
0.425
0.362

Tableau 1.2: Table of explanatory categorical variables, their levels and the chisquare probabilities for each EH-BD relationship direction type (positive or negative). Probability values below 0.05 , as shown in bold, were considered significant.
A negative chi-square probability values indicates that the relative frequencies of
observed EH-BD relationships are smaller (a rarity) than those obtained under
the null model. Positive chi-square probability values indicate that the relative
frequencies of observed EH-BD relationships are larger (an excess) than those
obtained under the null.
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Figure 1.1: The anthropocline heterogeneity-biodiversity framework. The green
curve represents the response of biodiversity (y-axis) across a gradient of increasing heterogeneity in the environmental conditions (x-axis). The environmental
heterogeneity axis is partitioned into three ecosystem categories defining the anthropocline: i) Highly-modified ecosystems ; ii) Strictly-Natural ecosystems and ;
iii) Semi-Natural ecosystems. The blue response lines along the green curve represent EH-BD relationships contributed by individu al studies and regrouped on
the basis of their ecosystem category. In this way, our hypothesis infers a generalized EH-BD relationship from the joint responses of aH studies. Human activities
can push natural ecosystems in either direction along the anthropocline ; towards
a semi-natural state via the progressive modification of environmental conditions
(human expansion) , or towards a highly-modified state via the abrupt homogenization of environmental conditions (rapid homogenization). Further intensification of human activities in semi-natural ecosystems can lead to a highly-impacted
state (dotted li ne ). The lower panel of image boxes ill ustrates a landscape-scale
scene (U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), 2009) for each ecosystem category on the
anthropocline axis.
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Figure 1.4: The anthropocline complexity-biodiversity framework: A) The generalized environmental heterogeneity-biodiversity relationship presented in the introduction. B) The adapted environmental complexity-biodiversity relationship in
which heterogeneity is replaced by complexity on the anthropocline axis. Complexity increases along the x-axis and is bounded between 0 (low complexity)
and 1 (high complexity). The solid curves indicate the expected response of species diversity as an ecosystem is modified by human activities from its initial
natural state. Ruman expansion leads to a semi-natural ecosystem typified by disordered environmental patterns (decreasing complexity); human intensification
further progresses the ecosystem to a highly-modified state (further decreasing
complexity). Rapid homogenization of strictly-natural ecosystems leads directly
to a highly-modified state.

CHAPITRE II

SIGNIFICANCE OF TREE DIVERSITY FOR THE COMMUNITY
PHENOLOGY OF EUROPEAN FORESTS
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2.1

Abstract

La phénologie a joué un rôle primordial dans les recherches sur les changements
globaux, et ce, en tant que réponse climatique de l'écosystème. Toutefois, elle n 'est
que rarement quantifiée comme un trait fonctionnel ayant la capacité d 'aussi varier indépendamment du climat. Plus spécifiquement dans les écosystèmes forestiers , les variations phénologiques de la végétation affecteraient profondément les
processus du système puisque les patrons de croissance saisonniers des arbres définissent l'architecture de la canopée, autant en espace qu 'en temps. Ceci soulève
la question suivante, toujours si peu explorée malgré son importance indéniable:
Quel rôle joue la diversité des espèces dans les patrons de croissance saisonniers
des forêts? Pour étudier cette question, nous avons utilisé des estimés hauterésolution de la synchronisation de la croissance des plantes d 'un réseau de parcelles
de forêts paneuropéennes distribuées le long d 'un gradient de diversité en arbres.
Une fois les conditions climatiques et édaphiques considérées, la phénologie des
forêts tempérées est principalement un produit de la composition en espèces via la
contribution relatives des phénologies spécifiques à chaque espèce. De plus, nous
suggérons que ces variations phénologiques à l'échelle de la communauté forestière
mènent à un compromis entre l'interception de la lumière de la canopée et la lumière disponible pour la communauté du sous-bois. En effet , nous avons observé
que la diversité d 'espèces d 'arbres a un effet relativement très positif sur les communautés du sous-bois. Ces communautés du sous-bois situées sous une canopée
diversifiée en arbres croissent significativement plus longtemps que celles observées
sous une canopée moins diverse. Alors que les activités humaines et les changements climatiques continuent d 'altérer la composition des écosystèmes forestiers
tempérés, ces découvertes révèlent la nécessité de quantifier la phénologie spécifique à l'espèce et de l'incorporer à des modèles de biosphère. Les variations de
patrons de croissance saisonniers des communautés associées à différents niveaux
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de diversité de peuplements, pourraient avoir de grandes implications sur les fonctions et services clés écosystémiques comme, par exemple, pour la séquestration
du carbone.

Phenology has played a principle role in global change research as an ecosystem
response to climate, however it is rarely quantified as a functional property
that may also vary independently of climate. Variation in the phenology of
plant species and communities likely affects forest ecosystem processes since the
seasonal growth patterns of trees will influence the canopy architecture in both
space and time. The unexplored question of what role does species diversity
play in determining the seasonal growth patterns of forests is raised. We use
stand-Ievel estimates of the timing of leaf development and duration from a
pan-European network of forest plots distributed across a tree diversity gradient
to investigate this question. Upon accounting for regional climatic and edaphic
conditions, the leaf phenology of temperate forests is primarily a product of
species composition via the relative contributions of species-specific phenologies.
A community phenology emerges from mixing tree species at the stand-Ievel and ,
as such, generates variation in leaf development and duration both within and
between regions. Moreover, we suggest that tree diversity leads to increased light
opportunities for plants forming the understory. In turn, we find that tree species
diversity has a relatively strong positive effect on the understory communities,
wherein those growing under diverse tree canopies maintain green foliage for
longer periods than those growing under less-diverse canopies. As human activities and climate change continue to alter the composition of forest ecosystems,
these findings reveal the necessity to quant ify species-specific phenologies and
incorporate them into biosphere models. Our findings suggest that community
variation in growing season patterns has strong implications on key ecosystem
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functions and services such as carbon sequestration.

keywords: phenology, forests , species diversity, functional diversity.

abbreviations: G8L, growing season length ; 808, start of the growing season ;
E08, end of the growing season ; DOY, day of year ; RGB , Red-green-blue; ROI ,
region of interest; RF , random forests [of regression trees].
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2.2

Introduction

The study of the seasonality plant development - phenology 1_ has gained a prominent role in ecology as a critical element of global change research and ecosystem
responses to climate change Walther et al. (2002) ; Morisette et al. (2009). Recent
work is indicating that water and energy fluxes , surface heat budgets and net
carbon uptake in forest ecosystems are intimately tied to seasonality, climate and
the response of the vegetation to both (Richardson et al. , 2013a; Dragoni et al. ,
2011). For example, recent observations of extended growing seasons reported
gains of 5.6 - 5.8 9 C 1m2 for each additional growing day in deciduous broadleaf
forests (Richardson et al. , 2013a). These observations not only illustrate to what
degree ecosystems are responding to climate change, but they also underscore the
sensitivity of ecosystem pro cesses to changes in phenology.
While tree phenology responds to exogenous environmental cu es (e.g., climate,
precipitation and soil) , it is also determined by species-specific and endogenous
factors (Augspurger et Bartlett, 2003 ; Jackson et al. , 2001). Sorne species leaf
and flower at the same time, others separate the timing of these events such
that different resource acquisition or allocation strategies lead to different phenological traits. For example, shade-tolerant species can utilize reserves or adjust
morphological and physiological traits to benefit from sun flecks or canopy gaps
(Augspurger, 2013; Augspurger et Bartlett , 2003) ; while shade-intolerant species
can optimize carbon gains by exploiting light windows in the early and late season
(Ishii et Asano, 2010).
Yet study of forest phenology has typically focused on either local variation between species (Augspurger, 2008) or species-indiscriminate regional variation (Le.,
1. Phenology is the study of the seasonal timing of biological events such as the timing of
bud burst in spring, the ripening of fruit, or the coloring of leaves in fall. Our use of the term
phenology will refer to the specifie case of the seasonal timing of plant leaf development and
duration.
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long-range measures like satellite imagery that aggregate many individuals into
one value - a pixel). Global vegetation models frequently use only one plant functional type to represent temperate broadleaf deciduous tree phenologies (Jeong
et Medvigy, 2014) and few studies to date have investigated the influence of tree
species diversity on community phenol ogy.
The phenology of trees partly de fines the forest canopy structure and, in turn,
its control on light attenuation, productivity, fluxes of water, carbon uptake and
sequestration and reproductive suc cess (Richardson et al. , 2013a; Ishii et Asano,
2010; Kudo et al. , 2008). Recent theoretical models have suggested that , with increasing tropical tree diversity, temporal niche differences (i.e. , phenological complementarity through phenotypic plasticity) may enhance light capture and, thus ,
is a driver of the productivity - diversity relationship (Sapijanskas et al. , 2014).
However, such models may be "jumping the gun" , so to speak, as measures of
species-specific phenologies have not been able to achieve together the temporal
and spatial resolutions required to investigate these dynamics in forests.
The spatial and temporal development of tree leaves throughout the season is the
cardinal strategy for light interception in temperate forests (Ishii et Asano, 2010).
As such, the enhancing and stabilizing effects of tree diversity on productivity
and carbon storage may be mediated by phenology, particularly by the seasonal
duration of leaves; what we define here as the growing season length (GSL).
Understory species, including herbs , small shrubs and tree saplings, are known to
adjust their phenology in response to the seasonality of the light environment;
specifically by utilizing the open canopy periods either before canopy leafing in
spring or after senescence in autumn (Ishii et Asano , 2010; Augspurger, 2008). At
the stand-Ievel, mixing tree species with complementary crown architectures and
phenological traits may result in spatially and temporally structured canopies that
intercept a greater portion of incoming solar radiation (e.g. , Jucker et al. , 2014).
At the regional or landscape levels, whether or not a "portfolio" of communities
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translates into significant spatial variation in the GSL of forest stands and, in turn ,
to what degree understory phenology, fitness and responses to light availability
may be infiuenced are unknown.
The objective of this study is to address the role of tree species diversity in determining the leaf em ergence and duration of plant communities in a range of forest
ecosystems. To do so, we use species data and image-derived estimates of the ti-

ming of leaf emergence, senescence and duration from a network of permanent
forest plots distributed across Europe. First, we examine whether a relationship
exists between tree community GSL and tree species diversity. We hypothesize
that , as tree diversity increases, stands with short GSLs will become rare. Due to
the control that the canopy structure imposes on the below-canopy environment,
we also expect that tree species composition and diversity will have top-down
effects on the understory phenology.
2.3
2.3.1

Methods
Study design and gradient of tree species diversity

This study was conducted across a network of permanent forest plots, spanning the primary bioclimatic gradient of the European continent and representing the major European forest types: boreal forests in Finland, hemi-boreal forests in Poland, beech forests in Germany, mountainous beech forests in Romania, thermophilous deciduous forests in ltaly and Mediterranean mixed forests
in Spain (http://www.fundiveurope.eu). AH plots were established in mature
fore st stands that differed primarily by tree species richness (stochastic or management driven) while variation in other environmental factors and management
history was minimized as much as possible (SI Appendix 2-A Table SI). As such,
while regions differed strongly from one another in t erms of climate, the 30 X 30
m plots within each region shared similar elevation, topography and soil quality.
In total, the network comprises 209 plots and 16 target species (SI Appendix 2- A
Table S2) , several of which were present at more than one region. A full study
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design and plot selection description can be found in (Baeten et al. , 2013) and in
the supplementary information SI Appendix 2- A . Due to the theft of the cameras
in the majority of plots in Romania, we have removed this region from the present
study. The dataset analyzed and presented here comprises 181 plots between five
regions .
2.3.2

Community phenology and growing season estimation

Recent developments in image analysis techniques have illustrated that time-Iapse
photographie datasets can yield highly accurate estimates of the timing of key phenological events (e.g., leaf fiushing , start of growing season and end of season senescence) , across a variety of ecosystem types and at spatio-temporal resolutions
rarely achieved by satellite image datasets (Sonnentag et al., 2012; Richardson
et al. , 200gb; Meyer et Neto, 2008; Bater et al., 2011). Images from commercial-

grade digital cameras represent combined brightness levels of the red-green-blue
(RGB) color channel information and can be separately extracted and summarized through color indices such as excess green (Sonnentag et al. , 2012). Calculated across image scenes captured at recurring time intervals (e.g., hourly, daily,
weekly) , a time-series of a greenness index may be employed as a proxy of plant
biomass development and seasonal growth.
We installed RGB cameras with intervalometers in each permanent forest plot
according to a standardized setup (see SI Appendix) and acquired images three
times daily for the length of a growing season. In the German region, images were
acquired for two consecutive growing seasons so as to compare potential interannual variation in the methodology. The side-view image scenes captured the
general vertical profile and extent of the plot and during image post-processing,
three regions of interest (ROI) were manually delineated: plot understory, midstory and overstory or canopy. The ROIs were delineated manually for each plot
time-series. The understory ROI was selected to maximize the are a in the image
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covering forest fioor and the herbaceous, saplings and small shrub components
(i.e., < 1.3m as estimated by a trained botanist) ; the image area covered by live
tree trunks was minimized. The overstory ROI was selectedto maximize the image
area covered by adult and canopy trees and leaves ; this usually included the upper
image edge, down to the area where no branches or leaves were associated with
trees (> 7.5 cm dbh). The midstory ROI was selected to maximize the image area
covered by young trees « 7.5 cm dbh) and tall shrubs (> 1.3 m) , but to also minimize the image area potentially covered by distant canopy tree foliage. A binary
excess green index (Meyer et Neto, 2008) calculated the proportion of green pixels
within each ROI for each image in a time-series. Each ROI de fines a stratum in
the forest stand, inclusive of all plant biomass visible from the camera's viewpoint.
To identify the seasonal trends in growth, we applied a smoothing spline function
to each time-series and, subsequently, the start of season (SOS) and end of season (EOS) dates were extracted from the first derivative of the function (White
et al., 1997). Finally, we defined the resulting GSL of the plot ROI or strata as

the number of days between the SOS and EOS. For further detail on the camera
equipment, installation procedure, ROI , example images and phenological image
analysis see see SI Appendix 2- A.
2.3.3

Statistical Analysis

Our statistical analysis employed a random forest (RF) of regression trees (Breiman, 2001 ; Siroky, 2009; Liaw et Wiener, 2002) (SI Appendix 2- A provides expanded details) . The RF algorithm is an ensemble-based approach in which multiple
decision trees are built on a subset of data (out of bag or bootstrapped sam pIe )
and predictor variables. The final model decision is based on a voting system of all
the potential random variable trees that have been created. Essentially, random
forest regresses the predictor variables as many times as the user requires, introducing an element of randomness each time, and voting for the most popular model.
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Rather than traditional indirect variable subset selection methods (e.g., statistical significance and Akaike's Information Criterion), the random forest algorithm
provides a novel method of determining variable importance. It operates without
excluding variables that may be ecologically important, but correlated with other
predictor variables. As such, a RF model is particularly well suited for assessing
the relative importance of predictor variables to the response when, for example,
climate is likely a determinant. RF models are also better suited at finding limiting gradients, as would be expected if species rich forest stands become more
rare as growing season length increases, rather than correlating gradients. The
variable importance scores in RF may be used to identify ecologically important
variables for further examination and interpretation. The randomForest package
in R (Liaw et Wiener, 2002) was used to construct RF models for each of the
three stand strata (i.e. , ROIs): overstory, midstory and understory. For regression
trees , the random forests provides two measures of predictor variable importance:
1. the me an decrease in the accuracy of predictions in the out of bag samples
when a given variable is excluded from the model (%IncMSE) , hereafter
termed variable MSE-importance.
2. a measure of the total decrease in node impurity that results from splits over
that variable and averaged over all trees (IncNodePurity) , hereafter termed
variable node purity.
What is labelled cross-validated r-square for each RF model represents the explained variance as measured by how well the out-of-bag, cross validation, predictions
explain the target variance of the training set. We elaborate on these points and
the application of the RF algorithm in the SI Appendix 2-A but it should be
noted that negative cross-validated r-square values are possible if the out-of-bag
variance is mu ch greater than the original variation in the data.
As the primary objective of this study was to explore the potential role of tree
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species diversity in determining stand-Ievel phenology, our analysis took plot EOS
and GSL dates as the response variables of interest and tree species richness as
the principle predictor variable of interest. Tree species diversity was calculated as
eH , where H is the Shannon diversity of tree species. Although the experimental

design only took into account the target tree species while not counting other tree
. species that may have been present with less than 10% abundance, our measure
of tree diversity included aIl species present in the plots even if under the 10%
cutoff (see SI Appendix 2- A for further description of the experimental design). It
is clear that environmental conditions and stand structure affect the phenology of
individual trees and, thus, phenology. Upon examination of a preliminary correlation analysis between a suite of climatic, structural and environmental variables
and the response phenological variables, we also selected and included: annual
mean temperature, annual mean precipitation, mean diurnal temperature range ,
latitude, exposition, mean age of canopy trees, year of image sampling and a proxy
measure of seasonal mean below-canopy illumination as predictor variables in the
final models (SI Appendix 2-A).
Image-derived greenness values as a proxy for phenology is clearly influenced by
leaf habit. Though evergreen species typically do display a discernible growth
pattern using this methodology (e.g., greenness values increase when new needles
flush in spring), the fact that their foliage remains green year-round mutes the
growth signal and puts into question the accuracy of the derived phenophases,
particularly if compared to those of deciduous trees or communities. Acknowledging this methodologicallimitation, we performed aIl statistical models using the
full dataset , as weIl as three successive subsets in which an evergreen fiIter removed plots dependent on their relative abundance of evergreen tree species. The
evergreen fiIter sizes were:
i) no plots removed (i. e., full dataset).
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ii) removal of plots with 66% or more evergreen trees.
iii) removal of plots with 33% or more evergreen trees
iv) removal of plots in which 5% or more of the trees are evergreen species.
We discuss the limitations and evergreen bias of image-derived phenologies further
in SI Appendix 2- A .
2.4
2.4.1

Results
Community-Ievel phenologies of mixed forests across Europe

Across study regions, the range and means of plot-Ievel growing season length
(GSL ; defined here as the seasonalleaf duration) were within those observed by
independent datasets (Richardson et al. , 2010; Churkina et al. , 2005; Wang et al. ,
2005 ; see also Table S3 in the SI Appendix for summary statistics of the plot phenologies). We found a strong linear correlation between the GSL and the end of the
growing season (EOS) among all forest stands (Pearson's r-square = 0.90). The
spring start of the growing season (SOS) displayed very little variation between
stands and occurred on or soon after camera installation (Table S3, SI Appendix) , suggesting the "true" SOS may not have been captured. For these reasons,
we hereafter used the EOS date as our key phenological variable of interest and in
remainder of the analysis. Considering intra-regional differences in stand phenology, we found that the within-region variation in stand overstory EOS overlapped
among all regions with the exception of Finland (Fig. 2.1). In particular, plots of
the Spanish and ltalian regions displayed a wide range of EOS values.
2.4.2

Canopy tree phenology and tree species diversity

In all regions, low tree diversity plots accounted for the earliest EOS dates, while
EOS variation in high-diversity plots was both reduced and shifted towards high
EOS dates (i.e. , later EOS and long seasonal leaf duration) (Fig. 2.1). However,
random forest (RF) models indicated no significant relationship between standlevel tree diversity and EOS date for the overstory layer (Fig. 2.2 and, specifically,
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the means of plot EOS were not significantly different considering low vs. high tree
diversity. We note that a trend was consistent particularly amongst the German,
Finland and Poland regions , wherein later EOS dates (i.e. , longer growing seasons
lengths) were more common with increasing plot tree diversity and early EOS
dates (i.e. , short growing season lengths) were increasingly rare with increasing
plot tree diversity.
2.4.3

Top-down control of tree species diversity on community phenology

Tree species diversity was one of the key determinants of understory EOS among
aU potential environmental predictors, according to the RF models (Fig. 2.2). The
MSE-variable importance score of tree species diversity to EOS date was highest
for the understory stratum and was the highest ranked predictor variable when
considering plots dominated by deciduous species (i.e. , with sequential filtering
of stands out of plots containing evergreen species). With a progression down
the forest strata, tree diversity becomes an important predictor of the EOS date
relative to aU other predictor variables tested (Fig. 2.2).This effect of increasing
importance of species diversity with successive filtering of conifer presence held
true for aU three forest strata, but not for the other predictor variables. The
importance of climatic and edaphic drivers to EOS varied as latitude, annual
mean temperature and precipitation were also consistently ranked high, while
exposition and mean diurnal temperature range .were ranked with low importance
(Fig. 2.2). Stand age structure appeared to have little influence as a predictor
variable while , on the other hand, below-canopy light availability was a relatively
strong predictor of EOS in the models. Cross-validated r-square values indicated
that the models had very low predictive power for the overstory and midstory
layers. However, the understory layer showed robust patterns across regions in
terms of the variable importance scores and model fit parameters. Node purity,
the other variable importance score used in RF models, showed similar patterns
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to that of the MSE scores (SI Appendix 2- A Table S4 & Fig. SI).
Understory EOS appeared strongly associated with tree species diversity, regardless of bioclimatic region (Fig. 2.3). SpecificaIly, plots with low tree species diversity (i.e. , less than 3 species) tended to have early EOS dates, while plots with high
tree species diversity (i.e., above 2 species) tended to have late EOS dates. This
relationship was even more pronounced when cons ide ring deciduous trees only
(Fig. 2.3). Understory plant communities associated with species ri ch stands were
active (i.e. , stayed green) 29 days longer than those associated with species poor
stands and up to 61 days longer in one region - Italy. The result was consistent
across regions with the exception of Finland wherein the pattern appeared weak
or dissimilar. Since the Finnish region was characterized by only three target tree
species, two of which are conifers, the filtering of plots with evergreen species
served only to leave plots dominated by one species.
2.5

Discussion

Our results highlight four parallei insights. First, in-situ digital photography and
simple image color metrics can address a significant resolution-gap in phenological
research, namely that of community phenologies, both within and across ecosystems. To date , this study is the first to deploy these novel techniques across such
an extensive range of bioclimatic conditions, multiple forest types and a gradient
of tree species richness. Second, the EOS, and hence also GSL , values we obtained
from this approach agree with the range of values observed in previous studies with
overlapping geographic areas and employing either long term observational data
(Chmielewski et Rotzer, 2001), or remotely-sensed estimates (Wang et al. , 2005).
The stand-Ievel EOS values compare particularly weIl to the carbon uptake period
(Churkina et al. , 2005) in terms of the observed range of values (days) between
the SOS and EOS. Third, intra-annual variation between community phenologies
is not explained by regional environmental conditions such as annual temperature ,
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precipitation or soil differences. Fourth, the species structure and composition of
the community appears to be an important driver of the understory community
phenology.
2.5.1

Community-Ievel phenologies of mixed forests across Europe

Temperature and precipitation have been considered the primary drivers of GSL
in studies to date and the key predictive parameter in phenological models (Diez
et al., 2012). Thus, that the GSL of sorne forest stands may be comparable from

boreal to Mediterranean-mixed forests and yet also displayed a large amount of
intra-regional variation is an unexpected result . We cannot rule out the possibility
that sorne of this variation is due to the method used to quantify plant phenology. A limitation of our photographie in-situ estimation of phenology is that the
determination of the key phenology events (e.g., EOS) is sensitive to the shape of
the image-derived greenness curve and aberrations in it (i.e., anomalous peaks or
sharp decreases). For example, the leaf duration and GS metrics we derive can by
infiuenced by visual differences in tree species leaves that are not directly related
to phenology per se such as deciduous leaves, whieh display clear leaf-out, greenup and senescence phases, vs. evergreen leaves which display only subtle seasonal
changes in the greenness of their leaves. Apart from these considerations, our
expert-based evaluation of an phenology trends did not justify the use of further
selection/ exclusion criteria, which illustrates the robustness of the approach.
Considering an forest stands, we observed a relatively broad range of EOS values
and, hence, duration of stand-Ievel GSL. To our knowledge, such range of spatial
variation within regions has not been documented or explicitly noted to date. In
the case of tree phenologies estimated from remote sensing, regional variation may
sim ply get lost at coarse temporal or spatial extents. The relative large amounts
of stand-Ievel phenological variation displayed within the Italian and Spanish sites
could be due to the moderate seasonality of Mediterranean climat es and the in-
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fluence of seasonal precipitation (i.e. , an annual dry and wet season). For example,
some plots containing winter-growing tree species may senesce early in the summer, while others remain active with green leaves throughout the summer. These
species phenological traits could explain the high variation and strongly differentiated early-growing vs. late-growing EOS patterns observed in the two regions.
2.5.2

Canopy tree phenology and tree species diversity

Upon accounting for regional climatic and edaphic conditions, we suggest that
the phenology of temperate forest overstory communities is primarily a product
of the relative contributions of species-specific phenologies. Stands with diverse
overstory communities tended to have a higher frequency of late EOS dates (longer growing season) and fewer early EOS observations than did those with a less
diverse overstory communities (Fig. 1.1 & SI Appendix Fig. SI) , but a clear diversity effect on EOS was not detected. Therefore, at the stand-level, tree diversity
does not necessarily lead to longer growing seasons, but a full gradient of tree
diversity does lead to a large portfolio of phenological responses within a region.
Sapijanskas et al. (2014) used a mechanistic model to show that species-specific
phenologies were the strongest driver of enhanced light capture but, on its own,
phenological complementarity of mixtures did not outperform their best species.
This finding is supported by our results since, on average, diversified tree canopies
had a higher frequency of longer GSLs at the community level, yet several stands
of low tree diversity achieved equally long growing seasons.
Previous studies indicated that recent increases in forest productivity can be explained by longer vegetative seasons (e.g. , Dragoni et al., 2011) . Though we did not
find a positive effect of tree diversity on overstory EOS or GSL, we note that stand
composition and influence does influence the stand-level phenology. Variation in
the GSL of stands generally decreased with increasing stand-level tree diversity
due to fewer of them displaying a short growing season, while still displaying an
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EOS as late as the latest-growing monospecific stands - evidence of an averaging
effect of mixing species' phenological traits at the community level with a bias
towards longer GSLs. That these results were evident at a local scale of 900 m 2
plots, totalling 16.3 ha in area (aH plots and regions combined) , highlights the
functional significance of tree diversity - phenology relationships when scaled to
the ecosystem or landscape levels. For example, the community phenology that
emerges from stand composition and diversity will have implications on seasonal
carbon uptake and other key ecosystem fluxes of temperate mixed forests.
2.5.3

Top-down control of tree species diversity on community phenology

Understory communities that grew under diverse tree mixtures maintained, on
average , longer GSL than did communities growing under less diverse stands.
A previous study of the FunDivEUROPE plot network has inferred that mixed
tree communities with complementary crown architectures optimize the canopy
space and in turn light interception, thus enhancing productivity (Jucker et al. ,
2015). We should expect that community tree diversity is a strong determinant
of the understory light availability in both space and time and so too the phenology of understory plants. For example, overstory complementarity associated
with high tree species diversity may act to reduce understory light availability
and, as a result , the understory growing season may shorten. Alternatively, the
understory GSL may be extended by a diverse overstory via species turnover over
time or by displaying phenological plasticity to compensate for periods of lowlight conditions. The later response has been previously observed in temperate
forest understory communities (Augspurger et Bartlett, 2003). Other studies have
evidenced that understory plant species may exploit frequent light gaps produced
by a species-diverse overstory (e.g., Franklin et Van Pelt, 2004). In agreement , our
proxy measure of below-canopy light availability showed strong evidence that it is
an additional important predictor of understory EOS (see SI Appendix for details
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on how below-canopy light availability was estimated).
Paradoxically, our results suggest that diverse overstory communities, with higher
packing densities (e.g., Jucker et al. , 2015), may also allow more light to reach the
understory during canopy development than less diverse communities ·do. While
previous studies showed that increasing tree diversity leads to crown expansion of
individuals and increased canopy packing density (Pretzsch, 2014; Jucker et al.,
2015) , ground coverage by tree crowns has not been shown to increase with mixing
(Pretzsch, 2014). Structural features of fore st canopies are typically based on
snapshot measurements and, thus, their temporal dynamics may be overlooked in
this context. Accounting for the temporal variation in canopy development that
is associated with increasing tree diversity may then resolve the packing density
- light availability paradox. In particular, temporal heterogeneity in understory
light availability, wherein diverse overstory communities develop their foliage at
differing times or rates, could increase understory light availability during canopy
development relative to species poor communities which develop at the same time.
2.6

Conclusion

Recent studies suggest that increasing tree diversity may act to optimize canopy
packing, thus driving positive diversity-productivity relationships (Jucker et al. ,
2015). We suggest that high tree diversity also allows sufficient light to penetrate
to the understory and enables longer-growing understory communities. As determined by tree diversity and composition, the spatial and temporal structure of
the canopy strongly influences the understory phenology across European forests .
Understory communities growing under diverse overstories grew, on average, up
to 22% longer than those growing under pure or less-diverse overstories. While the
understory contribution to forest standing biomass is relatively small, understory
species can have disproportionate impacts on energy flow and nutrient dynamics
(Fridley, 2012; Muller et Bormann, 1976).
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Forest phenology has traditionally been quantified and modelled inter-annually,
at the landscape level and as a function of latitude and temperature. However, we
argue that substantial variation in forest phenology exists between communities
and is independent of environmental forcing to a large extent (i.e. , latitude and
local to regional climate).
Previous studies and current biosphere models are contradictory regarding the
drivers of autumn phenology, including dependence on photoperiod, temperature
or both and leading to large differences in predicted terrestrial energy, water and
carbon cycles (Jeong et Medvigy, 2014). As human activities and climate change
continue to alter the compositional make up of temperate forest systems, these
findings reveal the necessity to quantify or estimate species-specific phenologies,
particularly their autumn leaf senescence, and incorporate them into phenological
and terrestrial biosphere models.
2.7

8upplementary Materials - Appendix 0.2

In Appendix 0.2 we describe in more detail the study methodology, including
a full and detailed description of the study plot network (FunDivEurope) and
summary statistics for the plot descriptors (Table 81) , a full list of target tree
species in each study region (Table 82) , camera hardware and sampling regime,
image-based estimation of community phenology, predictor variables of interest
used in the primary statistical analysis (random forests models) , reasoning for
and application of random forests models, the evergreen bias limitation of the
methodology and the removal of plots in the Finland region. Furthermore, we
make available all summary statistics for the plot phenologies of each study region
and provide additional supplementary results figures (Table 83). We also make
available additional statistical results (Table 84 & Figs. 81 - 82).
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Figure 2.1: Single image taken from the time-series of side-view photographs for
one of the study plots (German region). The colored boxes delineate the manually
selected regions of interest (ROI) for the plot time-series images: overstory (blue) ,
midstory (red) and understory (yellow).
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Figure 2.2: Variable mean squared error (MSE) importance scores for each predictor of the growing season length of each fore st strata. For each panel, the x-axis
indicates the evergreen fiIter level wherein the RF models were run at each level. The evergreen filter size is displayed as the inverse of values , such that with
increasing values , the tolerance for evergreen presence decreases and, thus, more
plots are removed. At a no plots are removed and at 100 plots containing any
amount of evergreen trees are removed . The resuIts of a random forests model
show that the importance of tree species diversity (eH) in predicting growing season length increases from the overstory layer down to the understory layer. The
equivalent figure showing the predictor variable node purity scores is available in
the appendix (SI Appendix 2- A)
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Figure 2.3: For each region , boxplots of stand understory growing season length
grouped as short vs long growing seasons and compared across the gradient of
tree species diversity (x-axis). The growing season length of the understory strata
significantly increases with the tree species diversity (eH) of its associated overstory community. This pattern ho Ids true across all study regions and increases in
strength with successive removal of plots containing evergreen species (reading the
figure panels from top to bottom and then left to right) ; the pattern is highlighted by the slope of the blue line in each panel which represents a linear. regression
model fit to all plots in the study.

CHAPITRE III

GREEN STREETS -

QUANTIFYING AND MAPPING URBAN TREES

WITH STREET-LEVEL IMAGERY AND COMPUTER VISION
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3.1

Abstract

Les outils traditionnels pour cartographier la répartition des espaces verts urbains
sont restreints , soit à cause de leur coûts ou besoins en main d'œuvre élevés, soit"
par leur faible résolution spatiale dû à la structure spatiale complexe des paysages urbains. De plus, ces outils n 'observent pas le paysage urbain comme notre
perspective le ferait , or ils ne peuvent connaître de quelle manière un citoyen expérimente sa ville. Nous testons une application novatrice de vision numérique
pour quantifier la couverture d 'arbres urbains à l'échelle d'une rue. Pour cela,
nous utilisons des données open source d'images très abondantes aujourd'hui; de
streetscape en ville (Google Street View). Nous démontrons qu'un algorithme à
plusieurs étapes de vision numérique segmente et quantifie avec précision le pourcentage de couverture d'arbres dans les images de streetscape. En modélisant par
la suite les relations entre les images le long des segments de rues de ville, nous
sommes capables de prolonger ces représentations d'image et d 'estimer la quantité de la couverture d 'arbres dans les paysages de rue d 'une ville entière avec un
haut-niveau de précision. Bien que la méthode ne constitue pas un remplacement
des méthodes de télédétection de haute-résolution (e.g. , LiDAR aérien) ou des
campagnes de terrain intensives, elle fournit une nouvelle métrique multi-fonction
de la couverture forestière urbaine permettant de quantifier la présence et la répartition des arbres selon le même point de vue que nous , en tant que citoyens,
expérimentons le paysage urbain.

Traditional tools to map the distribution of urban green space have been
hindered by either high cost and labor inputs or poor spatial resolution given
the complex spatial structure of urban landscapes. What's more, those tools
do not observe the urban landscape from a perspective shared by our own and
hence, how citizens experience a city. We test a novel application of computer
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vision to quantify urban tree cover at t he street-level. We do so by utilizing
the open-source image data of city streetscapes that is now abundant (Google
Street View). We show t hat a multi-step computer vision algorithm segments
and quantifies the percent of tree cover in streetscape images to a high degree of
precision. By then modelling the relationship between neighbouring images along
city street segments we are able to extend this image representation and estimate
the amount of perceived tree cover in city streetscapes to a relatively high level of
accuracy for an entire city. Though not a replacement for high resolution remote
sensing (e.g. , aerial Li DAR) or intensive field surveys, the method provides a new
multi-feature metric of urban tree cover, one that quantifies tree presence and
distribution from the same viewpoint in which we, as citizens, experience and see
the urban landscape.

keywords: urban trees , computer vision, streetscapes, tree cover, greenspace.

abbreviations: FOV, field of view; GSV , Google Street View.
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3.2

Introduction

With the growing consensus that nature and multi-functional ecosystems are intrinsic to sustainable cities, decision makers, designers and the broader public
alike are looking to trees as urban keystone fiora that provide natural infrastructure and services - to reduce air pollution, support biodiversity, mitigate heat
island effects, increase land value, improve aesthetics and even improve human
health (Km'dan et al. , 2015; Lothian, 1999; Lovasi et al. , 2008; McPherson et al. ,
1997; Nowak et al. , 2014; Thayer et Atwood, 1978). Urban tree effects may even
extend to cultural and psychological behaviours with, for example, a high abundance of street trees being linked to urban scenes that were perceived to be safe
(Naik et al. , 2014b). The fact remains however that urban trees come with costs
and are currently threatened by climate change, pests and diseases. Confiicting
land uses and cost-benefit tradeoffs cause contention at many levels of society.
Such contentions can be alleviated through a better understanding of the role of
trees in the complex and cluttered landscapes that are cities. To this end, tools to
quantify and monitor presence, abundance and health of urban trees are needed.
Governments, particularly cash-strapped ones, are evermore looking for low-cost
ways to establish baseline data, manage and engage the public on urban trees.
Traditionally, urban tree coyer has been quantified using coarse-scale methods developed for naturally forested landscapes and exposure to "nature" as an urban
quality indicator has been quantified by measuring the total land area covered
by greenspace (i.e. , city park are a) in cities (Richardson et al., 2013b; Schroeder,
1986; Fuller et Gaston, 2009). In either case, these methods primarily rely on
long-range remotely-sensed image processing to classify landcover (i.e. , satellite
imagery such as LANDSAT, ortho-aerial photographs or, more recently, Li DAR)
(Homer et al. , 2007) or data derived from field surveys (Kardan et al. , 2015).
Substantial drawbacks exist within each case, many of which present particular
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challenges in an urban context. For example, traditional remote-sensing techniques
for vegetation cover have, most often, been based on moderate-resolution imagery
(e.g. , 30 m in the case of openly available data) which has limited utility at the
scale of cities. Recent efforts exploiting high resolution active sensing like LiDAR
are proving well-suited for.urbanscapes (MacFaden et al. , 2012) , however they can
be hindered by specialized proprietary software, high data-acquisition costs and
significant labour inputs. On the other hand, field-based surveys lack the automation and the scale of big data sets (i.e. , low-throughput) , are prone to sampling
errors (Dickinson et al. , 2010) and require enormous organizational efforts. These
methodological impediments also make it difficult to achieve periodic resampling
to asses changes in tree cover and health over time.
Chiefiy through machine learning models, computer vision scientists are teaching
computers to see the world at astounding rates of success. However, few disciplines outside of the strict artificial intelligence fields (e.g. , robotics , driverless
cars, software) have utilized these advancements. One of the few examples bridging ecology and computer vision technologies is the mobile app, Leafsnap, which
identifies plant species using automatic visual recognition (Kumar et al. 2012). If a
computer can learn to detect and quant ify features of an environmental scene from
digital photographs (i.e. , scene understanding) , it stands that those algorithms can
be used to objectively quantify real-world features and their spatial distribution
within a landscape for a multitude of applications. For instance, Naik et al. have
developed computer vision algorithms that process street-level imagery to quantifY urban appearance (Naik et al. , 2014b)) , urban change (Naik et al. , 2015) , or
even socio-economic indicato~s (Glaeser et al. , 2015). Opportunely, we now also
have access to entire cities in the form of geo-tagged, street-level images.
Using Google Street View images that represent a ground-based perspective of city
streets - streetscapes - and which cover a city-wide extent, we develop and test a
new method of rapid quantification and mapping of urban vegetation, specifically
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trees. The method applies a trained predictor to segment the amount of tree cover
in a given image of a city streetscape using multiple image features. We aim to
demonstrate that we can quantify the presence and perceived cover of streetside trees with high spatial resolution at the city-scale by: i) sampling a series of
sequential neighbouring image scenes of the streetscape ; ii) predicting the amount
of tree cover present in them and; iii) modelling the relationship between the tree
cover of these neighbouring view-points. To estimate the accuracy and utility of
this approach we compare our method to contemporary remote-sensing techniques
used to estimate urban tree canopy cover (i.e., object-based image analysis (OBIA)
of high-resolution LIDAR data and multispectral imagery).
The goal of this study is to present a novel method of measuring trees in a city
at extremely high-throughput ; one that may not replace existing techniques, but
offers clear benefits such as being relevant to the human perspective (the perceived

tree caver), cheap, independent of proprietary software and easily scaleable across
cities.
3.3
3.3.1

Methods
Study areas and image datasets

We collected data on urban tree cover by using 456,175 geo-tagged images from
the two cities of

ew York (336,998 images) and Boston (119,177 images) in

the United States. However, for the vast majority of the results presented, we
focus on New York because the best-suited tree canopy cover maps and street
tree survey data we could acquire were of New York. Images were sourced from
the Google Street View (GSV) application program interface (API) (Google Inc. ,
2014) , were acquired in 2014 and represent a ground-level, side-view perspective
of the city streetscape (Fig. 3.1 C). AlI image collection points along city roads
were downloaded for a target city and this resulted in a GSV image roughly every
15 meters along a given roadway; these image samples are hereafter referred to
as CSV sampling points. However, due to the proto col of the GSV system the
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15 m interval could deviate by approximately

+/- 5

m. Given this, we define a

neighbour sample points as two GSV sampling points on the same road segment
and a minimum of 10 m and maximum of 20 m apart. Sorne GSV sampling points,
road segments or areas of the city did not have data for various reasons (e.g. ,
corrupt or missing data, no-coverage area) . Notwithstanding those instances, the
sampling regime covered the full extent of the cities' official boundaries, though
for the case of New York it did not cover Staten Island (Fig. 3.1 A & B).
Each digital photograph (Red-Green-Blue color channel jpeg image) was acquired
from the GSV API at a resolution of 400 by 300 pixels, at a 90° horizontal field of
view, 90 heading (east) and a 10° pitch. The level of pitch was chosen in order to
optimize the capture of the streetscape (i.e. , decrease the amount of foreground
composed only of roadway). Fixing the image heading to 90 east for every sampling
point allowed us to compare how the road-to-image orientation would affect the
metrics and, ultimately, the ability to estimate tree cover. As such, aIl sampling
points were grouped into one of four categories based on their road orientation,
given 22.5° intervals around 360°: 1) N-S: GSV sampling points lying on roads
that are oriented in a north-south direction (+/- 22.5° from 0° or 180°) ; 2) E-W:
GSV sampling points lying on roads oriented in an east-west direction (+/- 22.5°
from 90° or 270°) ; 3) NW-SE: GSV sampling points lying on roads oriented in a
diagonal northwest- southeast direction (+ / - 22.5° from 135° or 315°) ; 4) NE-SW:
GSV sampling points lying on roads oriented in a diagonal northeast-southwest
direction (+/ - 22.5° from 45° or 225°).
In order to estimate the real-world surface area covered by each GSV image, we
modelled the 2-dimensional (horizontal and vertical) surficial field of view (FOV)
represented in an image at each sampling point ; i.e. , the camera's horizontal field
of view (90°) and depth of field projected onto the earth's surface. We computed
this FOV polygon for each GSV sampling point which was then projected on the
horizontal surface plane to associate a surface area with the sampling point (Fig.
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3.1). The length of the polygon (i.e., length of the right-angle bisector) represents
the approximate image depth of field. However, in reality the depth of field varies
with the presence, size and proximity of objects occluding the horizon. We assume
that a given length should, on average , be representative of an urban streetscape.
Therefore, we varied this depth of field parameter and created four levels: 15 m,
25 m, 35 m and 45 m from the GSV sampling point. In addition to the roadto-camera orientation groups, we run our analysis at each of these depth of field
levels in order to determine which provides the best spatial context for predicting
real-world tree cover.
3.3.2

Tree detection using Computer Vision

We estimated the total area covered by trees in each image by applying a multistep image segmentation method developed by Hoiem et al. (2005). On a per-image
basis, the objective of the method is to model geometric classes that depend on
the orientation of a physical object with relation to the scene and with respect to
the camera. Specifically, each image pixel is classified into one of a few geometric
classes: i) the ground plane; ii) surfaces that stick up from the ground (vertical
surfaces) ; iii) part of the sky plane. Further, vertical surfaces are subdivided into
planar surfaces facing le ft , right or towards the camera and either porous (e.g.
trees and their leafy vegetation) or solid (e.g. a person or lamp post) non-planar
surfaces. Although this recognition approach differs from those that instead model
semantic classes (e.g., car, house, person, vegetation) , it has proven exceptionally
powerful and efficient in cluttered outdoor scenes like urban streetscapes and ,
most relevant to our application here, in distinguishing human built structures
from natural ones like trees. ,
The algorithm operates by first grouping image pixels into super-pixels, which are
groups of pixels assumed to share a single label (e.g. , ground or sky) and respect coarse-Ievel segment boundaries (e.g. , edges) (Felzenszwalb et Huttenlocher,
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2004). The algorithm then groups regions of the image into homogenous segments
using a standard segmentation algorithm, but generates multiple hypothesis or
combinat ions of these rough segmentations as it remains unknown which have
been labelled correctly. Thus, a set of image features are computed at both the
level of the super-pixel and the larger region segments. Using training image data
of ground-truthed, labelled urban scenes, learning the parameters to predict final
labels operates at two stages: i) Grouping super-pixels is learned by estimating
the likelihood that two super-pixels belong in the same region based on their features. The multiple segmentation hypotheses are then generated by varying the
number of regions and the initialization of the algorithm. ii) The finallabelling of
the geometric classes of image segments is learned by computing the features for
each region and labelling them with a geometric class based on likelihood functions (i.e., the likelihood that super-pixels have the same label and the confidence
in each label). Once labelled in this fashion , the optimallikelihood functions are
then learned through training (SI , Appendix).
With our images segmented and geometric classes labelled by this procedure,
we applied the semantic labels to each pixel accordingly: ground, sky, building
and trees. The percent of tree cover, ground, sky and building in an image were
calculated as the total number of pixels belonging to that class divided by the
total number of image pixels.
Since this method is well established in the computer vision field , we did not
retain the pixel-Ievel classification results. Due to this approach we were not able
to visually inspect the image segmentations that the algorithm performed and
report a pixel-wise misclassification statistic. We refer to Hoiem et al. (2005)
and Naik et al. (2015) for benchmarked classification statistics of the algorithm.
Nonetheless, in order to validate the robustness of this approach we took a random
sample of 100 Boston city GSV images and derived two estimates of the percent of
tree coyer in an image by pixel mas king to compare to the output of the learning
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algorithm: i) we performed manual pixel masking by tracing aIl tree components
in an image and summed the number of pixels falling inside and ; ii) we computed
a single-feature binary ex cess green index Meyer et Neto (2008) which derives
the proportion of green within an RGB image. Concerning the latter, similar
single-feature methods have been used before to estimate vegetation presence in
digital photographs (Li et al. , 2015 ; Yang et al. , 2009). Considering the former,
we performed the manual pixel masking under two schemes: i) a conservative
estimation where only tree species and only their clearly defined components were
traced , while shrubs, small woody vegetation and distant, poorly defined trees were
excluded and ; ii) a liberal estimation where tree-like, small woody vegetation was
also included if it was clearly visible and , likewise, distant trees were included if
we judged them very likely to be trees.
3.3.3

Modelling streetscape tree cover

Given an algorithm that quantifies the amount of area covered by trees in a 2D
photograph, the remaining challenge we address is to relate such a value to a
measure of real-world tree cover. Specifically, we test if and how weIl our metric
of streetscape tree cover may estimate true percent tree canopy cover of the same
area by modelling the relationship between them.
We derive the dependent variable of true percent canopy cover at each GSV
sampling point FOV from a high resolution (3 ft.) and comprehensive land-cover
map for

ew York developed by MacFaden et al. (2012). Derived from LiDAR

data and multispectral imagery acquired in 2010, the map represents the most
up to date and high resolution data on New York's tree canopy. We compute
the percent canopy cover inside each ith GSV sampling point FOV, at each
FOV-Ievel:

Eq.l

fh
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tree canopy coveri . =
,J

number of pixels classified as tree inside FO~j 00
' xl
total number of pixels in si de FO~,j

Simply measuring the tree cover from a 2D image poses two challenges in
terms of predicting a real-world representation of it. First, the image representation compresses three dimensions into two (horizontal and vertical) and so
a simple sum of same-dassed pixels does not provide complete information on
object depth or volume. This also means that trees that are ocduded by other
trees or objects can not be measured. Considering that this method is limited
to streetscapes, this later effect is limited since urban street trees are typically
not crowded and their general arrangement is one layer (row) of trees backed
by buildings. Second, the amount of area covered by trees in an image will be
highly dependent on the proximity of the tree(s) to the camera. Thus, the image
tree cover is somewhat independent of their real-world size; all else equal, foliage
that is doser to the camera will cover more of the image area. Both issues are a
problem of perspective and location with respect to the camera at a given GSV
sampling point.
We address these problems of perspective with the hypothesis that additional information about a scene can be gained from overlapping, neighbouring images
whieh differ in their perspective and proximity to the same object. The amount
of overlap between neighbouring images will depend on the road-to-image orientation since our image directions were fixed at a 90 east heading, while the road
orientation varied (Fig. 3.1 D). We do not perform any stereoscopie interpretation
explicitly, but by adding information fr0!ll neighbouring images (i.e. , the imagederived percent tree cover values), the real-world representation of a given scene
may be approximated by an aggregation of all neighbouring GSV images which
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capture a portion of that scene.
More formally, we assume a linear relationship between the scene information
captured by a central GSV sampling point, hereafter termed the "no de", and the
contributions of its neighbouring GSV sampling points. We consider neighbour
GSV points to be GSV sampling points on the same road segment as the no de
point and that are adjacent to the node in either direction. We estimated the
average range of view for a typical GSV scene to be roughly 45 - 60 m by
manually inspecting neighbouring GSV images. Given this range, we considered
two neighbour points to either si de of the node (four neighbours per GSV node
point in total). We acknowledge that this parameter could be varied and tested
in further applications. We establish a relationship between the real-world street
tree coyer and the GSV images of it:

Eq.2

where,

f3i

is . the real-world measure of tree coyer for the given scene i, X

is the percent tree coyer in the GSV images for the node i and neighbouring n
,

sampling points and w is a weighting factor representing the relative contribution
of each neighbour, Xi' Since the distance interval between GSV sampling points
is not always constant, we may also normalize the contribution of each neighbour
by dividing each neighbour term by its distance (<5) to the node point. Thus,
expanding the equation and given that we include a total of four neighbouring
points, with -n neighbouring points below the node point and +n neighbouring
points above the node point, i:
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Eq.3
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To determine the weighted contributions of each image in a node-neighbour series , we learn the weighting factors by solving the linear system of equations for w:

Eq.
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Once the weighting factors are learned, they may then be plugged into
equation 3 and standardized to compute the neighbour-weighted percent tree
cover score at each GSV sampling point - the streetscape tree cover.
Finally, we model the relationship between our streetscape tree cover metric and
the true percent tree canopy cover using multiple linear, least squares regression
and cross-validate using 4-fold cross validation. In the regression models we also
include the other semantic streetscape classes (i. e. , percent building, ground and
sky) as additional predictor variables under the hypothesis that the relative proportions of these features in an urban scene can provide descriptive information
on the spatial arrangement , location and , hence , size of trees.
We also test this relationship at the city district-Ievels of dynamic block, commu-
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nity district, school district and borough. A dynamic block (also known as atomic
polygon) is the smallest unit in the city geospatial data. We compute the total
percent tree canopy cover per block unit at each district-Ievel (i.e. , percent canopy
cover in a given district polygon from the vertical view) and the associated mean
of streetscape tree cover for all CSV sampling points (i.e. , street-Ievel view) inside
each block unit (polygon).
In order to minimize the multiple sources of systemic error when relating the
streetscape tree cover metric from CSV images to the percent tree canopy cover,
we perform a set of filtering steps prior to the regression analysis (SI , Appendix).
All image analysis and processing, geospatial analyses and statistical modelling
were performed in the R software environment (R Core Team, 2013), Matlab
(MATLAB, 2015),
3.4

C++ and Python programming language.

Results

3.4.1

Manual pixel comparison

The streetscape tree cover algorithm applied to single CSV images most closely
correlated with our liberal scheme of manual pixel masking in the streetscape
images (adjusted r-square = 0.98) (Fig. 3.2). Though still highly correlated, the
simple, single-feature automated green mask method did not relate as well to
our streetscape tree cover estimator (adjusted r-square

=

0.79). The conservative

manual tree masks also related very closely to our tree detector (adjusted r-square
=

0.97).

3.4.2

Predicting urban tree canopy cover

The results showed that percent canopy cover derived from the landcover map is
relatively low for any given location in New York City; that is, the distribution of
tree canopy cover was skewed to the left. For this reason, and to conform to the
assumptions of homoscedasticity, we log-transformed the dependent variable of
true canopy cover and used this semi-Iog structure in the final regression models.
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Moreover, there was a high number of data points with low and fractional percent
tree canopy cover values (e.g., between 0 and 1 or 2 and 3 % for example). These
fractional differences are trivial, yet can amplify the importance of the data points
when log-transformed. Therefore, we binned the response values by rounding them
to the nearest integer.
Based on preliminary scatterplots and regression analysis, it was clear that the
road- to-image orientation category 2 (E-W road orientation and parallel east camera heading) showed the strongest potential for predicting tree cover. We, henceforth, present and discuss results belonging to this category.
The relationships at aIl FOV-Ievels followed a nonlinear or curve-linear pattern, as
would be predicted by the semi-Iog structure of the modelled relationship (i.e. , the
response variable of percent tree canopy cover is log-transformed and the predictor streetscape tree cover variable was untransformed). The best fitting regression
models (i.e. , the highest r-squared and lowest root mean squared error (RMSE))
were at the 25 m and 35 m FOV-Ievels, with the 35 m level performing slightly
better (Fig. 3.3 & Table 3.1). At the smaller FOV-Ievels (15 and 25 m) there
was a high amount of false negative errors - sampling points with greater than
zero streetscape tree cover predicted, but no trees (0 % true canopy cover) in the
associated FOV. Applying the neighbour-weighting procedure (Eqs. 2 & 3) significantly improved the predictive power of the streetscape tree cover estimations
relative to using only an unweighted single node-GSV image-based value (Table
3.1).
Model residuals of the final regression models for the 35 m FOV had a mean
close to 0 and followed a ne ar-normal distribution, though the error variance was
not perfectly constant. This was likely due partly to the high and skewed residual
error at low, and in particular zero %, true canopy cover values where our predictor
was detecting a range of tree cover values. The final regression model generalized
weIl to the test data (Fig. 3.3 & Table 3.1) , having comparable r-square and root
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mean square error values (RMSE) between the training data (r2
=

0.27) and the test data (r 2

=

0.73 , RMSE

=

=

0.74, RMSE

0.28) . When using the more

rigorously filtered data subset that was used to learn the weighting factors , the
model performance increased significantly (r 2

=

0.81, RMSE

=

0.23).

Scaling the sampling units across district-Ievels resulted in an increasing predictive
power of the method to estimate true canopy cover (Fig. 3.4 & Table S2, SI
A ppendix). We note that for these resul ts we enforced a sam pIe size cu toff value for
each district-Ievel (see SI, Appendix for further details). This is why, for example,
the the Bronx borough is missing from that district-Ievel at this time. Nonetheless,
at the borough district-Ievel, the results showed a very strong relationship between
the mean streetscape tree cover and the total tree canopy cover for each borough
(Fig. 3.4 & Table S2, SI Appendix). It must be noted however, that there were
only three boroughs remaining after the filtering steps (SI, Appendix).
3.5

Discussion

Rand in hand with the growing availability and breadth of open digital data,
this study has exampled how computer vision tools can be applied to quantify
patterns of ecological, environmental and urban design importance. Specifically, a
novel application of computer vision techniques to digital photographs of a city's
streetscapes has shown significant potential to estimate the presence and amount
of urban trees at high spatial resolutions with city-wide extent. We may define
this quantification of street trees as the perceived tree cover. The multi-step image
segmentation method estimated the image area covered by trees in GSV images
with high throughput; the algorithm processed about one image per second on
an Intel core i7 CPU with 12 cores. The streetscape tree cover method correlated
very closely to the classifications performed by a human on a subset of images (see
Fig. 2) and this comparison suggested that the algorithm was inclusive of small
trees and tree-like plants as well as distant trees in the scene background. It also
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correlated with a computationally simple, single-feature automated green mask
estimator of tree or vegetation presence in an image, though not as well as with
the manual pixel masks. This suggests that our computer vision-based method
provides a realistic and accurate representation of tree presence and cover while
being much less prone to false positives - not everything green is a tree.
A small number of studies have attempted to extrapolate tree presence and coverage from single 2D digital photographs (Li et al. , 2015; Yang et al. , 2009; Peper
et McPherson, 2003 ; Schroeder, 1988). in both urban and natural settings to varying degrees of success. The majority have relied on manual inputs or site-specifie
conditions to acquire or pro cess images, resulting in low throughput (Yang et al. ,
2009; Peper et McPherson, 2003 ; Schroeder, 1988). Others have performed automated estimates of vegetation presence, but using non-discriminate, single-feature
metrics (e.g. , image greenness) and single-image representations of a scene (Li
et al. , 2015). By applying state-of-the-art computer vision algorithms, we are able

to quantify vegetation represented in images using multiple features and attribute
definitive semantic labels to tree-associated pixels.
from 2D images remains , we attempted to partially correct the proximity-tocamera problem by including information from multiple, neighbouring and overlapping images. The method significantly increased the power of the streetscape
tree cover metric to pre di ct true canopy cover. In doing so, we have demonstrated
a generalized model of perceived urban tree cover that does not require external
inputs beyond the images themselves.
We found that wh en the streetscape images were aligned parallel to the street
direction (i.e. , the camera heading was the same as the street heading) the streetscape tree cover predictor operated best relative to the three other road-to-image
orientations that we tested. This may be somewhat expected as this orientation
generally results in a full view of street trees to either side of the road. In the
case of New York City, this result somewhat hampered the analysis because most
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streets in New York do not have an east-west heading. This is not a limitation of
the method in itself however , but rather an artifact of our image sampling scheme.

In future applications of this method we can acquire all images at this orientation
by adjusting the camera heading when acquiring the images from Coogle. Alternatively, future applications can make use of CSV panoramas to model the full
360 degrees of the streetscape perceived tree coyer.
3.5.1

Predicting tree canopy coyer

The final model estimating true percent canopy coyer from our streetscape tree
coyer method explained a substantial portion of the variation, indicated good prediction accuracy and generalized well to new data. To date, we are not aware of
any other urban tree coyer mapping methods that correlate so well with stateof-the-art high-resolution canopy coyer mapping techniques while achieving such
high throughput at the city scale. Moreover, this result can be considered cons ervative since the temporal mismatch between the CSV image data (ca. 2014) and
the tree canopy landcover map (ca. 2010) was undoubtedly a source of systemic error cases, and thus unexplained variation. What 's more, given the differing
perspectives between long-range remote sensing (e.g., satellite imagery and aerial
LiDAR) and our street-view photograph-based technique, we would not expect
a perfect relationship between the two metrics. Our streetscape metric quantifies
the vertical profile of urban trees while landcover mapping uses an overhead view
and, thus, sees trees as surfaces or polygons on a horizontal plane
The results illustrated that this new ground-derived quantification of urban trees
can be considered as a perceived tree caver estimate rather than canopy coyer
per se. Traditional methods like high-resolution landcover maps are fundamentally fixed as a measure of canopy coyer. They are well-suited to compute the
coarse-scale distribution and total extent of the tree canopy in a city because they
represent trees as a contiguous horizontal layer of leaves covering a given area.
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Our streetscape metric, on the other hand, is an equally valid measure of tree
cover, but is likened to that which is perceived by people at ground-Ievel. As such,
it may be better suited to evaluate the spatial variation in tree cover, fine-scale
distributions of urban trees and its relationship to other scene features like buildings. Importantly, it presents a quantification of the urban tree cover consistent
with the human perspective; sim ply put, what people in a city see and experience.
While data limitations in this initial effort prevented an analysis of the full extent
of New York city, we demonstrated the applicability of the method to rapidly
estimate the total or average amount of perceived tree cover at different city unit
sizes. Averaging streetscape tree cover values for different city district-Ievels correlated weIl with their true percent tree canopy cover and this correlation increased
with district-Ievel unit size (i.e. , from the dynamic block level to the borough
level). Given its ability for rapid and high throughput, the method represents a
promising tool to examine environmental - social and economic patterns within
and across cities.
The high resolution and scale that the streetscape tree cover metric achieves will
enable a better understanding of the role that trees and vegetation may play in
urban dynamics and human health. For example, many studies have evidenced a
link between human health benefits and the presence of urban tree cover Nowak
et al. (2014) ; Kardan et al. (2015) ; Richardson et al. (2013b). However, these stu-

dies have been defined by small sample sizes and are limited in their geographic
scope to a single city or a few neighbourhoods within them. The ability to quickly
quantify urban tree cover for multiple cities concurrently would allow researchers
to determine whether the health benefits of urban trees are pervasive or, alternatively, what specific contexts they exist or are maximized in (e.g. , biogeographic
conditions, local policies and management practices or socioeconomic indicators).
This method permits the analysis of urban tree cover and its relationships with
local conditions or social factors at much finer scales than allowed before. Rela-
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. tionships between urban trees and the physical and social components of cities
that were previously opaque, such as how income level and social status relates
to tree presence and neighbourhood aesthetics, can be investigated in depth.
3.5.2

Limitations

Systemic errors existed in the data wherein in a range of our streetscape tree
cover metric's values were associated with low percent canopy cover values, and
in particular 0%. We hypothesize these errors were largely produced by cases in
which trees were indeed present, but too small and isolated (e.g., small trees or
fine-scale structural features of the tree's shape) to be detected by the landcover
mapping methods (MacFaden et al. , 2012). In others cases, trees may be present
but were occluded in the image FOY by other objects (e.g., buildings or other
trees).
The values of the weighting factors changed depending on the training dataset used
to compute them, indicating that they are sensitive to sample size, sam pIe area
and the errors associated with both. Though the weighting factor values fiuctuated
up to 10 % with changing sample data, their proportions relative to each other
(i.e., neighbours) were consistent. Much through trial and error, we attempted
to optimize the weighting factors towards building final predictive models which
generalized the best. Future developments of this methodology may benefit from
more sophisticated techniques to learn the weighting factors such as non-linear
methods.
Regardless of those systemic error cases, the method does not completely compensate for the object proximity-to-camera problem and, hence, explain all of the
variation in true tree cover. To fully account for the proximity effect, the model
would require additional spatial information (e.g., tree location or, as surrogate
inferential features , street width or distance to the sidewalk etc). Over-predicted
values of true percent canopy cover were likely due to proximity-to-camera effects
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that have not been fully accounted for or to the streetscape metric's detection of
small vegetation not represented in the landcover mapping methodology. Underpredicted values of true percent canopy cover were likely due to occlusion effects.
We also noticed that tree shadows may, in sorne cases, be a source of segmentation
error, in that the estimator included sorne areas of tree shadows as trees in a few
cases. In addition, the estimator appeared somewhat sensitive to under- and overexposed areas of the image, with underexposed areas surrounding a tree being
included as tree cover, while overexposed portions of trees being excluded at times.
While a rich and extensive source of data on the world's cities, using GSV images
also presents limitations with the most obvious being the coverage is limited to
streetscapes. At present, the GSV API has limitations on the number of daily
requests and not aIl sampling years are available since the program begun in
2007. What's more, for most cases the streetview images do correspond with days
of the year in which the growing season is active in the given geographic area, yet
there may exist sorne locations or cities to which there are exceptions.
3.5.3

Conclusions

Quantifying the amount and distribution of trees in cities has been an open challenge due to the fine-scale data required to discern the cluttered and complex
spatial heterogeneity defining them. We have addressed this challenge by presenting a novel method of quantifying urban tree cover in city streetscapes using only
open source data and software, while achieving very high throughput at the city
extent. We validated our streetscape metric by illustrating its ability to estimate
percent tree canopy cover with accuracies comparable, and in sorne cases superior,
to established image analysis methods used in landscape ecology.
This new method may be interpreted as a unique measure of urban tree cover
- perceived urban tree caver - rather than a replacement for high resolution tree

canopy cover maps or detailed field surveys. Though not explicitly measured,
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it contributes inherent information on verticality (tree height) which is not easily
obtained through current long-range remote sensing techniques. Taking advantage
of the growing library of open source urban image data, the streetscape tree coyer
metric achieves fine spatial grain at the entire city extent. Importantly, it quantifies
urban tree coyer from a viewpoint in which urban citizens see and experience the
urban landscape, that is the streets.
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3.6

Supplementary Materials - Appendix 0.3

Appendix 0.3.1 - 0.3.2: Additional details on the computer vision algorithms to
predict percent tree cover in an CSV image, the filtering procedure used to remove
streets and sampling points with errors and supplementary results with tables
providing the full summary statistics of all final regression models and their sample
Slzes.
Appendix 0.3.3: Methodology for an exploratory analysis of predicting street tree
biomass.
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IHT MLl EFEFEFSD predicted canopy cover(log)
IHTMLICOCOCO

IH TM LICOCOCO

IH TMLlCOCOCOTraining Sct
PTCC in FOV - STC + v'STC
0.74
0.74
0.27
0.073
3104
0.0731
0.822
0.822
0.452
0.526

IH TMLlCOCOCOTest Set
PTCC in FOV - STC + v'STC
0.73
0.73
0.281
0.079
1328

Tr ainin g Subset

+ PC + PB PTCC in FOV - STC + .)STC + PC + PB

0.81
0.8
0.44
0.52

0.81
0.8 1
0.233
0.054
1622
0.054
0.641
0.641
0.487
0.539

IH TM LlCOGOC015 m Fie ld of View

IHTM LlCOCOC025 m Field of View

45 m Field of View

Training Set

Training Set

Training Set

Statistic

PTCC in FOV - STC

IHTM Ll EFEFEFformuia
IHTM Ll EFEFEFr-square
IHTM Ll EF'EF'EF'adj. rsquare
IHTM LI EFEFEF RMSE
IHT MLl EFEFEFMSE
IHTM Ll EFEFEFdf

+ PC + PB

NA

+ .)STC + PC + PB

PTCC in FOV - STC

+ v'STC + PC + PB PTCC in F'OV - STC + v'STC + PC + PB

~M

~7

~M

0.68
0.375
0.140625
3130

0.7
0.322
0. 103684
3147

0.67
0.281
0.078961
3146

No-nc ighbour 35 m Fie ld of View·
IHTM Ll COCOCOStatis tic
IHT MLl EF'EF'EF'formuia
IHTM Ll EF'EF'EFr-square
IHTM Ll E F'EF'EF'adj.rsquare
IHTM Ll EF'EF'EI'RMSE
IHTM Ll EFEFfJFMSE
IHTM LI EFEFEFdf

IH TMLICOCOCOTraining Sc t
PTCC in FOV - STC + v'STC
0.59
0.59
0.34
0.1156
3149

+ PC + PB

Tableau 3.1: Model summary statistics for each final regression model of streetscape tree cover vs. the true percent tree canopy cover. Statistics are shown separately for models using the training, test and a vigorously-filtered training subset
(to rem ove systemic errors) datasets as well as for the preliminary models testing
all other FOV-Ievels. The lower section shows results of a regression analysis using
only the un-weighted image tree cover values of the node GSV sampling points at
the 35 m FOV-Ievel (i.e. , based on a single GSV image and before applying the
neighbour-weighted percent tree cover score procedure). The input variable abbreviations are: PTCC , percent tree canopy cover ; STC , streetscape tree cover ;
PG , percent ground ; PB , percent building.
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A
Figure 3.1: Map and examples of the GSV image sampling extent, distribution,
images and sampling design. A. a map of the city of Boston showing the extent
and distribution of the GSV sampling points (green circles). B. a map of the city
of New York showing the extent and distribution of GSV sampling points (green
circles). C. an example of one GSV sample image from Boston representing a
streetscape scene given the image orientation parameters. D an example of a street
segment (in this case, a east-west orientation) in ew York city illustrating the
GSV sampling point design wherein a sequence of neighbouring sampling points
(black camera icons) are located approximately 15 m apart along the street and
each have an associated field of view polygon (dashed lines ; here showing just the
15 m FOV-level) with a 90° heading.
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Figure 3.2: Scatter plot with fitted linear regression lines for the relationships between the percent tree cover for a single GSV image as estimated by the streetscape
tree cover algorithm (x-axis) and as estimated by the three pixel-masking methods:
automated green mask (green circles and line) , conservative manual mask (blue
circles and line) and liberal manu al mask (orange circles and line) . The adjusted
r-square values of the regressions are shown in their matching colors. The shaded
grey represent the 95 % confidence intervals.
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Figure 3.3: Relationship between the streetscape tree cover (x-axis) and the true
percent tree canopy cover derived from a high resolution landcover map (y-axis
displayed on a logarithmic scale) at the 35 m FOV-level for each dataset: the
data subset used to learn the weighting factors (left panel) , the training set using
all data (centre panel) and the unseen test data (right panel). Small blue circles
are the regression model's predicted values and the blue line is a smoothing line
fit to the model 's predicted values with a square-root polynomial. The adjusted
r-square values and root mean squared-error values for the models are reported in
the lower corner of each panel and Table 1.
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Figure 3.4: Relationship between the mean streetscape tree cover (x-axis) and the
true percent tree canopy cover (y-axis) at different municipal district-Ievels of New
York City: dynamic census block (large left panel; y-axis is displayed on a logarithmic scale), community district (top right panel) , school district (centre right
panel) and borough (lower right panel). The average unit size of each districtlevel is reported in Table S2 (SI, Appendix). For the dynamic block district level
(left panel) , the large blue circles correspond to data points retained after removing those not meeting the minimum count-per-block cutoff value (Table S2 ; SI,
Appendix). The light-blue and smaller circles correspond to data points after increasing the minimum cutoff value (medium-sized, light blue) and all points with
no cutoff (smallest, light blue). The regression model fits are shown for each level
with the orange lines and the adjusted r-square values reported in the top le ft
panel corners.

CONCLUSION

This work focussed on increasing our ability to quantify and describe the structure
(spatial patterns and geometry) and dynamics (temporal patterns) of ecosystems
at fine-grain resolutions with broad extents. Through it , 1 have uncovered generalizable patterns that shed new light on the interplay between species diversity
and ecosystem functioning in terrestrial systems. 1 have also demonstrated novel
applications of digital photography and image analysis to rapidly quant ify, track
and describe ecosystem features.

In Chapter 1 of this work ...
1 aimed to develop and present a new conceptual framework that could help
reconcile the array of different EH - BD relationships that have been observed to
date. The framework defines a quantitative and bounded gradient of landscape EH
in order to enable cross-system comparisons of EH - BD dynamics. A statistically
rigorous meta-analysis supported my hypothesis that that the direction of EH - BD
relationships is contingent on the level of human footprint to which an ecosystem is
subjected; 1 termed this gradient of human footprint across terrestriallandscapes
the anthropocline.
The results revealed that highly-modified and semi-natural ecosystems are characterized by a dominance of positive and negative EH-BD relationships respectively,
whereas natural ecosystems show mixed responses - a general unimodal EH - BD
relationship across the anthropocline gradient. When the relevant literature was
viewed as a whole and the human footprint context considered, it was shown that
natural ecosystems are typified, not by maximal or minimal, but by intermediate
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levels of EH. Thus, a simple imperative was raised: increasing environmental heterogeneity is not always good.
After this work was completed Seiferling et al. (2014) sever al other studies made
similar conclusions. It was suggested that the general shape of the EH - BD relationship is unimodal and driven by species - area relationships wherein high EH
constrains species diversity due to the land area and geometry limits it imposes
Allouche et al. (2012); Bar-Massada et al. (2012); Kadmon et Allouche (2007).
The authors proposed that, given a finite spaee, more heterogeneous areas comprise less area per habitat type. Consequently, each habitat supports only sm aller
populations which, in turn, are prone to stochastic extinctions. The outcome of
this area- heterogeneity tradeoff is manifested by a negative relationship between
species abundance and heterogeneity, a positive relationship between extinction
rates and heterogeneity, and a unimodal relationship between species richness and
heterogeneity Bar-Massada et Wood (2014). Although the other studies did not
quantify the level of human footprint represented in the data or models , it may be
that the increasing EH associated with negative abundanee and positive extinction effects is in fact human-driven (e.g., landscape modification and increasing
pattern towards randomness as my framework dictates).
Allouche et al. (2012) also reported that, in specifie systems, the shape of the
relationship can be positive, negative, unimodal, or fiat. Again, the level of human
footprint associated with their study systems and data was not noted (i.e., where
are they on the anthropocline?), but likely traversed the anthropocline gradient
sinee it represented bird distribution data. In the case of the theoretical models
the EH is simply a parameter following a distribution. Nonetheless, the finding
that the shape of the EH - BD relationship can vary with specifie systems or
species is also in agreement with the framework and evidenee l have presented
here. In agreement, l found that natural areas are typified by intermediate EH
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and mixed EH - BD responses.
Summarizing my results with those of the proceeding studies, we may conclude
that natural systems are typified by mixed EH - BD responses which are most
likely decided by species-specific properties. For example, species with high reproduction rates or with wide niches may be expected to show predominantly positive
responses to increasing EH, whereas species with very narrow niches may be expected to show a predominantly negative response in a natural systems context
Bar-Massada et Wood (2014). Beyond this , we must also acknowledge the implications of anthropogenic landscape modification as a source of EH. What other
studies to date have left unacknowledged is that the level of human footprint
may also predict the direction of species responses to EH; na non-trivial conclusion considering that hum an landscape modification is now ubiquitous across the
Earth. Specifically, it may extend the natural EH gradient limits in both directions (i.e. , towards uniformity on the left and disorder on the right) , leading to
negative diversity effects as the system moves away from intermediate EH. Defining ecosystem structure and pattern in terms of empirical measures of complexity
then seems preferable. Wherein natural systems are characterized by maximum
complexity, any divergence from this optimal state, due to increased uniformity
or disorder , results in a loss of complexity and a negative diversity response ; a
general positive complexity - BD relationship.

In Chapter 2 of this work ...
l switched perspectives from that of diversity as the response, to diversity as the
driver of ecosystem dynamics and asked the question of whether the species diversity of forests ' defining component - trees - has measurable effects on forest
phenology. The results suggest that forest stand growing season length was primarily a product of the stand species composition and increased diversity lead
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to the statistical averaging of species-specific phenologies - the portfolio effect.
Thus, it appears that diverse overstory communities in European forests do not
necessarily grow longer than the longest growing monocultures or low diversity
communities.
The results also confirmed that forest phenology is not only an ecosystem response
to climate, but also varies independent of climate. Specifically, l found that a
substantial amount of intra-annual variation exists in the growing season length
of forest stands independent of climatic and edaphic drivers and that this variation
is primarily determined by the timing of fall senescence. In a novel finding, the
results suggested that there was as much variation within a given bioclimatic
region and forest type than there was across regions and forest types. Bioclimatic
models have generally treated forested landscapes as uniformly-growing landcover,
responding only to inter-annual climate variation. My findings reveal the necessity
to quantify species-specific phenologies, particularly their autumn phenol ogy, and
incorporate them into terrestrial biosphere models.
Importantly, l also found that the understory community phenology was directly
infiuenced by the overstory tree diversity. Understory communities growing under diverse tree canopies grew significantly longer than those growing under lessdiverse canopies. Integrating these results with recent findings of my FunDivEUROPE colleagues, these results suggest that tree diversity may lead to increased
light efficiencies that cascade from the overstory down to the understory. While
evidence has illustrated that diverse stands attain higher packing densities and ,
hence, intercept more light at the canopy than less diverse stands, l suggest that
increasing tree diversity also enhances understory light availability over the course
of a growing season. l suggest that this diversity effect operates through complex
and complimentary canopy structure, in both space and time, and in combination
with the adaptive response of the understory plant community (i.e. , understory
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species composition, plasticity and turnover). However, more in depth study, particularly the explicit measurement and tracking of canopy structural traits , understory species composition and traits and high precision measures of below-canopy
light availability, is required to confirm this hypothesis.

In Chapter 3 of this work ...
l focussed on developing new computational tools to quantify environmental features from digital photographs. Specifically, l aimed to implement new metrics
to map the distribution of trees and other vegetation in urban landscapes. The
motivation for this work was to exploit new tools and data sources emerging from
the "big data revolution" in order to overcome the limitations of traditional remote sensing (e.g. , coarse spatio-temporal resolutions and high costs) or manual
surveys (e.g. , high labor and resource inputs and human error).
l tested the application of computer vision algorithms to quant ify urban tree cover
at the city street-Ievel. l did so by utilizing the open-source image data of city
streetscapes that is now abundant (Google Street View images). l found that
a multi-step computer vision algorithm accurately segments and quantifies the
percent of tree cover in streetscape images. With additional spatial modelling,
l was then able to relate these single snapshots of an urban streetscape to the
tree canopy cover in the area the images represent. The method is a significant
advancement from previous efforts to quantify tree cover in photographs of urban
scenes which used computationally simpler, single-feature metrics (i.e. , counting
the number of green pixels).
By making use of enormous dataSets like Google Street View imagery and achieving automated rapid analysis with computer vision tools , we can quickly quant ify
ecosystem features at spatial and temporal scales rarely attainable before. As such,
these tools will undoubtedly help to better understand ecosystem dynamics and
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uncover new insights on how society interacts with and impacts the environment.
This work has demonstrated a promising line of future research in the application of powerful machine learning and computer vision tools to rapidly assess and
quantify environmental patterns.

Too much of the same thing} is not a good thing ... (Alt. subsection title:
Intermediate response hypothesis and maintaining a full portfolio) We
learned from the results of Chapter 1 that increasing environmental heterogeneity
is not always good. The simplified paradigm that increasing EH represents an
expansion of niche opportunities and, thus , increases diversity has been proven
narrow and often incorrect. Recent evidence supports an updated hypothesis that
natural systems tend towards optimizing system complexity Parrott (2010); Langton (1992); Levin (1992) , equating to intermediate EH between states of uniform
and random structure. Moreover, species diversity exhibits mixed responses to
changing EH dependent on the system's initial state.
In a "chick or egg" causality dilemma, this intermediary and unimodal principle
may not only explain a generalized EH - BD relationship , but also cascading effects of biodiversity on system processes and functioning. That is to say, we may
also ask if a unimodal relationship holds true under the reciprocal perspective:
species composition and diversity as a driver of system processes across a landscape. This would raise the question of whether increasing biodiversity across a
landscape is always good or is ecological integrity maintained by maintaining a
portfolio of diversity levels across a landscape ; and if so, at what scales and relative proportions? These questions can not be fully addressed in the conclusion
of this work, but if we use forest community phenology as a case study, we may
gain some insights by reviewing my studies collectively (Le., Chapters 1

fj

2.

In the case of forest phenol ogy, we saw that the overstory community growing sea-
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son length is driven by species composition, such that increasing stand diversity
likely has a statistical averaging effect on the length of the community growing
season. On the other hand, monospecific stands exhibited, both, long and shortgrowing seasons depending on the species. Essentially a non-effect of tree diversity
on growing season length if our hypothesis was to find a simple positive relationship. However, this non-effect of diversity on community phenology is not trivial
and it should be highlighted that this suggests there is also no negative diversity effect. Thus, quantifying stand phenologies across a wide spatial extent, there
exists a large patchwork of intra-regional variation in this key functional trait. It
can be concluded that tree diversity moderates the phenological responses of tree
communities, such that if we consider the full breadth of phenological types (i.e.,
the length of the growing season) a unimodal relationship may exist between communit y growing season lengths (if on the x-axis) and community species diversity
(if on the y-axis).
Species diversity may promote multiple ecosystem functions (multi-functionality)
since it represents a suite of the functional traits associated with each species.
In the case of forest phenology, our Chapter 2 results support this hypothesis.
Likewise, recent large-scale studies and theoretical models have supported this
idea ; namely, diversity is positively related with multi-functionality, but specifically when moderate levels of functioning are required Van Der Plas et al. (2016);
Allan et al. (2014). In line with my phenology results , van der Plas et al. (2016)
concluded that a "jack-of-all-trades" effect, caused by the averaging of individual
species effects on function , drives this observed pattern.
Yet the term "jack of aIl trades" attributes a singular importance to high species
diversity or the enhancement of it, since it implies that high diversity assemblages
may perform aIl the ecosystem functions its associated species represent ; a sum
of its parts so to speak. However, this diversity-centric perspective may ignore
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scaling effects, as each individual in an assemblage may not act on its own so to
speak. At least in the case of forest phenology, we discovered that tree diversity
indeed leads to moderated community growing season lengths, but that the full
breadth of phenological variation - a full portfolio - requires all levels of stand
diversity to be represented. We still do not fully understand the implications of
(forest) phenological heterogeneity on other system pro cesses or feedbacks with
it. However, if a management goal is to maintain the full portfolio of functional
responses across a landscape (i.e. , true multi-functionality) then it is also important to maintain a representative sample of low diversity communities just as it
is to maintain high diversity communities.
Understanding how much and where diversity or EH is needed to maintain ecological integrity or generate resilient ecosystems is a complex task that ecologists
are still struggling with. However, one can argue that it has been complicated by
the use of disparate and unbounded EH measures and the singular promotion of
biodiversity enhancement above all else. Clearly, in terms of conserving ecological
integrity, the ideal is to preserve as much contiguous landscapes as possible in
their pristine natural states. Given the current human population, our resource
demands and technologies this is not realistic. Perhaps our research efforts should
be devoted to developing tools to better quantify and define representative analogues of natural community types and assemblages, establish the bounded limits
(i.e. , size and relative proportions) of those areas in order to maintain a portfolio of ecosystem functions and better integrate this systems-level perspective into
management policies.

Where to go next and promising explorations ...
Particularly through the development and application of automated image-based
metrics of environmental features , this work has identified several open and per-
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tinent research questions as well as promising tools to develop and apply further.

First , tracking seasonal growth across forest types at fine spatial and temporal
grain revealed intra-annual phenological variation that likely has important implications to several key ecosystem functions such as annual carbon sequestration.
As such, this research has raised two pertinent questions that urge further study:
1. how does the heterogeneity in phenology exhibited by forest communities
scale to the landscape level ?
2. inde pendent of climatic drivers , how much intra-annual phenological variation exists between trees of the same species ?
3. what are the averaging functions that determine forest community phenology via the individual contributions of species-specific phenologies?
Beginning by answering these questions , we can work towards building more accurate biosphere models and a better understanding of how human and climate
induced changes to temperate forests will affect critical the functions that maintain ecological ecosystem services.
Likewise, the high temporal resolution provided by the time-lapse imagery methods has provided new levels of data on the intra-annual growth patterns of
forest vegetation communities, as well as insights into the top-down controls of
canopy trees on the dynamics of communities growing below them. For example,
the methods revealed that forests stands of different composition and diversity
levels displayed seasonal growth patterns which appear to fall into a few distinct
shapes (SI Appendix -

Conclusions Fig. Cl):

i) smooth hump, with a graduai green up phase, extended high green phase and
a graduai offset phase ;

ii) skewed-left peak, with a sharp green up phase, short high green phase and
grad ual offset and;
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iii) central peak, with a sharp green up phase, short high green phase and sharp
offset phase.
How these differing seasonal growth patterns of the forest overstory relate to their
species composition, functional types and richness remains unexplored. Applying
time series pattern recognition methods to these data should provide insights into
the intrinsic mechanisms driving both species-specific and community-Ievel phenology, help define phenological functional types and determine how tree species
richness may effect intra-annual growth patterns. For example, does increased tree
species richness act to moderate the growth patterns (i.e. , smooth humps rather
than sharp peaks) through statistical averaging effects and , in turn , is seasonal
growth pattern related to stabilizing effects on system pro cesses ?
Another promising line of research that has emerged from these results relates to
the hierarchical dynamics of tree diversity and crown structure on the growth patterns and composition of the plant communities growing below. While a positive
effect of tree diversity on the growing season of understory communities was identified , there remains much to explore. l have suggested that this relationship is driven by a cou pIed canopy light interception - understory light availability balance
in both space and time. Future research can be devoted to a closer examination
of this relationship, including a thorough quantification of seasonal below-canopy
light availability. For example, just as we extracted a time series of greenness from
the time-Iapse imagery, we can extract a time series of below-canopy luminance (SI
Appendix -

Conclusions Fig. C2) from the image parameters (exposure, shutter

speed and aperture values). Quantifying specific features of the seasonality of understory light should shed further light on how canopy structure and tree richness
determines the understory light environment in space and time. Certainly these
results justify an effort to measure seasonal below-canopy light availability in a
more direct and accurate manner such as the deployment of low cost light sensors
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in the FunDivEUROPE plot network.
Furthermore, the results advocate examining how understory species richness,
composition and functional types (e.g., growth form and life cycle) may interact
with tree phenology. While there was no effect of tree species richness on understory richness, a preliminary look indicates that there may be a significant positive
effect of mean annual understory light availability on the understory species richness (SI Appendix -

Conclusions Fig. C2). Together with other environmental

conditions, light availability may be a key parameter explaining overstory - understory diversity effects.
Second , the application of computer vision algorithms and standard digital pho-

tographs to measure, map and track environmental features represents a new line
of remote sensing and research in ecology and social ecology. l demonstrated that
computer vision techniques have the ability to describe and quantify tree coyer in
an image-represented scene. However, computer vision has the potential for much
more. It is my aim to foIlow this line of research and work to apply computer
vision to accurately quantify higher-Ievel features such as tree functional (e.g. ,
deciduous vs. coniferous) or taxonomic (species) type, height, canopy area and
trunk width from standard 2D digital photographs like those of GSV.
Towards this end, an exploratory analysis using the New York City GSV dataset
presented in Chapter 3 already demonstrates the potential of computer vision
models to estimate tree biomass in urban landscapes. l estimated the total aboveground biomass of aIl New York City street trees within each GSV sampling point
FOV using a preliminary subset of the 2015 NYC Parks Street Tree Cens us Data
NYC Parks (2016). By compiling a set of diameter-based allometric regression
equations for estimating total aboveground biomass and applying them to each
tree in the dataset , l computed a rough estimate of tree aboveground biomass 1.
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These estimated street tree biomass values were then summed for all trees inside
each GSV sampling point FOV and, replacing the percent tree canopy cover variable , were inputed as the response variable in the regression models described
in Chapter 3.
Though the use of allometric equations to estimate urban tree biomass will be
prone to error, the streetscape tree cover metric explained a substantial portion of
the variation in the street tree biomass (SI Appendix -

Conclusions Fig. Cl). In

fact , the method proved strikingly accurate at predicting street tree biomass when
using the manually-clipped data subset. Granted, this data subset was relatively
sparse (n

=

142) , however it also represents the cases in which the systemic errors

were minimized the most through manual inspection and clipping. After all, such
errors were frequent since the tree survey data only contains records for official
city street trees. Rence, cases where non-surveyed trees or vegetation were present
in an area but not measured were likely common. With higher quality biomass
data of urban street trees we could expect even higher levels of predictive power
from our streetscape-image method.
This early evidence that we may automatically derive accurate estimates of urban
tree biomass from simple 2D digital photographs poses a very promising tool for
numerous urban forestry applications. After all, tree biomass and volume are typically the most important statistics in fore st management and also in relation to
ecosystem services such as carbon sequestration. Raving demonstrated its potential, a next step will be to to develop these computer vision techniques further by
refining the algorithms and implementing new advancements in computer vision
in order to automatically quant ify, identify and map individual urban trees and
to track tree health.

1. Full details on this methodology and the source of the allometric equations can be found
in Appendix 3- B.
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Of course, these methodologies need not be limited to urban systems. A promising
research direction will be to test their abilities in the complex, crowded and often
"blurry" domain of natural ecosystems ; a challenge computer vision researchers
will likely be eager to engage. In particular, the power of machine learning and
computer vision to model complex and non-linear patterns translates particularly
well to complex natural systems and to the concept of ecological indicators Proulx
et Parrott (2009) ; holistic measures of system functioning andintegrity that often
incorporate sorne intuitive or multi-dimensional aspects which, until now, only a
trained human eye could determine.
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Chapter 1 -

Appendices

Literature review and data extraction

To test our hypothesis, a literature review of aH peer-reviewed scientific papers
to date (n = 430) , which empirically tested for a relationship between EH and
species diversity, was performed. Through this literature review, relevant study
parameters were extracted from the literature to form the data base (Table TabAOne ; also see supplied Excel file for full raw dataset). A record (i.e. , line in the
database) was created for each reported overall EH-BD relationship type (i.e. , positive, negative, non-significant or unimodal) between a measure of environmental
heterogeneity and a measure of biodiversity, which then constituted the EH-BD
relationship direction variable. All other study parameters that applied to the
record where then amended to it .
.1.2

Additional explanatory variable effects on the EH-BD relationship direction

Beyond the ecosystem category and spatial scale variables (see main manuscript
text) , no other significant excesses or rarities were identified for the relative frequencies of RDs in any of the other explanatory variables (taxonomie group and
model type; Fig. FigAl , panels A & B). The results (Fig. FigAl) illustrate that
the pattern of RD relative frequencies across their ecosystem category levels was
consistent for the taxonomie group and model type variables. That is, when the
relative frequency of positive relationships increases or decreases moving from one
level to the next , so to does the negative RD type .
.1.3

Treatment of polynomial model results

Cases of non-linear modeling and unimodal EH-BD relationships were present in
the literature (n= 26). This represented only a small fraction of all EH-BD relationships (3%) and a complete re-analysis excluding these records made no detectable
difference on any of the results presented. In an aim to include as many studies and
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records as possible however, we examined each of these 26 relationships and their
studies in detail. When the study authors concluded the relationship in question
was generally positive (i.e. , left tailed ; that is species richness increased linearly
with EH and only leveled at the extreme high or low values of EH) , we recorded
the relationship as "positive". When the study concluded the relationship in question was generally negative (i.e. , right tailed ; that is species richness decreased
with EH, but the curve was concave or convex to the origin) , we recorded the
relationship as "negative". All others records , in which a figure or adequate description was not provided or when the relationship had both positive and negative
trends (i.e. , unimodal) , were not included in the final analysis (n = 4).
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All study parameters, explanatory variables and the effect variable
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Table 81- 1: AH study parameters, explanatory variables and the effect variable
that were extracted from the reviewed literature to form the database. For each
record parameter or extracted variable, the table provides it 's definition, the number of levels it has and , where relevant , the parameters used to define the levels.
The bracketed numbers beside the variable level descriptions are the number of
occurrences in the database.

Extracted Variable
Record Number
Authors
Article Title
Year of Publication
Country of Study Location
Geographical Coordinates of Study Site(s)

Definition

Levels

Level Parameters

Identification number of the study record .

various (870)

NA

Authors of the study article for each record

various

NA

various

NA

Article title of the study the record is extracted
from .
Publication year of the article that the record is
extracted from .
Country the sampling was performed in .
Geographic coordinates or geo-political
description of the study area.

1961- 2011

NA

various (39)

NA

various

NA

The level of human modification to the study area highly-modified
(extent). If the human footprint includes 2 or more (83)
Ecosystem category/ Level - Categorical

definitions in the main

naturallandcover and some exploited landcover,

(264)

text

then it falls into the semi-natural category.

semi-natural (523)

Total sampling spatial extent that the record
Spatial Extent - Categorical

local < 9.99 km2

statistic was derived from . This can include the

local (176)

mesoscale

total area encompassing sampling points or

mesoscale (467)

999 km2

sampling blocks that are separated by un-sam pied continental+ (187)
spa ce.
Spatial Extent - Continuous (km2)

see description and

differing landuse types, or it is comprised of some strictly natural

continental+ > 100001
km2

The spatial extent in continuous (square kilometer 3.92'10-6 units).

=10 - 99

2.47'107 km2

NA

The sampling coverage of the studies' entire
spatial extent. Is complete coverage when the
Sampling Coverage of the Spatial Extent

complete (297)

entire extent was sampled or partial coverage

partial (523)

when the extent was partially sam pied separated

NA (50)

NA

(i.e., samples are separated by unsampled space).
The spatial area of the sampling points within the
Spatial Grain - Categorical

extent used to derive the EH measure for the
sampling extent, to which then enter the model of
the recorded statistic.

Spatial Grain - Continuous (m2)

Spatial Resolution - Categorical

fine-scale < 9.9'103
fine-scale (276)

=10'103-

mesoscale

large-scale (416)

9.9'105 m2

lareg-

scale > 10'105 m2

The spatial grain in continuous and explicit form

1.13'10-2 -

(square meter units).

2.7'109 m2

The spatial resolution of the study sampling design fine (276)
based on cross-matching the categorical spatial
mesoscale (177)
extent and spatial grain levels

m2

mesoscale (177)

coarse-scale (416)

NA
fine: grain < extent
mesoscale : grain

=

coarsescale: grain> extent
extent
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Table 81- 0: continued ...

Extracted Variable

Levels

Definition

Level Parameters

alpine (201),
bedrock (3),
chaparral (68),
coastal (45),
cropland (280),
The ecosystem and/or landcover type that
Ecosystem

dominates the study sampling extent for each
record.

desert (17), forest
(646), grassland
(403), mosaic (313),

NA

pasture (166),
plantation (23),
riparian (5),
shrubland (63),
tundra (44), urban
(192), wetland (55)
ground-based : any
record where EH and
BD data is collected by
manned observations;
ground-based (215) remotely-sensed: any

Sampling Mode (remotely-s ensed vs
ground-based)

remotely-sensed
The colleciton mode of the EH data for the record. (590)

record where data is
collected by remote

remotely-sensed & sensors; remotelyground-based (65)

sensed and groundbased : any record
where the data is
collected by both of
above.

Indicates whether the EH variable denotes spatial
Spatial EH vs. Temporal EH

variability or temporal variability of the
environmental feature measured.

spatial (831)
temporal (39)

NA

Indicates whether the record's EH variable is a
Abiotic EH vs Biotic EH

measure of an abiotic feature (e.g., elevation, soil

abiotic (350)

texture, precipitation, temperature) or a biotic

biotic (468)

feature (e.g., vegetation structure, plant species

abiotic & biotic (52)

richness, landcover classes).

NA
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Table 81- -1: continued ...

Extracted Variable

Definition

Levels

Level Parameters

complexity met rie
(41)
diversity met rie
(91),
The met rie used to quantifying the spatial or
Measure of EH

temporal heterogeneityjvariability of the
measured environ mental feature.

heterogeneityjfrag
mentation met rie
(162) percent

NA

cover (58)
range (197)
variability (e.g.,
standard deviation)
(341)

Taxonomie Group (plant vs. animal)

The study organism representing the record 's

plant (466)

measure of biodiversity.

animal (405)

NA

amphibians (17).
arthropods (74),
birds (105), fish
(18), other
Taxonomie Sub-Group

Further division of the taxanomic groupings.

invertebrates (36),
mammals (43).

NA

microbial (4), plant
(480), reptiles (17).
vertebrates mixed
(81)
diversity metrics
(53)
evenness (4)
Measure of Biodiversity

The metric used to quantify biodiversity in each

range size rarity (1)

record.

rarefaction (12)

NA

richness (789)
slope of species
area curve (11)
Indicates whether the statistic reported for each
record is based on a single EH variable and EH-BD
correlation or is A) a model result from a variable
that integrates two or more environmental
Multi-variate vs. Single Variable EH-BD
Model

variables, at least one of which is a measure of EH uni-variate (723)
(e.g., a regre ssion model using a PCA axis as its
inde pendent variable) or B) a multi-variate
analysis (e.g., multiple regression) where at least
one of the independent variables entered in the
model is a measure of EH.

multi-variate (147)

NA
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Table 81- -2: continued ...

Extracted Variable

Definition

Levels

Level Parameters

various
correlation (399)
The type of statistical model the record 's reported
Correlation or Regression Model

statistic was produced from and from which the
relationship direction was derived.

regression (390)
ANOVA (16)
ANCOVA(4)

NA

AIC goodness of fit
(6)
Akaike criterian (3)
r·value (207)
r2·value (146)

Correlation Statistic Type

The reported model statistic

other or un-

NA

extractable for EH
variable (517)
Reported Correlation Statistic

The reported value of the model statistic,
representing the EH-BD relationship.

various

NA

The overall direction of the model result and, thus,

Overall EH-BD Relationship Direction

EH-BD relationship. Moreover the relationship

positive (547)

direction always refers to the effect of the

negative (93)

environmental heterogeneity variable where

non-significant

possible. In cases where only one variable in a

(190)

multi-variate model represents EH, then the

not necessarily

variable' s partial r'2 or weight or F-value is

related (40)

see description of how
the ove rail relationship
direction was derived
in the Methods section
of the main tex!.

extracted when possible.
Study Sam pie Size (n)

The sample size for the model statistic reported in
the record.

4 - 10926

NA
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Figure
1

Relative frequency of EH-BD relationship direction (RD) types
across the levels of A) taxonomie group and B) statistical model
type. No significant differences from randomized frequency values
were found for these two variables. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Figure 81 - 1: Relative frequency of EH-BD relationship direction (RD) types
across the levels of A) taxonomie group and B) statistical model type. No significant differences from randomized frequency values were found for these two
variables.
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.2.1

Chapter 2 -

Appendices

FunDivEUROPE study design

In doing so, we divided the the data into training and test sets using a 70-30 %
split and randomly sampling without replacement (Table SI, Appendix). With
the training sets, w
This study was conducted across a network of permanent forest plots, spanning the primary bioclimatic gradient of the European continent and representing the major European forest types: boreal forests in Finland, hemi-boreal forests in Poland, beech forests in Germany, mountainous beech forests in Romania, thermophilous deciduous forests in ltaly and Mediterranean-mixed forests
in Spain (http ://www. f undi veur ope . eu). All plots were established in mature
forest stands that differed primarily by tree species richness (stochastic or management driven) while variation in other environmental factors and management
history was minimized as mu ch as possible. As such, while regions differed strongly from one another in terms of climate, the 30 X 30 m plots within each region
shared similar elevation, topography and soil quality. At each region, 30 X 30 m
permanent plots with different combinations of locally dominant tree species were
established in 2011 (as detailed in: Baeten et al. Baeten et al. (2013)). Plots range
in target tree species richness from 1 to 3 in Finland, 1 to 4 in Romania, Germany
and Spain and 1 to 5 in ltaly and Poland. Each species is represented in all species
richness levels, and whenever possible each species combination was replicated at
least twice (59 of 91 combinations were replicated ; Table SI). In total, the networ k
comprises 209 plots and 16 target species, several of which were present at more
than one region (e. g., Picea abies, Pinus sylvestris and Fagus sylvatica). The species pool includes conifers, deciduous broadleaves and evergreen broadleaves (for
a full species' list see Table S2). Plots were also selected such that mixtures are
similar in their species relative abundances (i.e. high evenness) and the presence
of non-target species was minimal (i.e., < 5% of the total basal area).
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.2.2

Camera hardware , installation and sampling period

Within 5 m from the southern side of each study plot, one camera was installed
on a large (DBR > 10cm) and visually healthy tree, to which the trunk was perpendicular to (i. e., forms a 90° angle with) the ground slope. The cameras were
installed at a height of 2m on the tree si de and oriented towards the magnetic
North. The final, specifie location of the mounting tree was a matter of visual judgement; within the camera's field of view, there were no major visual obstructions
within 5m from the camera and the field of view captured a representative view
of the plot 's target species mixture (i.e., species richness level) and a side-view,
vertical profile of the stand structure (i. e., understory, midstory and overstory
strata). The camera was fastened to the tree securely and the angle of view was
be adjusted with backing materials.
The cameras were RGB digital cameras with intervalometers (ModeI8.0 WSCT01 ,
Wingscapes, Alabaster, AL , USA). The cameras were were programmed to take
JPEG images (2592 X 1944 pixels). The camera parameters were set to automatic
white balance, aperture-priority of f/ 2.8, ISO 200, and a focal length of 35 mm.
During each sampling period (i. e., growing season) the cameras acquired a single
image three times daily (9 am, 12 pm and 3 pm local time) for the length of the
growing season. Depending on the region, cameras were installed as early as April
and were left acquiring images as late as J anuary.
In 2012, cameras were installed in all plots of the German, Polish, Romanian ,
Italian and Spanish regions ; the image sampling seasonal extent varied by region,
with cameras being installed in April and removed in October to December depending on the region. In all regions the cameras were removed well after fall
senescence, but in sorne regions understory leaf flushing was already in progress
wh en the cameras were installed. In 2013 , cameras were again installed at the
German region in April and at the Finnish region in May. After collecting images
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for the full length of the 2013 growing season, cameras were then removed in
November, 2013.
During image post-processing, three regions of interest (ROI) were manually delineated for each image time-series (i. e., each plot): understory, midstory and
overstory or canopy. We then used the binary excess green index described by
Meyer and Neto Meyer et Neto (2008) to calculate the proportion of green within
each ROI for each image in a time-series. The size (pixel coordinates) of any particular stratum ROI was determined as the largest unobstructed field of view of the
stratum in question and, hence, varied across plots. In agreement with previous
research (27), although ROI size varied, it did not have an effect on the excess
green metric time-series and, hence , the detection of phenological events from it .
.2.3

Community phenology and growing season estimation

Digital repeat photography is fast becoming an important long-term data source
for phenological research given its established benefits over traditional humanobserved vegetation monitoring (i. e., logistical, continuity, objectivity and cost
advantages). Moreover, recent developments in image analysis techniques have
illustrated that time-Iapse photographie datasets can yield highly accurate estimates of the timing of key phenological events (e. g. , leaf fiushing , start of growing
season and end of season senescence), across a variety of ecosystem types and at
spatio-temporal resolutions rarely achieved by satellite image datasets Sonnentag

et al. (2012); Richardson et al. (200gb); Meyer et Neto (2008); Bater et al. (2011).
The traditional methods of either manual s\lrveying or aerial remote sensing to
track and quantify understory growth and phenology have been extremely limited
due to the associated logistieal challenges (e. g., labor intensity and the multiplicity of species and heterogeneous spatial distribution of understory species) or
the interference of overstory canopies, respectively Thanmu et al. (2010). While
the use of in-situ digital photography remains in its early development and uti-
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lization stages, a handful of studies have proven it a relatively robust method to
capture forest understory green-up and other key above-ground plant phenological
events Bater et al. (2011); Vartanian et al. (2014); Liang et al. (2012); Crimmins
et Crimmins (2008); Graham et al. (2010).
Images from commercial-grade digital cameras represent combined brightness levels from three color channels spanning overlapping wavelength ranges of the
visible electromagnetic spectrum. The Red-green-blue (RGB) color channel information from digital images can be separately extracted and summarized through
color indices such as excess green 80nnentag et al. (2012). Thus, color indices accentuate a particular color feature of the photographed environment such as plant
greenness. Calculated across image scenes captured at recurring time intervals

(e.g. , hourly, daily, weekly) , a time-series of a greenness index may be employed
as a proxy of plant biomass development and seasonal growth.
To minimize redundancy and variation caused by diurnallight intensity changes
and sun-angle, we used only images captured at 12:00 local time. Considering that
each region of interest (ROI) defines a stratum in the forest stand, inclusive of
all plant biomass visible from the camera's viewpoint, and that individual trees
are not classified in the image scene, these time-series of greenness values can
be plotted to estimate the period of active plant growth. To then identify the
seasonal trends in growth for each ROI in each plot , we applied a smoothing
spline function to each time-series and, subsequently, applied the first derivative
of the smoothing function to determine start of season (808) and end of season
(E08) dates White et al. (1997). Finally, we defined the resulting growing season
lengths (G8L) of the plot ROI or strata as the number of days between the 80S
and E08. We performed all image and time-series analyses in MATLAB version
2009a (MathWorks, 2009 ; Natick, USA).
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.2.4

Regions of interest (ROI) and effect of the field of view

Vartanian et al. Vartanian et al. (2014) showed that when estimating biomass
and seasonal growth trends from image-based color metrics, broad field of view
images perform in a similar manner wh en compared to images captured using a
narrow field of view. They found that no statistically significant difference existed
between image-derived estimates of biomass growth from broad and narrow fields
of view. As the authors noted, larger areas can be sampled and phenological status
of an increased number of individuals is possible using broad field of view data, in
turn allowing for more efficient data collection. We also found no significant effect
of ROI size in relation to the image-derived greenness values and phenophases
extracted from them .
.2.5

Predictor variables of interest

The primary predictor variable of interest across the plot network was the
Shannon diversity of tree species Shannon (1948) to characterize tree species
diversity in each forest stand. The advantage of this commonly used diversity
index is that it not only takes into account species richness but also the species
evenness of the forest stand; likely a key factor seeing that the GSL estimates
from the images are likely infiuenced by the species' relative abundances inside
the plot. The index is based on the probability that an individu al picked at
random from an infinitely large community will be a certain species. The more
uncertainty one has about the species of a randomly selected individual, the
higher the diversity of the community. The Shannon diversity index (H') is
defined as follows:

n

H ' = LPilnPi
i=l
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where , Pi is the number of individuals of each tree species i in the plot, and n is
the total number of species in the stand.

As plant speCles phenology is, in part, the timing of an event in relation
to environmental conditions, chiefiy ground and air temperature dynamics , we
examined the effect of geographic location (latitude) and exogenous environmental factors on the timing of growing season length. As such we included,
mean annual temperature, mean annual precipitation, mean diurnal temperature
range and exposition as predictor variables in our statistical models. We also
initially included and tested several additional site and environmental variables
such as soil type, ground coyer and management level but excluded them from
any further statistical analysis after they showed no perceivable correlations
with our response variables. Climate data was sourced from www . worldclim. org
and was as a spatial resolution of 1 X 1 km ; admittedly coarse for any local
or microclimate variation in temperature and precipitation. We also included
mean age of canopy trees as a predictor variable of interest . All site and stand
characteristics variables were recorded at the time of plot establishment by the
FunDivEUROPE field technicians and to which further details can be found in:
Baeten et al. Baeten et al. (2013) .
.2.6

Image exposure as a proxy for below-canopy seasonallight availability

In a post-hoc and preliminary effort to further test the hypothesis that the belowcanopy light availability may play a role in driving understory phenology, we
calculated rough but temporally high resolution estimate of below-canopy light
availability and heterogeneity at the plot-Ievel from the camera exposure values
of the time-series images during the period of peak canopy closure (i. e., July
and August). Although image exposure values represent an uncalibrated and co-
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arse measure of localized light intensity, and thus availability for photosynthetic
absorption, it was included as a potential predictor of GSL in the RF models.
Exposure is the amount of light per unit area (the image plane illuminance times
the exposure time) reaching the camera sensor, as determined by shutter speed,
lens aperture and scene luminance. Thus, since exposure is an inverse measure
of scene luminance, we extracted the exposure value of each 12:00 pm image for
each plot time-Iapse sequence, computed their inverse and use these values as
an estimate of generalized below-canopy (the cameras were approximately 1 m
above the ground) scene illumination or light availability. This provided a daily
chronology of illumination in each plot for the growing season. Of course, such
values are highly dependent on weather conditions, however we suggest sky conditions would be relatively uniform across the study regions on a given day and any
local variation between plots would be minimized through averaging across the
growing season or would simply contribute to sorne level of unavoidable "noise".
We then computed the mean understory light availability for various phases of
the growing season (start of season: May - June; mid or peak of season: July August ; end of season: September - October ; and the entire growing season). We
also computed the standard deviation of understory light availability for each of
these phases of the growing season. We further suggest, that SD of understory
light availability may capture, to sorne degree, the temporal and spatial heterogeneity in understory light conditions as a more heterogenous below-canopy light
environment would likely vary more over time than a homogenous one; again, this
metric would also be influenced by daily variations in sky conditions. We acknowledge that this proxy metric of understory light availability has not been validated
to date, and present the results tentatively. However, we also suggest that given
that we find significant effects of this predictor variable on our key phenological
response variables, at least in part, suggests it operates as a rough estimate of
understory light conditions and should be explored further as such.
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.2.7

Statistical Analysis: random forests of regression trees

The random forest algorithm implements two powerful approaches: bagging and
boosting, where bagging consists of using a bootstrap sample of the data to train
the regression tree. A random subset of one-third of the observations (with replacement) is used at each bootstrap run for growing a regression tree while the
remaining (out-of-bag) observations are used for validation. Each regression tree
is gown until each sub-partition contains a small but fixed number of observations.
Boosting consists of using only a random subset of the predictor variables at each
split in the regression tree. Boosting reduces dependence between similarly important (collinear) variables and prevents over-fitting Siroky (2009). Finally, random
forests contains a cross-validation method to calculate the model bias using the
out-of-bag observations.
To build the RFs, we used the randomForest package in R Liaw et Wiener (2002)
and constructed models for each of the three stand strata (i. e., ROIs): overstory,
midstory and understory. For regression trees, as we implement here , the random
forests package provides two measures of predictor variable importance: 1) the
mean decrease in the accuracy of predictions in the out of bag samples when a
given variable is excluded from the model (%IncMSE) , hereafter termed variable
MSE-importance; and 2) a measure of the total decrease in node impurity that
results from splits over that variable and averaged over all trees (IncN odePurity) ,
hereafter termed variable node purity.
Most statistical procedures for regression and classification measure variable importance indirectly by selecting variables using criteria such as statistical significanee and Akaike's Information Criterion. The approach taken in RF is different.
For each tree in the forest , there is a misclassification rate for the out-of-bag observations. To assess the importance of a specifie predictor variable, the values of
the variable are randomly permuted for the out-of-bag observations, and then the
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modified out-of-bag data are passed down the tree to get new predictions. The
difference between the misclassification rate for the modified and original out-ofbag data, divided by the standard error, is a measure of the importance of the
variable. The technique was developed by Breiman Breiman (2001). The first step
in measuring the variable importance in a data set

1)n =

{(Xi, Yi)}f=l is to fit

a random fore st to the data. During the fitting process the out-of-bag error for
each data point is recorded and averaged over the forest (errors on an independent
test set can be substituted if bagging is not used during training). To measure
the importance of the j-th feature after training, the values of the j-th feature are
permuted among the training data and the out-of-bag error is again computed on
this perturbed data set. The importance score for the j-th feature is computed by
averaging the difference in out-of-bag error before and after the permutation over
all trees. The score is normalized by the standard deviation of these differences.
Features which pro duce large values for this score are ranked as more important
than features which pro duce small values. The node purity value can be interpreted as follows: at each split of a tree, the algorithm calculates how much this
split reduces node impurity. For regression trees, this is the difference between
the residual sum of squares before and after the split. This is then summed over
all splits for that variable and over all trees. As the node purity increases, the
conditional distribution of the response is more concentrated around particular
points.
A cross-validated rsquare value can also be computed for each RF model as:
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That is, we compute the mean-squared error of the original out-of-bag predictions (y) and divide those by the variance of the original observations. Thus,
in this form it is possible for RF models to pro duce cross-validated rsquare values
greater than 100 or less than 0 ; in the later case, if the predictions are no better
than random.
In our application of the RF algorithm we applied the following parameters:

ntree = 10000, mtry

=

3, ndsize

=

5

,where ntree is the number of regression trees constructed per model, mtry is the
number of variables randomly selected at each node and ndsize is the minimum
node size used .
.2.8

Evergreen bias

A methodologicallimitation of the image-based estimation of phenology lies with
the issue of estimating the phenophases of evergreen species, including their relative contributions to phenology. Evergreen monocultures tended to display the
highest standard deviations of EOS between plots of the same species (Table S2).
Seasonal green up and down patterns were, in fact , unimodal (i. e., a clear seasonal
green- up and down growth pattern is produced) and mathematically discernible
for evergreen plots. Moreover, previous studies employing similar time-Iapse photographie methods have also demonstrated their capacity to capture phenological
trends in boreal evergreen stands Bater et al. (2011). However, since the greenness
baseline (i. e., the dormant season will be different for evergreen vs. deciduous species, wherein evergreen species start and end the growing season green) , the leaf
flushing and senescence phases are much less pronounced than those of deciduous
species or communities. As such the image-derived SOS and EOS dates become
sensitive to variations in the slopes of the fitted seasonal curves since they are
calculated as derivatives. We acknowledged this potential form of "noise" or evergreen bias, by sequentially filtering out plots containing an increasing proportion
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of evergreen tree species and then performing our statistical analysis (i. e. , building the RF models) with each of these subsets. The expectation was that , with
successive filtering out of plots with evergreen trees , any relationships between
EOS and the predictor variables should become evident or st ronger.
.2.9

Supplementary results

Start of season invariability
The time-Iapse photography approach to tracking forest phenology is not without
limitations. One such limitation may be its apparent insensitivity to the SOS
green-up. Our results showed little variation (ca. 3-5 days; Table S3) in SOS
between tree species (i. e., monoculture plots) or assemblages (i. e. , mixed-species
plots) and this result held true for the understory communities as weIl. The majority of plant phenological studies, on the other hand, have focussed on SOS as
the principle phenophase of interest, specificaIly the timing of spring leaf fiushing.
For forest systems, theory dictates that there is strong selection pressure to maximize light capture in the spring wh en it is most available across aIl forest strata
Diez et al. (2012); Augspurger (2008). As such, the SOS phenophase is expected
to respond to environmental factors and to differ between species. Alternatively,
there is no general consensus on the mechanisms driving the autumn phenology
events of temperate forests , indicating not that it is irrelevant, but simply not weIl
understood.
More recent studies employing image-derived phenologies have shown that autumn
senescence in temperate forests exhibits higher levels of interspecific variation
within a year than the typical mean senescence date across years Jeong et Medvigy
(2014). Moreover, at least for the case of understory saplings, long leaf lifespan
is achieved mainly by delaying leaf senescence in autumn rather than by early
spring leaf fiushing Lopez et al. (2008). It may be that spring phenology, and
the race to exploit the spring light window, is primarily initiated by temperature

(i. e., attaining a growing degree day threshold) and thus varies across years with
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climate conditions and not necessarily between species ; that is, the earliest leafing
species always wins the race to exploit the light window, but the race can begin
at different times from year to year.
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Table 82- 1: 8ummary statistics for the FunDivEUROPE project permanent forest
plots (region names are ab breviated using the first three letters of the country).
Plot descriptors include elevation (m.a.s.l.), slope (categorical; 1 - 3 in order
of increasing steepness), aspect, soil depth (cm), aboveground biomass (AGB;
MgC/ ha), basal area (m 2/ ha), quadratic mean stem diameter (QMD; cm), number of stems, species richness (8R) and species composition (species names are
abbreviated using the first two letter of the genus and species name; for species
full names see Table 82 .
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Site

Plot

Elevation

Slope

Aspect

Soil
depth

AGB

Basal
area

QMD

Stems

SR

Composition

FIN

FI NOl

87

None

80

64.4

26.9

21.1

69

PICAP INS

FIN

FIN02

138

None

80

46.7

17.8

19.8

52

PICA.BETP

FIN

FIN03

139

None

80

38.5

14.6

20.4

40

PICABETP

FIN

FIN04

138

Non e

80

50.6

20.1

20.5

55

PICA.BETP

FIN

FINOS

114

70

51.0

19.7

22.2

46

PINS. BETP

FIN

FIN06

112

N

80

86.1

32.3

21.6

79

PI CA

FIN

FI NO?

120

None

80

47.3

17.1

17.9

61

BETP

FIN

FIN08

120

None

80

44.2

15.7

19.3

48

BETP

FIN

FIN09

119

None

80

58.1

24.4

21.6

60

PINS

FIN

FINIO

134

None

80

68.4

27.2

21.7

66

PICA

FIN

FINI1

124

W

80

34.9

15.6

15.7

73

FIN

FINI2

233

None

80

54.0

27.0

14.4

149

FIN

FINI 3

219

NW

FIN

FINI4

101

FIN

FINIS

97

FIN

FINI6

143

FIN

FINI?

139

FIN

FINI8

110

FIN

FINI9

130

FIN

FIN20

FIN

BETP
PICA.PINS.BETP

70

37.7

18.9

15.5

90

PINS.BETP

80

37.4

16.6

18.9

53

PINS

None

80

47.0

19.3

19.1

61

PINS. BETP

None

80

62.9

25.8

21.2

66

PINS

SE

70

58.3

24.8

21.4

62

PICAPINS

None

80

68.7

28.8

19.6

86

PICA

N

80

70.7

27.6

23.3

58

PICA.PINS

119

None

80

77.3

29.2

22.7

65

PICA.BETP

FIN 21

135

NE

80

37.2

16.0

19.1

50

PINS

FIN

FIN22

126

None

80

55.5

25.7

16.9

103

FIN

FIN23

122

None

80

64.8

27.8

18.8

90

FIN

FIN24

151

E

70

44.5

23.3

12.5

170

PICABETP

FIN

FIN2S

136

N

80

72.5

30.3

17.8

110

PICAPINS. BETP

FIN

FIN26

108

SE

80

61.6

25.2

20.0

72

PICAPINS.BETP

FIN

FIN2?

119

N

80

43.2

20.1

16.3

87

PICA.PINS

FIN

FIN28

111

NW

80

52.7

21.5

19.5

65

PINS. BETP

GER

GEROI

423

SW

NA

156.1

30.6

33.1

32

FAGS

GER

GER02

390

N

NA

141.0

29.2

34.0

29

FAGS

GER

GER03

323

N

NA

227.6

37.7

28.3

54

ACEP.FRAE

GER

GER04

273

N

NA

332.1

51.1

34.2

50

FRAE

GER

GEROS

337

N

NA

196.3

43.1

28.7

60

QUEP

GER

GER06

284

NA

283 .3

58.5

33.1

61

FAGS.QUEP

GER

GERO?

480

N

NA

72.7

29.9

19.4

91

PICA

GER

GER08

329

N

NA

101.0

42.1

22.3

97

PICA

GER

GER09

372

SE

NA

105.2

35.1

15.8

162

FAGS.ACEP.FRAE

GER

GERIO

381

E

NA

113.8

25.2

20.8

67

FAGS.ACEP.FRAE

GER

GERI1

458

N

NA

278.9

39.2

36.9

33

FAGS.FRAE

GER

GERI2

383

N

NA

148.1

31.2

39.4

23

FAGS.QUEP

GER

GER13

301

N

NA

218.9

41.6

39.2

31

ACEP.FRAE.QUEP

GER

GER14

324

N

NA

100.6

31.4

27.4

48

PICA.FAGS

GER

GERIS

378

N

NA

164.0

42.7

31.9

48

PICA.FRAE

GER

GERI6

331

NE

NA

181.4

47.0

38.7

36

PICAFAGS.QUEP

GER

GERI?

365

E

NA

109.7

25.9

23.9

52

FAGS.ACEP

GER

GERI8

494

N

NA

267.9

45.6

30.5

56

ACEP.FRAE

GER

GERI 9

407

NE

NA

132.6

29.5

36.0

26

FAGS.ACEP .QUEP

PICA.P INS
PICA
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GER

GER20

325

E

NA

122.6

28.6

22.8

63

GER

GER21

392

N

NA

147.7

27.8

39.9

20

GER

GER22

383

N

NA

185.9

38.7

25.2

70

FAGS.FRAE

GER

GER23

378

N

NA

186.9

45.6

32.3

50

Pl CAFAGS.QUEP

GER

GER24

418

NA

94.7

18.3

31.6

21

FAGS.ACEP.FRAE

GER

GER2S

368

N

NA

133.5

28.9

29.1

39

FAGS.ACEP.QUEP

GER

GER26

392

N

NA

112.7

30.5

28.2

44

GER

GER27

469

N

NA

272.8

38.3

40.3

27

GER

GER28

283

N

NA

108.6

21.0

27.8

31

ACEP.FRAE

GER

GER29

401

N

NA

206.1

41.6

33.3

43

FAGS.FRAE.QUEP

GER

GER30

415

E

NA

64.0

15.6

23.7

32

FAGS.QUEP

GER

GER31

459

N

NA

189.1

31.7

39.8

23

FAGS.FRAE

GER

GER32

388

NA

275.6

47.9

33.1

50

GER

GER33

391

N

NA

196.6

39.1

31.2

46

GER

GER34

353

N

NA

172.9

35.2

24.4

68

GER

GER3S

331

N

NA

270.6

54.2

46.3

29

FAGS.QUEP

GER

GER36

305

N

NA

81.3

15.8

27.5

24

PlCAFRAE

GER

GER37

430

SE

NA

166.7

30.8

34.3

30

4

GER

GER38

496

N

NA

307.2

52.2

47.1

27

3

ITA

ITAOI

443

80

82.8

24.8

20.3

69

ITA

ITA02

470

80

100.9

24.2

26.4

40

ITA

ITA03

416

80

69.6

21.3

16.8

86

QUEJ.OSTC

ITA

ITA04

397

80

108.4

27.9

24.3

54

QUEP

ITA

ITAOS

422

NW
NE
NW
NE
NW

80

99.9

27.3

18.5

91

QUEJ.QUEP.OSTC

ITA

ITA06

393

N

30

119.6

34.4

15.2

170

QUE l

ITA

ITA07

402

W

70

78.0

30.0

20.2

84

CASS

ITA

ITA08

383

N

30

59.5

21.3

12.6

154

QUEJ.OSTC

ITA

ITA09

429

N

50

124.6

34.1

16.2

148

QUEJ.QUEC.OSTC

NE
NW

50

106.7

28.6

23.2

61

50

97.2

29.6

17.9

106

FAGS.FRAE.QUEP
4

FAGS.ACEP.FRAE.QUEP

FAGS.ACEP.FRAE
4

FAGS.ACEP.FRAE.QUEP

FAGS.ACEP.FRAE
4

PlCA.FAGS.ACEP.FRAE
PICA.FAGS.FRAE

FAGS.ACEP.FRAE.QUEP
FAGS.ACEP.FRAE
QUEP.QUEC

4

QUEJ.QUEP.QUEC.OSTC

ITA

ITAl 0

438

ITA

ITAU

379

ITA

ITAl2

445

N

70

68.9

29.3

18.6

97

CASS

ITA

ITAl3

479

W

80

107.1

29.6

19.8

86

QUEC.CASS

ITA

ITAl4

444

80

97.7

27.1

20.8

72

QUEJ.QUEC.CASS

ITA

ITAl 6

417

NW
NW

70

88.0

23.6

24.8

44

QUEl

ITA

ITAl7

395

SW

80

84.1

22.0

23.6

45

ITA

ITAl8

425

80

135.4

30.2

21.9

72

ITA

ITAl9

478

80

108.2

23.6

28.2

34

QUEC.OSTC

ITA

ITA20

508

80

94.7

29.0

18.7

95

QUEl.QUEP.QUEC

ITA

ITA21

464

70

103.2

33.4

27.4

51

ITA

ITA22

410

80

133.9

38.6

21.7

94

4

QUEJ.QUEC.CASS.OSTC

ITA

ITA23

523

NE
NE
NE
NW
NW
NE

80

86.4

25. 1

21.1

65

4

QUEl.QUEP.QUEC.CASS

ITA

ITA24

416

SW

80

194.0

38.6

29.5

51

ITA

ITA2S

355

N

70

77.7

22.9

13.5

144

QUEJ.CASS.OSTC

ITA

ITA26

406

NW

50

77.8

26.8

17.5

100

QUEP.QUEC.CASS

ITA

ITA27

421

N

70

101.1

30.3

20.3

84

QUEP

ITA

ITA28

418

N

70

50.8

18.7

19.6

56

QUEP.CASS

ITA

ITA29

471

80

87.5

22.1

22.7

49

QUEP.QUEC.OSTC

ITA

ITA30

389

NE
NE

70

91.9

25.0

22.4

57

CASS.OSTC

ITA

ITA3!

269

N

50

89.6

26.0

15.9

118

QUE J.QUEP.CASS
4

QUEl.QUEP.CASS.OSTC

QUEl.QUEP
4

QUEJ.QUEP.QUEC.OSTC

QUEl.CASS

QUE J.QUEC

OSTC

186
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ITA

ITA32

429

E

70

92.7

26.1

17.3

100

4

QUEI.QUEC.CASS.OSTC

ITA

ITA33

519

50

62.0

23.6

17.1

92

4

QUE I.QUEP.QUEC.CASS

ITA

ITA34

480

70

63.5

21.7

14.8

114

4

QUEI.QUEP.QUEC.CASS. OSTC

ITA

ITA36

436

NE
NE
NE

50

77.5

25.6

19.5

77

POL

POLOl

182

N

80

100.2

34.7

33.2

36

PICA

POL

POL02

157

N

80

96.6

29.8

30.8

36

CARB

POL

POL0 3

163

N

80

93.4

33.2

32.1

37

PICA

POL

POL04

171

N

80

205. 1

51.7

33.8

52

PICABETP.QUER

POL

POLOS

176

N

80

116.4

31.5

25.0

58

CARB.QUER

POL

POL06

190

N

80

109.5

36.5

25.0

67

POL

POL07

190

N

80

141.1

38.3

34.4

37

POL

POL08

180

N

80

98.5

32.9

31.1

39

POL

POL09

195

N

80

100.6

31.1

35.7

28

PICA.CARB

POL

POLIO

145

N

80

164.2

33.5

31.8

38

CARB.QUER

POL

POLll

185

N

80

108.7

33.0

26.2

55

BETP.CARB

POL

POLl2

160

N

80

87.2

28.4

34.7

27

CARB

POL

POLl 3

160

N

80

83.7

24.4

28.2

35

POL

P0L14

150

N

80

120.5

38.2

35.3

35

POL

POLIS

184

N

80

127.5

34.0

30.8

41

POL

P0L16

186

N

80

130.4

32.9

30.7

40

POL

POL17

155

N

80

111.0

37.6

29.1

51

POL

POL18

160

N

80

178.5

55.0

30.9

66

POL

P0L19

175

N

80

134.3

46.9

33.5

48

PICA.PINS

POL

POL20

173

N

80

141.9

32.1

24.8

60

CARB.QUER

POL

POL2I

170

N

80

142.1

51.5

27.0

81

PINS

POL

POL22

160

N

80

198.2

60.6

39.3

45

PICAPINS.QUER

POL

POL2 3

170

N

80

122.5

42.3

32.8

45

PICAPINS.CARB

POL

POL24

170

N

80

130.2

38.3

26.8

61

PINS.CARB.QUER

POL

POL2S

171

N

80

107.8

38.5

28.1

56

PINS.CARB

POL

POL26

165

N

80

94.4

31.4

24.1

62

BETP.CARB

POL

POL27

175

N

80

141.4

40.6

35.9

36

POL

POL28

170

N

80

169.7

51.4

33.0

54

PICA.BETP

POL

POL29

155

N

80

125.1

36.7

29.6

48

PINS. BETP.QUER

POL

POL30

140

N

80

110.1

37.4

26.9

59

4

PI CAPINS.BETP.CARB

POL

POL31

150

N

80

127.6

38.8

30.1

49

4

PICA.BETP.CARB.QUER

POL

POL32

177

N

80

103.1

31.7

22.0

75

4

PICAPINS.BETP.QUER

POL

POL33

184

N

80

92.7

32.8

30.3

41

POL

POL34

189

N

80

91.6

27.8

25.3

50

POL

POL3S

188

N

80

121.2

37.4

31.9

42

PICAP INS.BETP.CARB.QUER

POL

POL36

160

N

80

114.6

31.4

28.6

44

BETP.CARB.QUER

POL

POL37

145

N

80

117.7

39.1

31.9

44

PICAPINS.BETP.CARB.QUER

POL

POL38

165

N

80

124.8

41.0

27.3

63

POL

POL39

170

N

80

128.1

35.7

28.3

51

POL

POL40

175

N

80

155.2

55.9

35.4

51

POL

POL41

200

N

80

143.7

42.9

28.1

62

4

PICAP INS. BETP.QUER

POL

POL42

177

N

80

96.5

34.5

31.8

39

4

PICAP INS.BETP.CARB

POL

POL43

186

N

80

104.0

33.2

31.2

39

PICAPINS.QUER

ROM

ROMOI

838

SW

80

123.3

39.2

34.8

37

PICA

ROM

ROM02

865

SW

80

150.5

51.8

34.1

51

PICA

QUEP.QUEC.CASS

PICA.BETP.CARB

4

PICABETP.CARB.QUER
BETP.CARB

BETP.CARB.QUER

4

PICA.PINS.CARB.QUER
PICA.CARB.QUER
PICA.QUER .

4

PICAPINS.BETP.CARB
PIN5.CARB.QUER

4

PICAPINS.CARB.QUER

PINS.BETP.CARB

4

PINS.BETP.CARB.QUER

PINS.BETP.CARB

4

PINS. BETP.CARB.QUER
PINS

187
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ROM

ROM03

869

240.0

54.0

33.0

57

PICAFAGS.ACEP

ROM OS

1019

SW
SW

80

ROM

70

206.3

64.0

41.3

43

PICA.ABIA

ROM

ROM06

1045

SE

80

216.4

52.7

34.4

51

FAGS.ACEP

ROM

ROM07

1062

SE

80

215.7

75.6

33.3

78

ABIA

ROM

ROMOS

1028

E

80

228.5

62.3

33.1

65

ROM

ROM09

984

SE

80

284.8

61.2

45.4

34

ROM

ROMlO

968

SE

80

182.8

57.6

38.7

44

3

ROM

ROMll

805

80

180.8

45.8

43.3

28

3

ROM

ROMl2

799

80

187.7

44.5

38.7

34

PICA.FAGS

ROM

ROMl3

812

NE
NE
NE

80

207.1

38.0

37.5

31

FAGS

ROM

ROMl4

909

SE

70

158.0

36.6

36.8

31

FAGS.ACEP

ROM

ROMlS

930

SE

30

88.3

28.9

28.4

41

ACEP

ROM

ROM16

972

SE

80

130.1

39.9

29.6

52

ACEP

ROM

ROM17

1047

NW

30

202.5

69.7

34.0

69

PICAABIA

ROM

ROMlS

1012

N

70

228.5

68.7

35.6

62

PICAABIAFAGS

ROM

ROMl9

951

N

80

230.4

53.6

37.0

45

ABIAFAGS

ROM

ROM20

869

N

70

186.0

43.1

39.9

31

ABIAFAGS.ACEP

ROM

ROM2l

718

W

70

177.5

48.4

32.6

52

PICA.FAGS.ACEP

ROM

ROM22

843

80

152.4

49.9

28.8

69

PICAABIAFAGS

ROM

ROM23

894

NE
SW

80

237.3

71.3

44.7

41

ABIA

ROM

ROM24

919

NW

80

214.3

58.5

33.4

60

ABIA.FAGS

ROM

ROM2S

1030

70

180.7

50.8

29.9

65

ABIAFAGS.ACEP

ROM

ROM26

782

80

186.2

39.3

30.3

49

FAGS

ROM

ROM27

738

NE
NE
NE

80

111.4

33.7

31.9

38

PICAACEP

ROM

ROM2S

655

None

70

143.2

44.2

38.0

35

ABIAFAGS

80

198.9

54.0

33.0

57

20

57.7

26.1

18.3

89

20

24.2

12.9

14.1

74

PINS.QUEF.PINN

20

52.3

22.1

27.7

33

QUEF.PINN
PINS.QUEF

4

PICA.ABIAFAGS.ACEP
PICA.FAGS
PICAAB IAACEP
PICAAB IAFAGS

ROM

ROM2 9

893

SPA

SPAOl

1224

SPA

SPA02

1238

SPA

SPA03

1228

SW
NE
SW
SW

SPA

SPA04

1286

None

50

74.8

29.1

30.9

35

SPA

SPAOS

1283

NW

70

48.8

22.2

19.5

67

PINS.QUEF

SPA

SPA06

1306

30

66.7

26.1

25.5

46

QUEF.PINN

SPA

SPA07

1291

SPA

SPAOS

1207

NE
NE
SW

SPA

SPA09

1211

S

SPA

SPAlO

1270

SElS

SPA

SPAIl

1187

SE

SPA

SPAl2

1073

SPA

SPAl 3

SPA
SPA

4

PICAABIAFAGS.ACEP
PINS.QUEF

30

26.2

12.8

23.3

27

PINS.PINN

20

67.1

26.8

16.1
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QUEF.PINN

20

71.6

30.6

12.5

223

QUEF

70

42.1

17.5

12.7

125

QUEF

20

24.7

10.3

13.1

69

QUEF

NE

NA

119.2

39.3

25.2

71

PINN

1010

W

20

30.8

13.3

14.6

71

QUEF.QUEI.PINN

SPAl4

999

W

20

28.8

13.1

17.5

49

QUEI.P INN

SPAlS

980

W

20

34.8

15.6

20.9

41

PINN

SPA

SPAl6

1032

NW

30

34.2

13.8

17.5

52

QUE I. PINN

SPA

SPAl7

960

None

20

85.7

33.6

18.8

109

PINN

SPA

SPA1S

1403

None

70

11 5.9

52.0

31.0

62

PINS

SPA

SPA19

1310

None

50

67.8

34.2

24.7

64

PINS

SPA

SPA20

1311

None

20

81.3

42.1

26.1

71

PINS

SPA

SPA21

1404

N

70

50.5

24.4

20.1

69

PINS.PINN

SPA

SPA22

1325

None

20

92.6

40.9

25.2

74

PINS.PINN

SPA

SPA2 3

1388

NE

50

45.9

22.2

21.1

57

PINS.PINN
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4

SPA

SPA24

1377

SW

50

53.9

23.2

19.2

72

SPA

SPA25

1314

NE

20

57.5

22.1

22.7

49

SPA

SPA26

1387

N

30

45.0

17.1

19.6

51

SPA

SPA27

1322

NW

20

59.9

23.0

18.5

77

SPA

SPA28

1360

SE

30

35.9

16.5

11.5

142

SPA

SPA29

1354

SE

30

86.0

34.5

19.4

105

SPA

SPA30

1350

SW

20

18.9

8.8

13.8

53

QUEF.QUEI

SPA

SPA31

1342

SW

30

21.7

8.9

12.1

70

QUEF.QUEI

SPA

SPA32

1236

SW

30

20.3

9.5

13.2

63

QUEl

SPA

SPA33

1251

SW

20

20.7

10.8

13.8

65

SPA

SPA34

1250

SW

20

22.2

10.8

11.1

101

QUEF.QUEI

SPA

SPA35

1267

N

30

27.0

12.8

16.0

57

QUEI.PINN

SPA

SPA36

1211

30

24.3

11.7

16.9

47

QUEI.PINN

PINS.QUEF.QUEI.PINN
PIN5.QUEF.PINN

4

PINS.QUEF.QUELPINN
QUEF.QUEI.PINN
QUEF.QUEI

4

PINS.QUEF.QUELPINN

QUEl

189

Table S2- 2: List of target species for each study region, including their functional
group and their phenophases. obsEOS is the estimated EOS dates calculated from
our image-derived method for each tree species in it 's monospecific plots (species
richness = 1) and for each region. For species that occur in monospecific stands
in multiple plots within a given region, the EOS dates are averaged. Thus the SD
of theorEOS is the standard deviation for such cases. The units for the obsEOS are
julien day of year (DOY) and are number of days for SD of obsEOS.

Phenophases'
Study site

Finland

Species

Functional group

Betu/a pendu/a

Deciduous
broadleaf

0

Picea abies

Conifer

261.25

17.5

Conifer
Deciduous
broadleaf
Deciduous
broadleaf
Deciduous
broadleaf
Deciduous
broadleaf

265.75

8.5

NA

NA

295.75

4.92

288.5

16.26

298

2.83

274.75

37.66

217.50

70

254.5

62.93

307

0

303.5

3.54

312.5

0.71

NA

NA

300

NA

NA

NA

Quercus robur

Conifer
Evergreen
broadleaf
Deciduous
broadleaf
Deciduolls
broadleaf
Deciduous
broadleaf
Deciduous
broadleaf
Deciduous
broadleaf
Deciduous
broadleaf
Deciduous
broadleaf

Picea abies

Conifer

240.5

84.15

Germany
Fraxinus excelsior

Quercus petraea
Picea abies
Quercus ilex
Castanea sativa
Ostrya carpinifolia

Quercus cerris
Quercus petraea
Betu/a pendu/a
Carpinus betu/us
Poland

Pinus sy/vestris

300

0

259

72.12

281.33

49.65

Quercus faginea

Conifer
Evergreen
broadleaf
Deciduous
broadleaf

Pinus nigra

Conifer

282.5

27.58

Pin us sy/vestris

Conifer

207.33

8.14

Quercus ilex
Spain

SD of .",EOS

270

Pin us sy/vestris
Acer
pseudop/otanus
Fagus sy/vatica

ltaly

.",EOS

190

Table 82- 3: 8ummary statistics of t he observed image-based phenophase estimates
for each study region.

REG ION

Flnl.nd
Underst ory

SAMPU NG YEAA
Min (tullest)

Overstory

.....o.em..,

..........,

2013

m

2012

m

96

'05

Ran,e
Onset(SOS)

126.64

1."

1.12

v.lueof ou tlie r

'96

196

MIn (e;a, liest)

110

".

1.95

Overstory

Underst ory

Overslory

U...... ..,

2012

101

M ,.(I~t est)

-

Ge~ny

Ullderst ory

Il.ly

Oventory

Understory

"

129

Overstory

2012

2012

96

us

us

m

'50

".

123

'"

10l.U

"

100.27

10.H2

11 2.03

11 2.'"

110.03

111.2

145 .61

104.94

' .05

6.11

1.38

1.76

1.53

10.12

17.01

72.23

6.14

259, 294

179, 261

.0

32

21

ov lliers removed

MU(~tHt)

Rlnle

Offset
(EOS)

MeIn

.
267.15

255.11

15.

".

lS9
300

'"

251.11

50

'"
'"

177

310

n.

'"

"'

290.47

249.39

279.03

26.99

65.41

41.02

5'.03

35.11

51.65

'O,

U.

".

'30

111

2 19.17

'"

....

'"
ln

'"

61 .41

54 .56

244 .16

outlief1 n'fnOIlN

.,

valueof out ller
M in (sh ortest)

Mil llon.est )

77

145

m

Ran i '

91

139

142

m

Mean

135.67

126.46

'"

'"

21S

1019.26

187,06

147.26

174.6 1

107

161.31

50

30.91

26.3

59.27

21 .• 1

65 .56

. 2.64

57.67

36.61

0

0

0

0

0

17>

outllen; r~O\led

vllueof oull\er

• more th an th ree values were Houthers" and 50 were not removed.

"..

,

4 • .65

'07

'"

....

125.43

'"

'"

165.68

187.4 2

12 .02

50.83

118

191

Table 82- 4: 8ummary of the random forests model outputs for each forest strata.
5tr8t8

Evcrgrocn FiUer

OversLOry

0.05

Overstory
Overstory

Ovcrstory

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05

Overstory

0.05

Overstory
Ovcn;lOry
Overstory
Midstory
MidsLOry
MidsLOry
Midstory
Midstory
Midstory
MidsLOry
Midstory
Midstory
Understory

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05

ûverstOI')'

S~

Satllple Size (raw d ata)

P rcdi ctor Variable

84
84

'free sl>ecies rklllll'SS
Latitude

8-1

'l'car

84

Expœition
Canopy age
Mean annual precipitation
Mean diunlal temperature range
Mean annual WIIlper8LUre
BcIOVo'-canopy light Itvailabtlity
Troo specics riclmŒ18 (eï'l)
Lati tude
'l'car
Exposition
Canopy age
!\'le8n aunual predpitation
Mcan diurnal Lelllperature range
Mean annual l.emperature
13cIOVo'-callOPY light availabtlity
Trec species richncss (eï'l)
Latitude
Year
Expœition
Omopy age
Mean annual precipitation
Mean diunlal l.emperature range
Mean annual l.elllpcrature
Bclow-eanopy light avsilability
Troo specics richncss (e ïl)
Latitude
YeaT
Exposition
Callopyage
Mean ann\la1 precipitation
Mean diunlltl (,mnperature range
Mean allllu.all.emperature
Bclov.'-canopy Iight avsilabil ity
Troo spcciœ riclmœs (e ' H)
Latitude
'l'car
Expœition
Callo!'y age
Mean anl1ua l procipitaüon
Mean diunlal I,emperature rauge
!\tean aunuall.empel'8ture
Below-canopy light avsilabi.lit)'
Troo species rîchncss (c- H)
Latitude

84
84
8'1

8<1
84
84
84
84
84
84

84
84
84

84

Understory

0.05

84
84

Understory

0.05

84

Understory

0.05

Understory
Understory
Understol'Y
UnderstOf)'
Understory

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05

84
84
84
84

Overstory

0.33
0.33

Qverstory
Ovcrstory
O\'crstory

O"crstory

0.33
0.33

0.33
0.33

Qycrstory
Ovcrstory
O'o'CTSLOry

0.33
0.33

Overslory
Midstory
lI.'1idstory
Midstory

0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33

l\'1idslOry

0.33

Midswry
Midstory

0.33
0.33

Midst.Qf)'

0.33

Midstory
Midswry

0.33
0.33

Underslory
Understory

0.33
0.33

Underslory
Underswry
Understory

0.33
0.33
0.33

Understory

0.33

Understory
Understory

0.33
0.33

Understory

0.33

Overstory
Overstory
Overstory
O\'erstory
Ovcrstory
Overstory
Overstor}'
Overstor)'
Ovcrstory
Midstor}'
Midstory
Mîdstory
Midstory
Midstory
Midstor}'
Midstor}'
Midstory
Midstory
Understory
Understory
Understory
Understory
Understory
Understory
Understory
Understory
Undcrstory
Overstory

0.00
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0 .66
0.66
0.66
0.66

0.66
0.00
0.00
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.00
0.66
0 .66
0.66
0.66
0.00
0.66
0.00

(e ï~ )

84
84
143
143
143
143
143
143
143
143
143
143
143
143
143
143
143
143
143
143
1'13
1,13
143
143
143
1'13
143
143
143
174
174
174
174
174
174
174
174
174
174
174
174
174
174
174
174
174
174
174
174
174
174
174
174
174
174
17,1
191

VlU'iablc Importance

Node Purity

P sucdo-Rsquarc

127.706
113.169

14473.0.51
10132.4().1

· 14.11

o

o

11.462

1I()9.1.259

51.600

5()3.1.61
8723.412

77 .924
228.149
148.313
165.799
35. 111

4.00

8661.879
5652.745
13381.589
23600.363

o

-224.892
23.22
-67.681
53.716
111.387
91.075
594.213
470.611

1652 1. 898
12554.001
14751.488
14653.359

18107.05
22912.921

29095.858

o

-33. 783
78.0.57
189.29
108.951
197.592

15782.134
9706.433
12695.493

292.486

22023.328

110.947
184.349

14007.383
1().122Al1
78.419
12181.4,14
5 144.0J.3
9522 .843
9748.265

3.468
91.475
135.228

269.516

7587 .305
11171.531

149.096
233.194
51.216
59 .429

5310.28

o

83.209

13197.951
25745.496
22179.641

-20.092

178-15.()..I 1

300.777
52.262
113.308
141.8&1
166.511
300.674
459.677

16296.202

'l'car

o

Exposition
Ca.nopy age
?o.·l can a.lUnla.1 precipitation
Mean diurnal wlllperature range
Mean al1ll\lall.eillperature
Bclow-canopy Iighl. availabili ty
Trec spocies ricl mess (e - II )
Latitude
Year
Exposition
C8noP'Y 8ge
Mean anuual prœipi18.tion
Mean dil1rna.1 l.eml)Crature ra.nge
Mean a.nnual l.emperalure
BcIow-ca.llopy light a\,.i1abtlity
Troo spocies ridlllcss (e - H)
l..8tÎtude
Ye8r
Expœition
Cano"yage
Mean annual procipitation
Mean diurnal l.emperature range
Mean annual l.emperat.urc
Below-ca.llopy Iighl. a\l8ila.bility
'Troo spocios richness (e ï~ )
Latitude
Year
Exposition
Canopy age
Me811 &lIl1ual precipitation
Mean diurna.l t.(llllperature range
Mca.1l annual l.elllpcrature
Bclow-canopy light &vailability
Troo sl>ecies richness (e-H)

136.983
224.638
269.267

26124.8-16

32529.82.1

18665.289

39074.649

54.:;J4
353.777

14535.737
13006.645

2.565

333.341

14 .344
127.038
158.828
253.f>08
180.791
208.817
7.715
179.553
4.787
38.102

5590.57
l().j 8.23
9'00.99
5875.432
155-16.739
24503.625
23740.688
480.626

398.677
812.874
40.758

29.76

32765.157
182.474
18818.797
15731.436

628.822

92 .098

-26.67

17870.524
17471.493

7910.891

174.99c1
214.015
119.671
242.04,1
540.f>08
5.4 16
234.527
161.182
301.785

- 13.30

16367.635

102.733
305.541

312.64
163.807

20.65

24362.272

o

o

-33.53

2 1421.684

o

1 ~IOO .956

- 12.53

11994.987

-20.95

18705.307
17924.427

20670.G4
19898.735
18334.87
28253.1 Il
33633.985

30.58

37108.077
483.938
237 18.905
181G3.1 13
2428 1.036
7412 .842
22753.113

00875.893
16346.522

-6.53

192

Table 82- 3: continued ...
OversLOry
Ovcrslory
Overstory
OverslOry
Overstor)'
Overst.ory
Qverstory
Qverstory

MidslOry
Midstory
Midswry

MidsLOry
Midstory
Midstory
Midstory
Midstory
Midstory

Understory
UnderstOl')'
Undcrstory
Understory
UnderslOr)'

Understory
Understory
Understory
UnderstOf)'

1

1

1
1
1

191
191
191
191
lOI
191
191
191
191
lOI
191
191
191
191
191
lOI
191
191
191
191
191
191
191
191
191
191

Latitude
Ye8r

288.371
46.341

Exposition
C81lOrn' age

· 9.911

IOGI6.89"2

143.095
130.953
394 .385

9669.121

Mean 81\nu81 precipitation

Mean diumal t.empcT8turc rauge

15970.626
1762.5<11

9677 .9
14200.327
7860.005

Mean Al1l1ual U!mpet'alltrC

156.163

&IOW-<:8110P), ligill. availability
1'rœ speciœ ridmess (e ï1 )
LRtitude

202 .827

15913. 167

47.8
173.949
37.724

25347.698
2<365.389
1823.527

y ....
Exposition

CanOI))' age
Mean annusl precipitation

9.882
298.715
131.635

Mean diurnal UJmpcraturc r8nge

276.13

Mean 811nUI\1 tempcr8ture

2 11.034
78.983

BelCM'o.Canopy light 8V8ilability
Troo species richncss (c ï1 )
Latitude
Ycar
ExpœÎtion
CallOl~'

lige
Mean &nllua l precipitattoll
Mean diurnal temperaturc range
Mean &nlmal temperature
Below-eanopy light. 8V8ilabi lity

289.6<2
653.359

· 15.86

16112.533

18760.842
21575.355
22461.636
20753.009
23715.586
31395.287

20. 159

40017.058
975.235

233.086

23289.32

100.824

13711.775

390.189
89.218

28135.37'
6639.328

448.Jn
585.159

5GG90.2OO

24014 . 127

29.39
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Variable node purity scores for each predictor of the growing season length of each fore st strata. For each panel, the x-axis indicates
the evergreen filter level wherein the RF models were run at each
level. The evergreen filter size is displayed as the inverse of values,
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Box plots of the understory layer growing season length grouped
as stands with short versus long growing seasons compared to the
mid-growing season understory light availability for the German
(black) and Polish (red) regions. Plot A is the inverse of the mean
of mid-growing season (June - July) image exposure values and ·
Plot B is the inverse of the standard deviation of mid-growing season exposure values. In both regions , stands with longer understory
growing season lengths show higher mean understory light availability and more variation in light availability over time (SD of light
availability values). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 197
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Figure 82 - 1: Kernel density estimates (y-axis) for the probability density function
of stand-overstory growing season length grouped by low (blue) vs. high (green)
stand tree species diversity for each region and for all plots aggregated together.
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Figure 82 - 2: Variable node purity scores for each predictor of the growing season
length of each forest strata. For each panel, the x-axis indicates the evergreen
filter level wherein the RF models were mn at each level. The evergreen filter
size is displayed as the inverse of values, such that with increasing values, the
tolerance for evergreen presence decreases and, thus, more plots are removed. At
o no plots are removed and at 100 plots containing any amount of evergreen trees
are removed. The results of a random forests model show that the node purity of
tree species diversity (eH) in predicting growing season length increases from the
overstory layer down to the understory layer.
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Chapter 3 -

Appendices

Supplementary Methodology

Tree detection learning algorithm
We estimated the total area (percent of pixels in the image) covered by trees in
each image by applying a multi-step image segmentation method developed by
Hoiem et al. Hoiem et al. (2005). The goal of the method is to model geometric
classes that depend on the orientation of a physical object with relation to the
scene and with respect to the camera from a single image; that is to say, the
underlying 3D geometric structure. Specifically, each image pixel is classified into
one of a few geometric classes: i) the ground plane ; ii) surfaces that stick up from
the ground (vertical surfaces) ; iii) part of the sky plane. Further, vertical surfaces
are subdivided into planar surfaces facing left, right or towards the camera and
non-planar surfaces of either porous (e.g. trees and their leafy vegetation) or solid (e.g. a person or lamp post). Although this recognition approach differs from
many approaches that instead model semantic classes (e. g. , car, house, person,
vegetation), it has proven exceptionally powerful and efficient in cluttered outdoor scenes like urban streetscapes and, most relevant to our application here, in
distinguishing human built structures from natural ones like trees.
First, for each image, pixels are grouped into what are termed super-pixels which
are pixels assumed to correspond to a single label (e.g., the ground or sky plane)
and respect segment boundaries Felzenszwalb et Huttenlocher (2004) (e.g., a
boundary between a tree and a building). The super-pixel regions provide sorne
spatial context and similarities to compute first order statistics (e.g. colour and
texture) but are too scattered to build more complex geometric features on; those
being features that can be used to estimate large-scale surfaces (e.g., whole buildings or trees). As such, the system then applies a standard segmentation algorithm to group regions of the image into homogenous segments. However, it is
unknown which segments would be correctly labelled, though sorne must be and,
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as such, multiple hypotheses or numerous combinations of these rough segmentations are developed by varying the parameters of the algorithm.
Concretely, at both the level of the super-pixel and the larger region segments,
a set of features are computed (e.g. , descriptors of colour and texture, location
and shape and 3D geometry). Using training image data of urban scenes that
have been ground-truthed with labels according to the geometric classes, learning the parameters to predict labels operates at two stages. First, the process
of generating multiple segmentations of an image into geometrically homogeneous
regions (i. e., grouping super-pixels) is learned by estimating the likelihood that
two super-pixels belong in the same region based on their features. Having done
so, different hypotheses or combinations of segmentations are generated by varying the number of regions and the initialization of the algorithm. In the second
stage, the final labelling of the geometric classes of image segments is learned by
computing the features for each region and labelling them with a geometric class
based on likelihood functions (i. e., the likelihood that super-pixels have the same
label and the confidence in each geometric label). Once labelled in this fashion ,
the optimal likelihood functions are then learned through training.
Finally, with our images segmented by this procedure and labelled with the geometric classes, we applied semantic labels to each pixel accordingly: ground (ground
plane) , sky (sky plane) , building (vertical and oriented planar surfaces) and trees
(vertical and non-planar meshes). The percent of tree cover in an image, as well
as that of ground , sky and building, were calculated as the total number of pixels
belong to that class divided by the total number of image pixels.
Modelling streetscape tree cover
We model the relationship between our streetscape tree cover metric and the
dependent variable of true percent tree canopy using multiple linear regression
and least squares. In doing so, we divided the the data into training and test
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sets using a 70-30 % split and randomly sampling without replacement (Table
81). With the training sets, we build multiple polynomial regression models and
cross-validate using 4-fold cross validation. After model validation we then test
their performance on the unseen test datasets.
Considering our primary dependent variables of interest, for the true percent canopy cover we test the relationship with our streetscape metric and multiple spatial scales: at the city district levels of dynamic block, community district , school
district and borough by computing the total percent tree canopy cover per block
unit at each district level (i. e., percent canopy cover in a given district polygon)
and the associated mean of streetscape tree cover for all G8V sampling points
inside each block unit (polygon). The mean unit (polygon) size at each district
level, as well as their standard deviations , are provided in Table 82. Moreover, at
each district level, sorne units had little or no G8V image sampling points in them
due to missing or limited data at those locations. Therefore, we imposed a cutoff
value for each district level representing the minimum number of G8V sampling
points inside a unit in order to ensure the predicted mean streetscape values were
representative of the area in question. Units not attaining the minimum number
of G8V sampling points were removed from this portion of the analysis (Table
82). , wherein if the number of G8V sampling points associated with a given district unit was below the cutoff, they were removed (see the dynamic block level of
Fig.5). We also note that these results were produced using only the E-W roadto-camera orientation which limited the number of G8V sampling points in sorne
areas. In future applications we can acquire images only at the E-W orientation
for the full extent of the city and thus have a more complete dataset to compute
district-Ievel me ans of streetscape tree cover.
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Filtering the dataset

In order to minimize the multiple sources of systemic error when relating the
streetscape tree cover metric from GSV images to the response variable derived
from the existing representations of urban tree cover (i. e., true percent canopy
cover) , we perform several filtering steps data. Specifically, we first remove all GSV
sampling points that fall in a street intersection for two reasons. First, they are
difficult to determine which of the crossing street segments they belong to and,
hence their street orientation category. Second, since multiple streets converge at
intersections, multiple GSV sampling points become stacked on or very near to
each other. In this case they do not conform to our node and neighbouring point
rules.
We also attempt to minimize, as much as possible, situations that could likely
produce mismatches between our predictor of tree cover and the response variable.
The fun dament al issue in such cases is not whether our predictor is capturing
trees present in the real-world scene, but whether those trees are represented in
our response variables. There are several cases for which they are not. Thus, for
the model training purposes that we focus on here, we wish to avoid areas that
likely have high non-street tree cover in them or nearby. Accordingly, we remove
any GSV sampling points located within 50 m of any city park. We do this also
when considering the city district levels. We also remove sampling points who's
FOV contained tree canopy cover derived from the land cover map , but which
contained no street trees according to a recent NYC street tree survey data base.
We also remove any rows of the final matrices for which any GSV sampling node
neighbours are missing and, hence , only include sampling points that have two
neighbouring points to either side. This filtering process was relatively greedy and
reduced sample sizes substantially relative to the whole.
Finally, these filtering steps were of particular importance wh en learning the
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weighting factors since their values or relative symmetry to each other are susceptible to such sources of noise in the data. As such, we manually selected the
sampling point subsets used to learn the weighting factors by overlaying the sampling points on Google Earth imagery, as well as the landcover map, and manually
selecting only street segments in which we thought the issues described above were
minimized.
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A: Supplementary Results
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Summary of the sample sizes for aIl final regression models presented in Figures 3 and 5 of the main text. For the dependent variable
of true percent canopy coyer inside the 35 m FOV) , each road-toimage orientation and after the data filtering steps, the sample sizes
of each training and test set are provided. Moreover, for the data
subsets used to learn the final neighbour-weighting factors are also
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Summary statistics for the city district level analysis: we tested
the relationship between our streetscape tree coyer metric and the
true percent canopy coyer derived from a high resolution landcover
map at four city district levels of increasing unit size (dynamic
block, community district, school district and borough). The the
total percent tree canopy coyer per block unit was computed at
each district level (i. e. J percent canopy coyer in a given district
polygon) and the associated mean of streetscape tree coyer for aIl
GSV sampling points inside each black unit (polygon) we computed
and regressian models were built to test the relationships. . . . ..
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Table S3- 1: Summary of the sample sizes for aIl final regression models presented
in Figures 3 and 5 of the main text. For the dependent variable of true percent
canopy coyer inside the 35 m FOV) , each road-to-image orientation and after the
data filtering steps, the sample sizes of each training and test set are provided.
Moreover, for the data subsets used to learn the final neighbour-weighting factors
are also provided.
Dataset associated with final regression mode}
using true tree canopy cover as response
[HTMLJEFEFEF
[HTMLJ EFEFEFRoad Orientation Category -L=-e-ar-n7"""in-'g::....w---,ei-g-:-ht-:-i-ng---,;"fa-c-to-r-s=-.:...,Tt=-a-:-in--:i-n-g---"-':D=-es-t-[HTMLJEFEFEF1:
[HTMLJEFEFEF2:
[HTMLJEFEFEF3:
[HTMLJEFEFEF4:

N-S
E-W
NE-SW
NW-SE

702
1643
406
856

3642
3170
2240
4902

1561
1358
960
2101
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Table 83- 2: 8ummary statistics for the city district level analysis: we tested the
relationship between our streetscape tree cover metric and the true percent canopy
cover derived from a high resolution landcover map at four city district levels
of increasing unit size (dynamic block, community district , school district and
borough). The the total percent tree canopy cover per block unit was computed
at each district level (i. e., percent canopy cover in a given district polygon) and
the associated mean of streetscape tree cover for aH G8V sampling points inside
each block unit (polygon) we computed and regression models were built to test
the relationships.
District Level
IHTMLIEFEFEF Dynamic Block
Community District
IHTMLlEFEFEF School District
Borough

Mean unit size (m2)

SD unit size (m2)

Cutoff value

Number of units

adjusted R-square

RMSE

10720.81529
8270427.327
17793949.67
117440067.4

26424.99699
7901235.102
19121444.96
70329748.6

20
800
1500
2000

4129 (64)
51 (15)
29 (9)
4 (3)

0.76
0.56
0.76
0.96

0.122
3.73
2.36
0.47
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.3.3

Methodology for an exploratory analysis on predicting street tree biomass

In an exploratory analysis using the New York City GSV dataset presented 1
explore the potential of computer vision models to estimate tree biomass in urban
landscapes. 1 estimate the total aboveground biomass of all New York street trees
within each GSV sampling point FOV using a preliminary subset of the 2015 NYC
Parks Street Tree Census Data NYC Parks (2016). This dataset provided location,
species and diameter at breast height measurements for all street trees within
several contiguous regions of the city (n = 93,556 trees) , however data for the full
city extent was not released at this time. Following, we collected a set of diameterbased allometric regression equations for estimating total aboveground biomass
and applied them to each tree in the dataset to obtain an estimate of individual
tree aboveground biomass. To generalize a set of allometric equations that could
be applied to each tree species (n = 132) we used a combinat ion of sources.
First, we applied the generalized allometric equations developed by Jenkins et al.
Jenkins et al. (2003) to any species common to both datasets. For those remaining
unmatched , we carried out an exhaustive literature search for published allometric
equations for those species and applied the appropriate equations if found. For
those still remaining, we matched trees species at the Genus level and applied
the equations accordingly, or failing that , at the Family level. This framework
resulted in 15 species groups and generalized allometric equations. For all trees
falling inside a given GSV sampling point FOV, and at each FOV level (15 , 25 ,
35 and 45 m) , we summed the biomasses to obtain an aggregate measure of street
tree biomass associated with every GSV sampling point (image).Though using
allometric equations primarily developed for natural forest settings is not ideal for
estimating urban tree biomass McHale et al. (2009) , equations specific to urban
trees are currently lacking. Our application of generalized equations grouped by
functional types represents the best available option to estimate tree biomass from
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field measurements. Moreover, volunteer-based field surveys may also be prone to
measurement and identification errors. As such, we acknowledge that the biomass
estimates we obtain for the street trees are relatively coarse and may be prone to
error (we estimate 5-10% error margin).
The remaining methods and analysis to estimate the total street tree biomass
present in a GSV FOV and relate these values to the sum of tree biomass as estimated by generalized allometric equations follows that of the main text 's methods.

In this case we substitute estimated sum of street tree biomass inside each GSV
FOV with true percent tree cover inside each GSV FOV as the response variable.
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